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From: Sam Humphries
To: State Planning Office Shared Mailbox
Subject: State Planning Provisions
Date: Friday, 12 August 2022 3:22:19 PM

Submission on State Planning Provisions.

To whom it may concern.

As a resident of Stanley running a couple of successful small business enterprises, I am rather
concerned about the proposal of two wind farms in the area.

These industrial parks are at odds with the scenic and community values of Circular Head,
particular the coastal regions.

It beggars belief that two landholders can ride roughshod, with overseas corporate backing, over
community concerns, with little to no benefit to the community other than a few paltry bribes in
the disguise of grants.

A concerted effort under state planning provisions to develop Go and No Go Zones, taking in to
consideration community consultation, scenic values and direct impact on population, would go
far in gaining support for industrial wind parks.

It should not be up to citizens to have to oppose such projects, that they deem inappropriate to
their region, and with limited resources and time.

Sincerely.

Sam Humphries.



   

   

   

                
        

               
             

              
 

            
             

 

               
              

            
             

    

                
               

            
              

          

                
        

              
          

               
         

               
         

                  
      

                
              

              
            

                 
           

              
 

 







 
Representation to the 2022 State Planning Provisions Review  
From: Helen Tait, Launceston, Tasmania 
 
Introduction: 
I have a BSC from UTAS. I worked with the Tamar Regional Master Planning Authority in the 
1970's as an assistant to the landscape planner. The planning work at TRMPA began from the 
geology up, with successive overlays of climate, topography and natural systems. TRMPA planning 
was thus, strongly and innovately grounded in understanding ecological processes.   
 
I am a member of PMAT as are many of the natural history, heritage and land conservation, and 
citizen science groups that I belong to. 

• I fully endorse PMAT's submission 
• I require that the PMAT submission, with its professional grasp of the language of 

planning matters, sits firmly beside my submission. 
• I likewise endorse the submission of John Thompson and Conservation Landholders 

Tasmania 
• I also endorse the representation by Peter Voller and the Tamar Landcare group. 
• I make special reference to the fact that the Heart Foundation have previously made 

representation addressing a critical need for planning responsibility to embrace citizen's 
health and well-being.   

• My concerns are deeply for the conscious provision, and protection, in our planning 
processes to support live-ability for our State's residents especially in regard to; human 
scale, local heritage and landscape character, and every day residential amenity. 

• My further concerns are about securing provisions for the protection, and 
rehabilitation of natural ecosystems and the coordination with Local State and Federal 
legislation that applies to them. 

• Appendix A and B of my representation provide details for two DA's recently put to the 
Launceston City Council. These cases outline and emphasise the concerns of my submission 
(NB To be forwarded seperately)  
 

Notes of concern for the SPP review: 
  
Sunlight to life is critical and wondrous and access to it must continue to be recognised, 
protected  and provided for in our planning provisions. 

• Access to sunlight and view is too often undervalued and misunderstood. 
• Measuring its value is in poor repute due to tedious, often misrepresented, and incomplete 

sun-shadow diagrams, and mismanaged analysis. 
• This provision is in grave danger of being absent or put aside in the too hard basket in 

current planning provisions but is important to be included in our future schemes. 
• In cold climate Tasmania access to the winter sun is critical for passive heating of our 

houses, our laneways and highways on frosty mornings and throughout our daylight hours. 
• It is the basis for domestic solar power generation and investment is dependant on good 

solar access 
• Sunlight dances; It bounces, reflects, penetrates and warms in wonderful and often 

intangible ways.   
• The view of the sky is essential for humans to feel free and verified. 
• The neurosis and the consequences from feeling entrapped and in the dark for example are 

damaging and dire. 
• The phenomena of the mental health related to living environment has been starkly 



established with the arrival of the corona pandemic. It heralded debilitating aspects of 
isolation, while at the same time highlighting the value our immediate physical surrounds, 
our neighbours and our local community. 

• Sunlight provision, and more critically the provisions that allow removal of it from 
established homes, requires a much more nuanced approach. The test of 'reasonable' or 
'unreasonable' loss of the amenity of sunlight is poorly understood and poorly applied. 

• While planners might hesitate for a moment on adverse decisions for sunlight loss, it is the 
health care providers doctors and the paramedics who pick up on the consequent of a poorly 
designed and approved DA that does not respect and honour the value that sunlight provides 
to a residence. 

• Sunlight warms and enlivens people and in their gardens and in their lifestyles. 
• Loss of access to sunlight and outlook diminishes the value of a place. Sun access 

provisions are made for new developments but are mostly slanted towards the new at the 
detriment to places already established. 

• Planning provisions mostly do not recognise the value and joy of sunshine; in the bedroom 
in the morning, at the table at breakfast, in the living room all day, in the window seat when 
the children arrive home from school, the last rays of sun that reach the old person sitting in 
the chair watching the sunset. 

• Planners often defer to a 'like it or lump' retort and/or the 'you will soon get used to it' 
attitude towards an objecting resident distraught and shocked about what new planning laws, 
removed from 'discretion', bring into an established neighbourhood 

• While the live-ability, monetary value and sale-ability of the diminished house lowers, and 
the new development soars, without recognition in the planning provisions we are left with 
great hurts, antagonisms and injustices in our community. 

 
Protection of open space provisions, 

• Often it is public open space which allows sunlight and views into a locale. 
• Provides a breathing space, a break from the urban whether from a private or public park or 

open space 
• Prescriptions for ensuring open space zones for passive and active recreation must be 

strongly maintained for the protection for the amenity and live-ability for any developing 
settlement. 

 
Protecting biodiversity and natural ecological systems (See case study Appendix A) 

• The promising sensitivity for recognising living systems as the basis of Tamar Regional 
Master Planning Authority in the 1970's seems to be somewhere lost in current education 
and planning policy. 

• Ecological terms are of often too narrowly defined and legalistic in interpretation.  
Biodiversity in planning provisions must be recognised in its fullness rather the limitation to 
provisions for single species listed as threatened or vulnerable. 

• Development in sensitive areas should be limited rather than precious bushland raised and 
biodiversity destroyed. 

 
Bush Fire Codes 

• The blanket bush fire risk mitigation provisions and legislations for prescribed burning are 
causing havoc to the health and biodiversity of some of our public reserves, and bush-land 
on private property 

• Fuel reduction burns should not be exempt from requiring a permit. 
• Prescribed burning regimes must be better appraised for risk of biodiversity loss and soil 

damage before making them mandatory. 



• The approval for subdivisions that require bush fire risk management should be much more 
closely regulated. 

• Parks and Wildlife Service itself is majorly compromised by having required burnt hectare 
targets, often burning unnecessarily in Nature Reserves where protection from fire is a 
National priority requirement. 

• Subdivision should be listed as a sensitive use in the Bushfire Code areas with requirements 
that new development be located away from high risk areas. 

 
Riparian stream-side protection and enhancement critical for; 
Intrinsic values, pleasure, biodiversity, ecosystems services to human habitation- eg slowing and 
holding rainwater run-off , flood mitigation, carbon sequestration, clean air, beauty and bird song. 
Riparian areas; 

• Often pushed aside or bulldozed away and concretised. 
• Could be better recognised and valued 
• Could be included as part of a developers' 5% contribution towards compulsory Pubic Open 

space provision. 
• SPPS should ensure rigourous rehabilitated after disturbance from development   

 
Protecting History and Heritage Buildings 

• Again the essence of this protection is often lost in vague definitions, or in over-precise 
legalistic interpretations 

• Protection provisions must be strengthened to keep our heritage values protected. 
• Values of Heritage Tasmania should be more robust in the SPPs to provide adequate, more 

nuanced guidance to citizens, developers and planners in protecting heritage values. 
• Street-scapes and heritage precincts should be given greater protective provisions than 

currently afforded. 
 
Opportunity for a citizen's voice to planning 

• Should be upheld 
• New State wide building codes for heights, reduced set back, changed building envelopes, 

multi units on single blocks etc could significantly interfere with local character   
• The provisions 'as of right' and 'non-discretionary'  will likely come as a shock to people 

living in established suburbs. 
• In many cases bringing very different provisions to that expected, has great risk of bringing 

discomfort and damaging dissonances into established communities 
• For building developments in established suburbs eg say pre 1970's, SSP provisions should 

remain 'discretionary' for the outcome of new planning process to operate justly and fairly. 
• A citizen's right of appeal MUST remain accessible and affordable 

 
In submitting this representation I remain fully appreciative of the opportunity to make this 
representation to the Tasmanian Planning Commission for their consideration in review of the SPP. 
 
Faithfully 
 
Helen M Tait 
 
Includes  
Appendix A 
Conservation land zoning status and biodiversity protection – Amendment 68 to LCC for  
Rezoning and development on the Launceston Golf Club (2021/2022) 



Appendix B  
Personal experience of potential loss of sunlight and outlook, diminution of living amenity, 
and insufficient regard to protection of heritage building and heritage precincts – DA 0427 
   Blank page . 
 Continues over 



    
Appendix A 
Conservation land zoning status and biodiversity protection – Amendment 68 to LCC for  Rezoning 
and development on the Launceston Golf Club (2021/2022) 
 
The DA for rezoning of the Launceston golf course for residential subdivision has been approved by 
LCC and accepted after the planning commission hearing.   
The area applied for is an area of good quality mixed aged vegetation with an abundance of birds 
and other wildlife typical of this vegetation community. 
  
The vegetation type is that of only small patches in existence around Launceston and in the northern 
midlands. It is listed under our Forest Practices Act as a  threatened vegetation community. The golf 
course site especially valuable as it is of mixed age with significant large old 'Habitat trees' and a 
typical density of mixed species understory. It is a prime area for bird breeding important to 
recruitment to nearby reserves where breeding habitat is compromised. 52 species of endemic, 
native, migratory and introduced birds are known from the golf course land.   

• Plants an animals listed under the federal EPBCA Act are known from this site and sites 
adjacent. Listings under the natural values atlas are incomplete as this private and 
unsurveyed bushland 

• The land has been known and respected as a Wildlife Sanctuary since 1934 
• put under NPWS listings in 1977 
• On the Tas Government List Maps website as a Private Sanctuary (Perpetual) under the 

Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act 2002 
 

 
 
Yet even so the planners and the Commission have no, or have ignored, planning provisions to 
protect such a valuable and precious urban biodiversity asset. 

• The ecologist's brief and assessment task was simply to declare if he found any threatened 
species present. Well, for one, Brunonia is listed under the Natural Values Atlas for this land. 
However it is ephemeral and not always seen. 

• The local area and the vegetation type is a hot spot for the threatened Eastern barred 
bandcoots but 'not found' because a survey was not done for the animals and birds on site. 

 
A groaning aspect of the DA process in response to 12 objections about the loss of wildlife with this 
DA is that the planner included a farcical requirement to re-home all the wildlife from the felling of 
the bushland for the new houses, and for the provisions of bush fire mitigation.  
This was a condition that Councillors voted on but was simply later removed by council officers 
removed when raised as being ludicrous and unachievable. 
 



The crucial connectivity of urban remnant vegetation is evident in the photo above. The first 
subdivision approved for 14 lots would cut into the middle adding hard surfaces, cats and dogs, 
humans and noise into this declared wildlife sanctuary land and connector corridor. 
 
 
 
The second DA and amendment 71 for further rezoning and subdivision for the golf course is 
currently on its way to the planning Commission hearing. Again, for immediate financial gain, the 
recreational land is being progressively reduced. The opportunity on the golf course to retain 
adequate recreational land and especially to retain natural areas is being diminished. The the 
opportunity for Council or others to retrieve recreational land, when the golf course moves off to 
another site with bigger potential, is lost in the infeasibility of changing new settled 'residential' land 
back to 'recreational' zoning!    
 
Even with all the legal reserve status strongly in its favour for the retention of this bushland in 
recreational zoning no provisions were strong enough to protect this declared Wildlife Sanctuaryat 
the very least for connectivity through the golf course course with adjacent vulnerable Punch bowl 
and Carr Villa bushland reserves this retention was forgone. The area is more rightly crying out for 
the application of Special Area Conservation Provisions. 
 
This case has shown that the current SPPs are failing modern demands to respect and protect nature 
and its biodiversity and the ecosystem services it provides. 
 
Oh and I forgot to add that the big trees and pretty bushland to be trashed consequent to this 
rezoning for housing are in a scenic protection zone 

• In the absence of better protection provisions for natural areas, Scenic protection zoning has 
had provided some level effect to protection 

• Scenic protection provisions generally are lacking in rigour and effect. 
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Appendix B.  
Personal experience of potential loss of sunlight and outlook, diminution of living amenity, and 
insufficient regard to protection of heritage building and heritage precincts – DA 0427 (2020) 
 

• This DA was for a neighbour to demolish and rebuild a heritage brick wall and build for a 
high addition to a heritage listed 19th C school house right on my NNW boundary fence 

• The proposal would have blocked sunlight and outlook from the living place that I had 
created to bring sunlight and warm into a cold and damp 1860's colonial cottage. The 5m 
high wall of the schoolhouse on the boundary already blocked sun and outlook from 2 
rooms of my house to the NNW for 9m, and the lower proportion of the wall for 6m. 

•  Because there is also a house built on the boundary line to the south, 7 of the rooms of my 
house have outlook onto walls 1m and 2m from my windows. 

• I have mitigated the effect by replacing old poor quality added-on bathroom utilities with a 
living room with sunlit windows; one that works as a ventilation window and one as an all 
day sun access bay window. See photo below 

 

 
 

• The DA had many discretionary elements and the developer submitted an application that 
said all  performance criteria and acceptable solutions could be met and that the effect on my 
amenity was not unreasonable. 

• The planning report seemed to ignore serious concerns on the discretionary aspects of its 
determination citing that the DA was prepared by a professional company.   

• Comment from Heritage Tas was some how limited to only the part of the wall that 
comprised the built wall of the school house rather than the wall's full integration with the 
porch and the lower wash-house of that listed building. 

 
The concerns; 

• I had two weeks to verify and clarify the details of the DA and submit an objection to 
something that I had worked on for 25 years to achieve live-ability in a compromised 1860's 
house. 

• It was confronting and nerve racking in the extreme. 



• I took leave from work that contributed to an on going and deteriorating situation. 
• My mental stability was compromised 

I was; 
• Taxed to argue my case to the planner 
• Exasperated that the sun diagrams and the analysis was grossly wrong 
• Annoyed that the details in the DA was misleading and misrepresented 
• Appalled that Heritage Tas was hamstrung on a technicality 
• Distraught that Heritage precinct and heritage fabric for this 7 house section of old Bourke 

St with 3 buildings listed with not considered. 
 
With an in-ordinate amount of work by me some Councillors were convinced to vote against the 
planners recommendation to approve the DA resulting in a tied decision. THEN the Councillor who 
at the meeting proposed the approval in the first instance moved a motion to disapprove the DA on 
discretionary provisions around heritage, building envelope and unreasonable interference with my 
living amenity. This motion was passed unanimously in my favour. 
 
No appeal was entered into by the proponent who immediately put the house on the market, sold 
within a month and moved to another immediately one home. It was clearly a DA sought to market 
a property with a DA approved. Leaving my family and I with the diminution of our home and them 
with the on going effects of my distress. 
 
The new opportunistic purchaser is a building company owner, and a property manager and 
developer. His daughter moved in and immediately began demolition work in the building with her 
father declared forcefully to that he was going to do the development any way, if not right now 
when his time was up to put in a new DA.   
And that similar DA, under the new SPPs will; 

• likely not have the same discretions that exist now 
• Nor will I have the requirement of being notified 
• Nor will I have a manageable opportunity for appeal 
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HERITAGE PROTECTION SOCIETY (TASMANIA) INC. 

P.O. Box 513 Launceston Tasmania 7250 

 
12 August 2022 
 
State Planning Office 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
GPO Box 123 
Hobart TAS 7001 
By email: yoursay.planning@dpac.tas.gov.au 

 

 and pay respect to the Tasmanian Aboriginal people as the 
traditional and original owners of the land on which we live and work. We 
acknowledge the Tasmanian Aboriginal community as the continuing custodians of 
lutruwita (Tasmania) and honour Aboriginal Elders past and present. lutruwita 
milaythina Pakana - Tasmania is Aboriginal land. 
 

To Whom It May Concern, 

RE: State Planning Provisions (SPPs) Review - Scoping Issues 

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the review of the SPPs, noting that 
ALL SPPs are up for review. We also welcome the opportunity to recommend new 
provisions i.e. new codes and/ zones.  

As contributors to Planning Matters Alliance Tasmania, we also endorse the 
Planning Matters Alliance Tasmania’s (PMAT) submission, currently being 
completed for Local Historic Heritage Code,  and more generally to the review of all 
of the other State Planning Provisions including which includes detailed submissions 
compiled by their expert planners regarding three key areas: the Natural Assets 
Code, the Local Historic Heritage Code and the residential standards.  

We further note that the State Planning Provisions Review Scoping Paper states that 
the State Planning Office will establish reference and consultative groups to assist 
with detailed projects and amendments associated with the SPPs.  

We request in the strongest possible terms that we should take part in these 
reference/consultative groups because the strength in a community relies on the 
degree to which a democratic and truly consultative process has occurred and will 
continue to occur during the period of operation.  It is vital to have a community voice 
in these processes.  
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Overall we are calling for the SPPs to be values-based, fair and equitable, informed 
by PMAT’s Platform Principles, and for the SPPs to deliver the objectives of the Land 
Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993.  

Planning affects every inch of Tasmania, on both private and public land, and our 
well-being: our homes, our neighbour’s house, our local shops, work opportunities, 
schools, parks and transport corridors. Planning shapes our cities, towns and rural 
landscapes. Well thought through strategic planning can build strong, thriving, 
healthy and sustainable communities. 

SPP Review Process 

We welcome that the Tasmanian Government is currently seeking input to help 
scope the issues for the five yearly review of the State Planning Provisions (SPPs) in 
the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, and that this will be conducted over two stages. 

We believe the current review of the SPPs is the best chance the community has 
now to improve the planning system. The SPPs are not scheduled to be reviewed 
again until 2027.  

As per the State Planning Office website ‘The SPPs are the statewide set of 
consistent planning rules in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, which are used for the 
assessment of applications for planning permits. The SPPs contain the planning 
rules for the 23 zones and 16 codes in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, along with 
the administrative, general, and exemption provisions.  

Regular review of the SPPs is best practice ensuring we implement constant 

improvement and keep pace with emerging planning issues and pressures.’ 

The SPP review is thus critically important and is a particular priority for Heritage 
Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc. as it is the best chance we have to improve 
planning outcomes until 2027. 

Our  key concerns and recommendations cover the following topics: 

1. Ensuring the community has the right to have a say; 
2. Community connectivity, health and well-being; 
3. Aboriginal cultural heritage; 
4. Heritage buildings and landscapes (Local Historic Heritage Code); 
5. Tasmania’s brand and economy; 
6. National Parks and Reserves (Environmental Management Zone); 
7. Healthy Landscapes (Landscape Conservation Zone); 
8. Healthy Landscapes (Natural Assets Code); 
9. Healthy Landscapes (Scenic Protection Code); 
10. And, the additional provision for a code regulating ACCESS TO HERITAGE 

BUILDINGS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES 
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1. Ensuring the community has the right to have a say 

Land use planning is the process through which governments, businesses, and 
residents come together to shape their communities. Having a right of say is critical 
to this.  

The current SPPs however, with fewer discretionary developments, and more 
exemptions, significantly reduce the community’s right to have a say and in many 
instances also removes appeal rights, weakening democracy. More and more uses 
and development are able to occur without public consultation or appeal rights. 
Without adequate community involvement in the planning process, there is a risk of 
more contested projects, delays and ultimately less efficient decision-making on 
development proposals. 

The reduction in community involvement is clearly demonstrated by how 
developments are dealt with in our National Parks and Reserves and residential 
areas. 

National Parks and Reserves and right of say 

Commercial tourism development can be approved in most National Parks and 
Reserves without guarantee of public consultation, and with no rights to appeal. This 
means that the public has no certainty of being able to comment and no appeal 
rights over public land covering almost 50% of Tasmania. The State Government 
has repeatedly stated that that this issue will be dealt with through the review of the 
Reserve Activity Assessment (RAA) process.  

The RAA process is the internal government process by which developments in 
national parks and reserves are assessed. However, the review has stalled with no 
apparent progress for at least five years1.  

Community stakeholders are unable to obtain clear information on the review 
progress, timelines and the formal process regarding consultation. It appears that the 
State Government has abandoned this critically important review of the Reserve 
Activity Assessment.  

Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc  is concerned that proposed 
developments can be approved under the existing deeply flawed process without 
any opportunity for public comment and involvement. This is inconsistent with three 
of the most fundamental of the objectives of the Land Use Planning and Approvals 
Act 1993: “(a) to promote the sustainable development of natural and physical 
resources and the maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity… (c) 
to encourage public involvement in resource management and planning; and (e) to 
promote the sharing of responsibility for resource management and planning 

 
1Page 11 of the Minister's Statement of Reasons for modifications to the draft State Planning Provisions here 
which states ‘…in response to matters raised during the hearings [of the draft SPPs] the Government agrees 
that a review of the RAA (Reserve Activity Assessment) be undertaken’.  
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between the different spheres of Government, the community and industry in the 
State.” 

There is a current Petition (closing 4 August 2022) before the Tasmanian Parliament: 
‘Inadequate processes for assessing and approving private tourism developments in 
Tasmania's national parks’ which has already attracted 2609 signatures and 
demonstrates the level of community concern. Amongst other concerns, the petition 
draws to the attention of the Tasmanian Parliament that ‘The Reserve Activity 
Assessment (RAA) process is flawed, opaque and lacks genuine public consultation’ 
and calls on the ‘Government to abandon the Expressions of Interest process and 
halt all proposals currently being considered under the Reserve Activity Assessment 
process until a statutory assessment and approval process for private tourism 
developments in Tasmania's national parks is implemented’. 

In 2016, the Tasmanian Planning Commission via its report, Draft State Planning 
Provisions Report: A report by the Tasmanian Planning Commission as required 
under section 25 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, 9 December 
2016, identified the level of public concern regarding the Reserve Activity 
Assessment process.  

In 2017, the then Planning Minister Peter Gutwein acknowledged that the RAA 
process “needs review”, but made no amendments to the SPPs in relation to 
developments in national parks. 

In 2019 eleven community groups were so frustrated they could not obtain clarity on 
the RAA review they resorted to lodging a Right to Information (RTI) request to seek 
transparency. See PMAT Media Release: Has Hodgman abandoned the review of 
RAA process for developments in national parks and reserves? 

Recommendation:  That the State Government move quickly to 1. finalise the RAA 
Review, including the exemptions and applicable standards for proposed use and 
development in the Environmental Management Zone 2. To implement changes for a 
more open, transparent and robust process that is consistent with the Tasmanian 
Planning System Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 objectives. 3. The 
Environmental Management Zone should be amended to ensure the public has a 
meaningful right of say and access to appeal rights - in particular by amending what 
are “permitted” and “discretionary” uses and developments in the Environmental 
Management Zone. 

Residential areas and right of say 

PMAT commissioned an architectural planning study (Figures 1 and 2) to 
demonstrate what is permitted in the General Residential Zone to visually 
demonstrate what can be built without public comment, appeal rights and notification 
to your adjoining neighbour.  
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Figure 1 – PMAT’s planning study demonstrates what is Permitted in the General 
Residential Zone. This is what is allowed to be built with no notification to your 
adjoining neighbour, no ability to comment, and no appeal rights. 

 
Figure 2 – PMAT’s planning study demonstrates what is Permitted in the General 
Residential Zone. This is what is allowed to be built with no notification to your 
adjoining neighbour, no ability to comment and no appeal rights. 

PMAT’s planning study helps highlight issues that have led to confusion and anxiety 
in our communities including lack of say about the construction of multiple and single 
dwellings(especially by adjoining neighbours), bulk, height, overshadowing, loss of 
privacy, loss of sunlight/solar access, loss of future solar access for Solar PV arrays 
and Solar Hot Water panels on, north-east, north, and north-west -facing roofs, lack 
of private open space and inappropriate site coverage, overlooking private open 
space and blocking existing views 

Recommendation: The SPPs should be amended to ensure the public has a 
meaningful right of say and access to appeal rights across the residential zones, in 
particular by amending what is “permitted” and “discretionary” use and development. 
Our planning system must include meaningful public consultation that is timely 
effective, open and transparent. 

2. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
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The current SPPs have no provision for mandatory consideration of impacts on 
Aboriginal Heritage, including Cultural Landscapes, when assessing a new 
development or use that will impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage.  
This means, for example, that under current laws, there is no formal opportunity for 
Tasmanian Aboriginal people to comment on or object to a development or use that 
would adversely impact their cultural heritage, and there is no opportunity to appeal 
permits that allow for adverse impacts on Aboriginal cultural heritage values. 
While we acknowledge that the Tasmanian Government has committed to 
developing a new Tasmanian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Protection Act to replace 
the woefully outdated Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (Tas), it is unclear whether the 
proposed “light touch” integration of the new legislation with the planning system will 
provide for adequate protection of Aboriginal Cultural heritage, involvement of 
Tasmanian Aboriginal people in decisions that concern their cultural heritage, and 
consideration of these issues in planning assessment processes.  
We believe that the best efforts to achieve reconciliation in Tasmania will not be 
best-served by creating separate legislative protections and separate administration 
and assessment systems and procedures for aboriginal cultural heritage. Until all 
levels and categories of cultural heritage is identified, assessed and administered 
under a single unified and respectful system, it will never bring together the parties 
that will be necessary to create equality and reconciliation in Tasmania. 
Indeed, it is unclear if the new Act will “give effect to the Government’s commitment 
to introducing measures to require early consideration of potential Aboriginal 
heritage impacts in the highest (State and regional) level of strategic planning, and in 
all assessments of rezoning proposals under the LUPA Act to ensure major planning 
decisions take full account of Aboriginal heritage issues.”2 
If one must adopt the government’s approach to separatist legislation and 
management, one way that the planning scheme and SPPs could ensure Aboriginal 
cultural heritage is better taken into account in planning decisions, is through the 
inclusion of an Aboriginal Heritage Code to provide mandatory assessment 
requirements and prescriptions that explicitly aim to conserve and protect Aboriginal 
cultural heritage. Assessment under this code could serve as a trigger for 
assessment under a new Tasmanian Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Protection Act. 
Until that Review is complete, it will be unclear how the new Act will give effect to the 
objective of cross reference with the planning scheme. The planning scheme 
should therefore set up a mechanism that ensures maximum assessment, 
consideration and protection of Aboriginal heritage. 
We recognise that even this is an imperfect approach in that the proposed Aboriginal 
Heritage Code may not be able to fully give effect to the United Nations Declaration 
of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples by providing Tasmanian Aboriginal people the 
right to free, prior and informed consent about developments and uses that affect 
their cultural heritage or give them the right to determining those applications.  
However, while the Tasmanian Government is in the process of preparing and 
implementing the new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Protection Act, it will at least allow 

 
2 Jaensch, Roger (2021) Tabling Report: Government Commitment in Response to the Review Findings, 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975: Review under s.23 – see here:  
https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tabling%20Report%20-
%20Review%20of%20the%20Aboriginal%20Heritage%20Act.pdf 
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for consideration and protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage in a way that is not 
presently provided under any Tasmanian law. 
Recommendation: The SPPs must provide better consideration of and protection to 
Aboriginal cultural heritage, at least such as via the creation of an Aboriginal 
Heritage Code and the cross reference and meaningful connection to a new 
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Protection Act that will protect Aboriginal Cultural 
heritage. 

3. Heritage Buildings and Heritage Landscape Issues (Local Historic 
Heritage Code) 

Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc considers that limited protections for 
heritage places will compromise Tasmania’s important cultural precincts and erode 
the heritage character of listed buildings. We understand that many Councils have 
not populated their Local Historic Heritage Codes as they are resource and time 
limited and there is a lack of data. 

In addition to Local and State values, what about National values? 

There are many sites with a range of heritage-type overlays – Natural, Aboriginal-
Built/cultural, Landscape/significant trees/hedgerows, Archaelogical, AND at 
National, State and Local levels. The SPP’s do not deal with how all of this can be 
co-ordinated and what the hierarchical/ranking situation is. 

The National Heritage Convention (HERCON) conducted with the enthusiastic of 
Council of Australian Governments (COAG), produced12 Australian Heritage 

Places Principles and a series of Australian Heritage Standards designed to 
achieve a comprehensive heritage system, and a consistency for identifying, listing, 
protecting, and managing natural and cultural heritage places. Cultural heritage must 
include aboriginal heritage. 

Importantly, roles and responsibilities of government and heritage agencies would 

Provide for and maintain a single point of public access to information about 

heritage places that have been identified and listed in an agreed format that 

needs minimum data, documentation and confidentiality requirements.  

The identification and recording processes must be separate processes to 
management considerations. There must be an ability for owners, custodians and 
community to be involved in key stages of the heritage listing of places, including the 
free ability to nominate places for independent assessment. 

And, the establishment of a Heritage Ombudsman. 

PMAT engaged expert planner Danielle Gray of Gray Planning to draft a detailed 
submission on the Local Historic Heritage Code. The input from Gray Planning has 
provided a comprehensive review of the Local Historic Heritage Code and highlights 
deficiencies with this Code. There is considerable concern that the wording and 
criteria in the Local Historic Heritage Code will result in poor outcomes for sites in 
Heritage Precincts as well as Heritage Places that are individually listed. There is 
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also a lack of consistency in terminology used in the Local Historic Heritage Code 
criteria that promote and easily facilitate the demolition of and unsympathetic work to 
heritage places, Precinct sites and significant heritage fabric on economic grounds 
and a failure to provide any clear guidance for application requirements for those 
wanting to apply for approval under the Local Historic Heritage Code. The Local 
Historic Heritage Code also fails to provide incentives for property owners in terms of 
adaptive reuse and subdivision as has previously been available under Interim 
Planning Schemes. It is considered that the deficiencies in the current Local Historic 
Heritage Code are significant and will result in poor outcomes for historic and cultural 
heritage management in Tasmania. 

A summary of the concerns and recommendations with respect to the review of the 
Local Historic Heritage Code by Gray Planning is outlined below. 

Gray Planning - Summary of concerns and recommendations with respect to 
the Local Historic Heritage Code 

• The name of the Local Historic Heritage Code should be simplified to 
‘Heritage Code’. This simplified naming is inclusive of historic heritage and 
cultural heritage rather than emphasising that heritage is about historic values 
only.  

• Definitions in the Local Historic Heritage Code are currently brief and 
inexhaustive and do not align with definitions in the Burra Charter.  

• There are no clear and easily interpreted definitions for terms repeatedly used 
such as ‘demolition, ‘repairs’ and ‘maintenance’.  

• Conservation Processes (Articles 14 to 25) as outlined in the Burra Charter 
should be reflected in the Local Historic Heritage Code Performance Criteria. 
Issues covered in the Burra Charter are considered to be very important to 
maintaining historic and cultural heritage values such as setting, context and 
use are not mentioned in the Local Historic Heritage Code at all.   

• The Local Historic Heritage Code does not deal with any place listed on the 
Tasmanian Heritage register and there is a hard line separate of local and 
state listed places. This fails to recognise the complexity of some sites which 
have documented state and local values.   

• Failure to also consider state and local heritage values as part of the Local 
Historic Heritage Code will result in important issues such as streetscape and 
setting and their contribution to heritage values not being considered in 
planning decisions.  

• The SPP Code does not provide a summary of application requirements to 
assist both Councils and developers. This approach results in a failure to 
inform developers of information that may be required in order to achieve 
compliance.  

• The Objectives and Purpose of the Local Historic Heritage Code is too limited 
and should align with the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 in terms of 
purpose.  
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• The Exemptions as listed in the Local Historic Heritage Code are in some 
cases ambiguous and would benefit greatly from further clarification and basic 
terms being defined under a new Definitions section.  

• Previously, some Interim Planning Schemes included special provisions that 
enabled otherwise prohibited uses or subdivision to occur so long as it was 
linked to good heritage outcomes. Those have been removed.  

• Development standards for demolition are concerning and enable the 
demolition of heritage places and sites for economic reasons.  

• Development standards use terminology that is vague and open to 
misinterpretation.  

• The words and phrases ‘compatible’ and ‘have regard to’ are repeatedly used 
throughout the Local Historic Heritage Code and are considered to be 
problematic and may result in unsympathetic and inconsistent outcomes 
owing to their established legal translation.   

• Performance criteria do not make definition between ‘contributory’ and ‘non 
contributory’ fabric. This may result in poor heritage outcomes where existing 
unsympathetic development is used as justification for more of the same.  

• The Local Historic Heritage Code as currently written will allow for 
unsympathetic subdivision to occur where front gardens can be subdivided or 
developed for parking. This will result in loss of front gardens in heritage areas 
and contemporary development being built in front of and to obstruct view of 
buildings of heritage value.  

• The Local Historic Heritage Code as currently written does not place limits on 
extensions to heritage places which enables large contemporary extensions 
that greatly exceed the scale of the heritage building to which they are 
attached to.  

• Significant tree listing criteria are not always heritage related. In fact most are 
not related to heritage. Significant trees should have their own separate code.  

• Currently there is no requirement for Councils to populate the Local Historic 
Heritage Code with Heritage Precincts of Places. Failure to do so is resulting 
in buildings and sites of demonstrated value being routinely destroyed. 

Recommendation:  
Burra Charter: Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc. recommends that the 
Local Historic Heritage Code in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme should be 
consistent with the objectives, terminology and methodology of the Burra Charter. 
We also generally endorse Gray Planning’s recommendations regarding the Local 
Historic Heritage Code as outlined above. 
Significant trees: Consistent with the Tasmanian Planning Commission’s 2016 
recommendations on the draft SPP’s outlined on page 633 ‘a stand-alone code for 
significant trees to protect a broader range of values be considered as an addition to 
the SPPs’. 

 
3 Draft State Planning Provisions Report: A report by the Tasmanian Planning Commission as required under 
section 25 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, 9 December 2016 – see page 63.  
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4. Tasmania’s Brand and Economy 

We support the Tasmanian brand noting that a planning system which protects 
Tasmania’s cherished natural and cultural heritage underpins our economy, now and 
into the future.  We consider that the current SPPs threaten Tasmania’s brand, as 
they place our natural and cultural heritage and treasured urban amenity at risk. The 
current planning system may deliver short-term gain but at the cost of our long-term 
identity and economic prosperity. 

As Michael Buxton, former Professor of Environment and Planning, RMIT University, 
stated “The Government argues the new [planning] system is vital to unlock 
economic potential and create jobs, but the state’s greatest economic strengths are 
the amenity and heritage of its natural and built environments. Destroy these and the 
state has no future.” Source: Talking Point: Planning reform the Trojan horse, The 
Mercury, Michael Buxton, December 2016 (attached in Appendix 1). 

As per Brand Tasmania’s 2019-2024 Strategic Plan, it could be argued that the 
SPPs are inconsistent with Brand Tasmania’s main objectives which are to: ‘To 
develop, maintain, protect and promote a Tasmanian brand that is differentiated and 
enhances our appeal and competitiveness nationally and internationally; To 
strengthen Tasmania’s image and reputation locally, nationally and internationally; 
and To nurture, enhance and promote the Tasmanian brand as a shared public 
asset.’ 

Recommendation: A brand lens should be placed over the top of the SPPs to 
ensure they are consistent with the objectives of Brand Tasmania. This consistency 
could also be facilitated via the Tasmanian Planning Policies.  

5. Coastal land Issues 

We consider that weaker rules for subdivisions and multi-unit development will put 
our undeveloped beautiful coastlines under greater threat. For example, the same 
General Residential standards that apply to Hobart and Launceston cities also apply 
to small coastal towns such as Bicheno, Swansea and Orford. The SPPs are not 
appropriate for small coastal settlements and will damage their character. 

Recommendation: We urge stronger protections from subdivision, multi-unit 
development and all relevant residential standards that cover Tasmania’s 
undeveloped and beautiful coastlines and small coastal settlements.  

6. Coastal Waters 

The SPPs only apply to the low water mark and not to coastal waters. The SPPs 
must be consistent with State Policies including the State Coastal Policy 1996. The 
State Coastal Policy 1996 states that it applies to the ‘Coastal Zone’ which ‘is to be 
taken as a reference to State waters and to all land to a distance of one kilometre 
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inland from the high-water mark.’4 State waters are defined as the waters which 
extend out to three nautical miles5.  

Recommendation: The SPPs should again apply to coastal waters e.g. the 
Environmental Management Zone should be applied again to coastal waters. 

7. National Parks and Reserves (Environmental Management Zone) 

The purpose of the Environmental Management Zone (EMZ) is to ‘provide for the 
protection, conservation and management of land with significant ecological, 
scientific, cultural or scenic value’, and largely applies to public reserved land. Most 
of Tasmania’s National Parks and Reserves have been Zoned or will be zoned 
Environmental Management Zone. Tasmanian Ratepayers Association Inc.’s main 
concerns regarding the Environmental Management Zone is what is permitted in this 
zone plus the lack of set-back provisions that fail to protect the integrity of for 
example our National Parks.  

Permitted Uses 

The EMZ allows a range of Permitted uses which we consider are incompatible with 
protected areas. Permitted uses include: Community Meeting and Entertainment, 
Educational and Occasional Care, Food Services, General Retail and Hire, Pleasure 
Boat Facility, Research and Development, Residential, Resource Development, 
Sports and Recreation, Tourist Operation, Utilities and Visitor Accommodation.   

These uses are conditionally permitted, for example they are permitted because they 
have an authority issued under the National Parks and Reserves Management 
Regulations 2019, which does not guarantee good planning outcomes will be 
achieved and does not allow for an appropriate level of public involvement in 
important decisions concerning these areas.  

Set Backs 

There are no setback provisions for the Environmental Management Zone from other 
Zones as is the case for the Rural and Agricultural Zones. This means that buildings 
can be built up to the boundary, encroaching on the integrity of our National Parks 
and/or coastal reserves.  

Recommendation: We recommend: 1. All current Environmental Management Zone 
Permitted uses should be at minimum Discretionary, as this will guarantee public 
comment and appeal rights on developments on public land such as in our National 
Parks and Reserves. 2. There should be setback provisions in the Environmental 
Management Zone to ensure the integrity of our National Parks and Reserves. 
Further to our submission we also endorse the recommendations made by the 
Tasmanian National Parks Association as outlined in their submission to the 
2022 SPP review here. 

 
4 https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/11521/State_Coastal_Policy_1996.pdf 
5 https://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/marine/jurisdiction/maritime-boundary-definitions 
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8. Healthy Landscapes (Landscape Conservation Zone) 

The purpose of the Landscape Conservation Zone (LCZ) is to provide for the 
protection, conservation and management of landscape values on private land. 
However, it does not provide for the protection of significant natural values as was 
the original intent of the LCZ articulated on p 79 of the Draft SPPs Explanatory 
Document. With a Zone Purpose limited to protecting ‘landscape values’, LCZ is now 
effectively a Scenic Protection Zone for private land.  

Recommendation: We endorse the recommendations in the 2022 SPP review 
submission: ‘State Planning Provisions Scoping Paper re Landscape Conservation 
Zone provisions by Conservation Landholders Tasmania’ which calls for a Zone to 
properly protect natural values on private land.  

9. Healthy Landscapes (Natural Assets Code - NAC) 

The Natural Assets Code (NAC) fails to meet the objectives and requirements of the 
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA) and does not adequately 
provide for the protection of important natural values (particularly in certain zones) 
and requires detailed review. 

A key objective of LUPAA is to promote and further the sustainable development of 
natural and physical resources, and as an integral part of this, maintain ecological 
processes and conserve biodiversity. More specifically, s15 of LUPAA requires the 
SPPS, including the NAC, to further this objective. 

As currently drafted, the NAC reduces natural values to a procedural consideration 
and undermines the maintenance of ecological processes and conservation of 
biodiversity. As a result, the, NAC fails to adequately reflect or implement the 
objectives of LUPAA and fails to meet the criteria for drafting the SPPs. 

There are also significant jurisdictional and technical issues with the NAC, including: 

• poor integration with other regulations, particularly the Forest Practices 
System, resulting in loopholes and the ability for regulations to be played off 
against each other; 

• significant limitations with the scope of natural assets and biodiversity values 
considered under the NAC, with landscape function and ecosystem services 
and non-threatened native vegetation, species and habitat largely excluded; 

• wide-ranging exemptions which further jurisdictional uncertainty and are 
inconsistent with maintenance of ecological processes and biodiversity 
conservation; 

• extensive exclusions in the application of the Natural Assets Code through 
Zone exclusion relating to the Agriculture, Industrial, Commercial and 
Residential Zones and limiting biodiversity consideration to mapped areas  
based on inaccurate datasets which are not designed for this purpose. As a 
consequence, many areas of native vegetation and habitat will not be 
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assessed or protected, impacting biodiversity and losing valuable urban and 
rural trees; 

• poorly defined terms resulting in uncertainty; 
• a focus on minimising and justifying impacts rather than avoiding impacts and 

conserving natural assets and biodiversity 
• inadequate buffer distances for waterways, particularly in urban areas; and 
• watering down the performance criteria to ‘having regard to’ a range of 

considerations rather than meeting these requirements, which enables the 
significance of impacts to be downplayed and dismissed. 

As a consequence, the NAC not only fails to promote sustainable development, 
maintain ecological processes and further biodiversity conservation, it also fails to 
achieve its stated purpose. The NAC as drafted also fails to provide aspiration to 
improve biodiversity conservation and can only lead to a reduction in biodiversity and 
degradation of natural assets. 

In 2016, the Tasmanian Planning Commission via its report, Draft State Planning 
Provisions Report: A report by the Tasmanian Planning Commission as required 
under section 25 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, 9 December 
2016, recommended that the Natural Assets Code be scrapped in its entirety, with a 
new Code developed after proper consideration of the biodiversity implications of 
proposed exemptions, the production of adequate, State-wide vegetation mapping, 
and consideration of including protection of drinking water catchments. 

The then Planning Minister Peter Gutwein rejected that recommendation.  Some 
amendments were made to the Code (including allowing vegetation of local 
significance to be protected), but no review of exemptions was undertaken.  We 
understand that while no state-wide mapping was provided, the Government 
provided $100,000 to each of the three regions to implement the SPPs – the 
southern regional councils pooled resources to engage an expert to prepare 
biodiversity mapping for the whole region. 

Note that despite concerns raised by TasWater, no further amendments were made 
to protect drinking water catchments. 

Recommendation: The NAC does not adequately provide for the protection of 
important natural values (particularly in certain zones) and requires detailed review. 

We support PMAT’s detailed submission, that will be attached to the broad 
submission, regarding the Natural Assets Code which has been prepared by expert 
environmental planner Dr Nikki den Exter. Nikki den Exter completed her PhD thesis 
investigating the role and relevance of land use planning in biodiversity conservation 
in Tasmania. Nikki also works as an Environmental Planner with local government 
and has over 15 years’ experience in the fields of biodiversity conservation, natural 
resource management and land use planning. As both a practitioner and a 
researcher, Nikki offers a unique perspective on the importance of land use planning 
in contributing to biodiversity conservation. The detailed submission has also been 
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reviewed by PMAT’s Natural Assets Code Review Sub-Committee which comprises 
planning experts, consultants and community advocates with relevant experience 
and knowledge.  

10. Healthy Landscapes (Scenic Protection Code) 

The purpose of the Scenic Protection Code is to recognise and protect landscapes 
that are identified as important for their scenic values. The Code can be applied 
through two overlays: scenic road corridor overlay and the scenic protection area 
overlay. However, We consider that the Scenic Protection Code fails to protect our 
highly valued scenic landscapes. There is an inability to deliver the objectives 
through this Code as there are certain exemptions afforded to use and development 
that allow for detrimental impact on landscape values. Concerns regarding the 
Scenic Protection Code have also been provided to the Tasmanian Planning 
Commission from the Glamorgan Spring Bay Council on the SPPs in accordance 
with section 35G of LUPAA.  

It should also be noted, that not only does the Code fail to protect scenic values, we 
understand that in many instances Councils are not even applying the Code to their 
municipal areas. Given that Tasmania’s scenic landscapes are one of our greatest 
assets and point of difference, this is extremely disappointing. Local Councils should 
be given financial support to undertake the strategic assessment of our scenic 
landscapes so they can populate the Scenic Protection Code within their municipal 
area via either their LPS process or via planning scheme amendments.  

 
Figure 3 - Rocky Hills, forms part of the Great Eastern Drive, one of Australia’s 
greatest road trips. The Drive underpins east coast tourism. As per 
www.eastcoasttasmania.com states ‘this journey inspires rave reviews from visitors 
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and fills Instagram feeds with image after image of stunning landscapes and 
scenery’. The Rocky Hills section of the road is subject to the Scenic road corridor 
overlay but has allowed buildings which undermine the scenic landscape values.  

Recommendation: The Scenic Protection Code of the SPPs should be subject to a 
detailed review, with a view to providing appropriate use and development controls 
and exemptions to effectively manage and protect all aspects of scenic landscape 
values.  

11.  Access to Heritage Buildings for People with Disabilities 

The current SPPs have no provision for mandatory consideration of impacts on 
heritage buildings to provide sensitive designs to allow access for people with 
disabilities. 

The need to provide access to buildings for people with disabilities is a requirement 
under the Disability Discrimination Act, but there is also a need to conserve our 
heritage places and not to alter them in a way that adversely affects their 
significance. 

This conflict is capably illustrated with appropriate solutions in the National 
publication ACCESS TO HERITAGE BUILDINGS FOR PEOPLE WITH 

DISABILITIES by Eric. J. Martin of COX Architects and Planners Ref. ISBN 0-646-
34978-3 

   

Related General Comments/Concerns regarding the SPPs 

Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc. also supports others with a range of 
concerns relating to the SPPs more broadly: 

1. Amendments to SPPs - 35G of LUPAA 
2. The Process for making Minor and Urgent Amendments to SPPs 
3. The SPPs reliance on outdated Australian Standards 
4. The SPPs vague and confusing terminology 
5. The SPPs were developed without a full suite of State Policies 
6. Increased complexity 
7. Tasmanian Spatial Digital Twin 
8. Difficult to Protect local Character via the LPS process 

1.  Amendments to SPPs - 35G of LUPAA 

Under Section 35 G of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, see here, a 
planning authority may notify the Minister as to whether an amendment of the SPPs 
is required. However, the Act does not set out a process that deals with the 35G 
issues. 

Recommendation: 1. It is our view that the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 
1993 should set out a transparent and robust process for dealing with 35G issues. 2. 
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Consistent with the Objectives of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 
communities that are going through their local LPS process, should be allowed and 
encouraged by their local Council to comment not only on the application of the 
SPPs but on any issues they may have in regards to the contents of the SPPs. It is 
logical that this is when communities are thinking about key concerns, rather than 
only having the opportunity to raise issues regarding the content of the SPPs during 
the statutory five year review of the SPPs we recommend the Land Use Planning 
and Approvals Act 1993 should be amended to reflect this.  

2. Process for Making Minor and Urgent Amendments to SPPs 

In 2021, the Tasmanian Government amended the Land Use Planning and 
Approvals Act 1993 to change the process for making minor amendments to the 
SPPs and introduce a separate process for making urgent amendments to the SPPs. 
These amendments give more power to the Planning Minister with no or a very 
delayed opportunity for public comment. The definition of both a minor and urgent 
amendment is also unclear. In our view, amendments processes provide the Minister 
with too much discretion to make changes to the SPPs and fail to adopt appropriate 
checks and balances on these significant powers. 

Also, legal advice is that when the Tasmanian Planning Policies are introduced, the 
minor amendment process does not allow for changes to bring the SPPs into line 
with Tasmanian Planning Policies. 

Recommendation: 1. Amending the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 to 
provide a clear definition of what constitutes a minor and urgent SPP amendment. 2. 
Ensure that the process for creating a minor or urgent amendment includes 
meaningful public consultation that is timely effective, open and transparent. 

3. The SPPs Vague and Confusing Terminology 

There are many specific words in the SPPs, as well as constructs in the language 
used, that lead to ambiguity of interpretation.  Often this results in sub-optimal 
planning outcomes for the community and can contribute to delays, unnecessary 
appeals and increased costs to developers and appellants.  Words like SPPs 8.4.2 
“provides reasonably consistent separation between dwellings” 8.4.4 “separation 
between multiple dwellings provides reasonable opportunity for sunlight”.  Other 
terms used throughout the SPPs which are highly subjective include “compatible”, 
“tolerable risk”, and “occasional visitors” where numbers are not defined. 

Similarly, the use of constructs such as ‘having regard to’ may mean that sub- 
criteria can effectively be disregarded in decision making.  Alternative wording such 
as ‘demonstrate compliance with the following’ would provide greater confidence that 
the intent of such provisions will be realised. 
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While this ambiguity leads to delays and costs for all parties, it particularly affects 
individuals and communities where the high costs involved mean they have reduced 
capacity to participate in the planning process – contrary to the intent of LUPAA 
objective 1.(c). 

Recommendation: That the terminology and construction of the SPPs be reviewed 
to provide clearer definitions and shift the emphasis under performance criteria 
towards demonstrated compliance with stated objectives. 

4. The SPPs were developed with few State Policies 

The SPPs are not about strategic or integrated planning, but are more aptly 
described as development controls. The creation of the SPPs should have been 
guided by a comprehensive suite of State Policies.  This did not happen before the 
development of the SPPs by the Planning Reform Task Force.  Hence the SPPs 
exist without a vision for Tasmania’s future.  

The SPPs are still not supported by a comprehensive suite of State Policies to guide 
planning outcomes. In 2016, the Tasmanian Planning Commission acknowledged, in 
particular, the need to review the State Coastal Policy as a matter of urgency, but no 
action has been taken.  Other areas without a strategic policy basis include 
integrated transport, population and settlements, biodiversity management, tourism 
and climate change.  

In 2018, instead of developing a suite of State Policies, the State Government 
created a new instrument in the planning system – the Tasmanian Planning Policies. 
As at 2022, the Tasmanian Planning Polices are still being developed. The 
Tasmanian Planning Policies are expected to be lodged with the Tasmanian 
Planning Commission by the end of 2022. The Tasmanian Planning Commission will 
undertake its own independent review, including public exhibition and hearings.  

Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Inc.’s position has been that we need 
State Policies rather than Tasmanian Planning Polices because they are signed 
off by the Tasmanian Parliament and have a whole of Government approach and a 
broader effect. The Tasmanian Planning Polices are only signed off by the Planning 
Minister and only apply to the Tasmanian Planning Scheme and not to all 
Government policy and decisions.  

5. Increased Complexity 

The Tasmanian Planning Scheme is very complex, is only available in a poorly 
bookmarked pdf and is very difficult for the general public to understand.  This 
creates real difficulties for local communities, governments and developers with the 
assessment and development process becoming more complex rather than less so. 
Community members cannot even find the Tasmanian Planning Scheme online 
because of the naming confusion between the Tasmanian Planning Scheme and the 
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State Planning Provisions. PMAT often fields phone enquiries about how to find the 
Tasmanian Planning Scheme.  

Repeated amendments to Tasmania’s planning laws and thus how the Tasmanian 
Planning Scheme is being rolled out is unbelievably complicated. From a community 
advocacy point of view, it is almost impossible to communicate the LPS process to 
the general public. For example, see PMAT Media Release: Solicitor General's 
Confusion Highlights Flawed Planning Change Nov 2021.  

Recommendations: It is recommended that illustrated guidelines are developed to 
assist people in understanding the Tasmanian Planning Scheme. It would be helpful 
if the Tasmanian Planning Scheme could also be made available as with previous 
interim schemes through iPlan (or similar) website. This should also link the List Map 
so there is a graphical representation of the application of the Tasmanian Planning 
Scheme (which expands when new LPSs come on board). It should also be noted, 
that for the average person, iPlan is difficult to use. 

Recommendations: Create a user friendly version of the Tasmania Planning 
Scheme such as the provision of pdfs for every LPS and associated maps. IPlan is 
impenetrable for many users.  

6. Tasmanian Spatial Digital Twin 

Digital Twin, a digital story telling tool, would revolutionise planning data and public 
consultation in Tasmania. The Spatial Digital Twin could bring together data sources 
from across government including spatial, natural resources and planning, and 
integrate it with real time feeds from sensors to provide insights for local 
communities, planners, designers and decision makers across industry and 
government. 

It enables communities, for example, to gain planning information about their streets, 
neighbourhoods and municipalities. It would allow the general public to visualise how 
the SPPs are being applied to how a development looks digitally before it is 
physically built, making it easier to plan and predict outcomes of infrastructure 
projects, right down to viewing how shadows fall, or how much traffic is in an area.  

See a NSW Government media release by the Minister for Customer Service and 
Digital Government: Digital Twin revolutionises planning data for NSW, December 
2021.  

From a community point of view, it is almost impossible to gain a 
landscape/municipality scale understanding of the application of the SPPs from two 
dimensional maps. One of PMAT’s alliance member groups, Freycinet Action 
Network, requested the shape files of Glamorgan Spring Bay Council’s draft LPS but 
was unable to obtain a copy. This would have enabled FAN to better visualise how 
the LPS is being applied over the landscape.  
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Recommendation: To introduce a Tasmanian Spatial Digital Twin to aid community 
consultation with regards to the application of the Tasmanian Planning Scheme via 
each Council’s Local Provisions Schedule process and public consultation more 
broadly.  

7. Difficult to Protect local Character via the LPS process 

In 2016, the Tasmanian Planning Commission acknowledged6 that the SPPs were 
designed to limit local variation, but queried whether a “one-size fits all” model will 
deliver certainty: 

“If local character is a point of difference and an attribute of all Tasmanian places, 
unintended consequences may flow from denying local differences. The ‘one size fits 
all’ approach is likely to result in planning authorities seeking more exceptions 
through the inclusion of particular purpose zones, specific area plans and site-
specific qualification.” 

In My/our community group name view the SAP/PPZ/SSQ threshold are too high.  
As the SAP/PPZ/SSQ are the mechanisms to preserve character, possibly the only 
way to preserve character, in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, it is essential that 
they  or like mechanisms, are available to maintain local character.  Common 
standards across the Zones whilst being efficient, could destroy the varied and 
beautiful character of so much of this state.  

It is also extremely disappointing that Local Area Objectives and Character 
Statements such as Desired Future Character Statements have been removed from 
the Tasmanian Planning Scheme. Currently, there is nothing to guide Councils when 
making discretionary decisions, (unless in Discretionary Land Use decision as at 
6.10.2b).  

Recommendation: Amend section 6.10.2 of the SPPs to read:  

6.10.2 In determining an application for a permit for a Discretionary use “and 
development” the planning authority must, in addition to the matters referred to in 
sub-clause 6.10.1 of this planning scheme, “demonstrate compliance with”:  

(a) the purpose of the applicable zone; 

(b) any relevant local area objective for the applicable zone; 

(c) the purpose of any applicable code; 

(d) the purpose of any applicable specific area plan; 

(e) any relevant local area objective for any applicable specific area plan; and 

(f) the requirements of any site-specific qualification, but in the case of the exercise 
of discretion, only insofar as each such matter is relevant to the particular discretion 
being exercised. 

 
6 See page 17: Draft State Planning Provisions Report: A report by the Tasmanian Planning Commission as 
required under section 25 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993, 9 December 2016.  
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Yours sincerely, 

Lionel J. Morrell Architect  
President, Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Incorporated 
Email:    Mobile:  
 
Enc, by separate cover  

ACCESS TO HERITAGE BUILDINGS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES 

Curriculum Vitae  Lionel J. Morrell  
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Appendix 1 - Talking Point: Planning reform the Trojan horse, The Mercury, 
Michael Buxton, December 2016 

AUSTRALIAN states have deregulated their planning systems using a national 
blueprint advanced largely by the development industry. Tasmania is the latest. 

Planning system change is always disguised as reform, but the real intent is to 
advantage the development industry. 

In Tasmania, this reform introduces a single statewide planning system. This allows 
the government to dictate planning provisions regardless of differences in local 
conditions and needs. 

State provisions can easily be changed. In some states, standard statewide 
provisions have been weakened over time to reduce citizen rights and local planning 
control. 

The Tasmanian planning minister will be able to alter them without reference to 
Parliament, and potentially gain greater power from the Planning Commission and 
councils. It is yet to be seen whether the government will permit strong local policy to 
prevail over state policy. 

Some states have allowed a wide range of applications to be assessed without need 
for permits under codes and by largely eliminating prohibited uses. The Tasmanian 
system has continued much of the former planning scheme content, but introduces 
easier development pathways. 

An application for development or use need not be advertised if allowed without a 
permit or considered a permitted activity. 

Alternative pathways allow public comment and appeal rights, but these often reduce 
the level of control. 

Serious problems are likely to arise from the content of planning provisions. 

For example, while the main residential zone, the General Residential Zone, 
mandates a minimum site area of 325 square metres and height and other controls 
for multi-dwelling units, no minimum density applies to land within 400m of a public 
transport stop or a business or commercial zone. This will open large urban areas to 
inadequately regulated multi-unit development. 

The main rural zones allow many urban uses, including bulky goods stores, retailing, 
manufacturing and processing, business and professional services and tourist and 
visitor accommodation complexes. 

This deregulation will attract commercial uses to the rural edges of cities and the 
most scenic landscape areas. Such uses should be located in cities or in rural towns 
to benefit local jobs instead of being placed as isolated enclaves on some of the 
state’s most beautiful landscapes. 
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Use and development standards will prove to be useless in protecting the 
agricultural, environmental and landscape values of rural zones from 
overdevelopment. 

 
Fast tracking inappropriate developments will force the Tasmanian people to pay a 
high price for the individual enrichment of a favoured few.  

Codes are a particular concern. The heritage code is intended to reduce the impact 
of urban development on heritage values. 

However, performance criteria for demolition are vague and development standards 
criteria do not provide adequate protection. 

The nomination of heritage precincts and places is variable, leaving many 
inadequately protected. 

The National Trust and other expert groups have raised similar concerns. 

The potential of the Natural Assets and the Scenic Protection codes to lessen the 
impacts of some urban uses on rural and natural areas also will be compromised by 
vague language, limitations and omissions. 

Interminable legal arguments will erupt over the meaning and application of these 
codes, with the inevitable result that development proposals will win out. 

The State Government can learn from the disastrous consequences of other 
deregulated planning systems. It should strengthen regulation and listen to the public 
to ensure a state system does not destroy much that will be vital for a prosperous 
and liveable future for citizens. 

The Government argues the new system is vital to unlock economic potential and 
create jobs, but the state’s greatest economic strengths are the amenity and heritage 
of its natural and built environments. Destroy these and the state has no future. 

While planning for the future is complex, the hidden agendas of planning reform are 
evident from the massive impacts from unregulated development in other states. 

Fast tracking inappropriate developments will force the Tasmanian people to pay a 
high price for the individual enrichment of a favoured few. 

Tasmania’s cities, towns, scenic landscapes and biodiversity are a state and national 
treasure. Lose them and the nation is diminished. 

Michael Buxton is Professor Environment and Planning, RMIT University, 
Melbourne. 
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Curriculum Vitae 
 
LIONEL  J. MORRELL BA Env. Des, Dip Arch, Cert B, Registered Architect No. 392 (Tasmania),  
 
 
1. Personal: Date of Birth - 16 May 1954 
  Place -   Launceston Tasmania Australia 
  Citizenship -  Australia 
  Marital Status - Married 1984,  

Meredith Morrell, Music Teacher, Director of Music 1995-2015, Scotch Oakburn 
College, Launceston; Teacher Riverside High School; Teacher St Patrick’s College, 
College Launceston - present. 

  Family - Daughter, Hannah Morrell, Musician and Commonwealth public servant. 
  Travel -  All States & Territories of Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Tonga, New Caledonia,  
    Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, China, United Arab Emirates, Egypt, United  
    Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium, France, Italy, Greece, Germany, Austria, Russia,  
    Spain, Morocco, Netherlands, Czech Republic, Croatia, Montenegro. 
2. Education:   
  Glen Dhu School (Primary), Launceston Tasmania. 
  Kings Meadows School (Secondary), Launceston Tasmania. 
  Launceston Technical College, Launceston Tasmania. 
  University of Tasmania (TCAE & TSIT), Hobart Tasmania. 
 
3. Qualifications: 
  Bachelor of Arts (Environmental Design) UTAS (TCAE) 
  Graduate Diploma in Architecture UTAS  (TSIT) 
  Certificate in Building LTC 
 
4. Honours, Awards, Prizes: 
  Most Deserving Student in Building (LTC) 1973 
  National Trust Restoration Award (Tasmania) 1994 
  Nominee Winston Churchill Fellowship 2000 
  Honorary Life Membership, National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) 2005 
  Silver Pin Award by Members of the National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) for    
  distinguished voluntary service & valuable achievement prospering the work of the   
  National Trust 2005 
  Entered Who's Who in Australia 2008 
  Honorary Life Membership, Eskleigh Foundation Incorporated 2010 
  Nominee Australian of the Year 2015  
 
5. Occupation:  
  Architect (Refer to separate Statement of Experience for details if required). 
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6. Career History: 
  Principal (Architect), Lionel Morrell Associates 1985 - present. 
  Partner, Bush Parkes Shugg & Moon, architects 1981 - 1984. 
  Partner, The Good Design Company 1978 - 1981. 
  Technician, Lawrence H. Howroyd & Associates 1973 - 1978. 
  Storeman, Clerk & Factory Production, Nylex Corporation & Olex Cables,  
  Launceston & Burnie 1969 -1973. 
 
7. Corporate & Professional positions: 
  Director (Past Chairman) Eskleigh Foundation Incorporated 1982 - 2020 
  Director (Chairman) Lionel Morrell Pty Ltd 1981 - present. 
  Director Crown Mills Pty Ltd 1978 - 2004 
  Member Royal Australian Institute of Architects 1985 - 2002. 
  Lic. Member Royal Australian Institute of Builders 1981 - 2004. 
 
8. Honorary/Voluntary roles: 
  •Eskleigh Foundation Inc., Caring for Tasmanian adults with disabilities 
  (Director 1982-2020, Board Chairman, 3 terms) Life Member. 
  •Tasmanian Art Award at Eskleigh, (Chairman 1991-2004, 2010-2017) 
  •Eskleigh Development Committee, (Chairman 2008-2021) 
  •Eskleigh Management Committee, (1982-2019) 
  •Eskleigh Finance & Audit Committee, (2010-2019) 
  •Eskleigh Promotions & Fundraising Committee, (2013-2019) 
  •East Launceston Primary School Parents & Friends Assoc Inc, Member (No.5) 1994 - 2019 
  •Launceston Cataract Gorge Protection Association Inc., (Committee Chair 2006-2012) 
  •Tasmanian Ratepayers Association Incorporated 
  (Committee 2007-present, President 2009-present) 
  •Launceston City Council Cataract Gorge Reserve Advisory Committee 
  (Committee, Community Representative 2007-2015) 
  •Launceston City Council Heritage Advisory Committees (various) 1981-2006 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Classification & Building Advisory  
  Committee 1984-2005, (Chairman 2002-2005) 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Northern Regional Committee  
  1988-2005, (Chairman 1995-1998) 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) State Council 1988-2005 
  (State Treasurer 1995-1997 & 2001-2005, State President 1997-2000) 
  Life Member, Silver Pin Award. 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Clarendon Homestead Committee 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Franklin House Committee 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Launceston Group 1991-2008 
  (Founding Chairman 1991-1996) 
  •National Trust of Australia (Tasmania) Dalrymple Group 2005-2008 
  •Australian Council of National Trusts (Director 1997-2000) 
  •Heritage Protection Society (Tasmania) Incorporated (Founding Chairman 2009 – present) 

•State Government Environment & Historic Heritage Consultative Group, Tasmanian Planning 
Reform Taskforce (Appointed 2015 - 2016) 

   



We are a group of friends who live in Hobart and welcome the opportunity to contribute to the review 
of State Planning Provisions (SPPs).  We want to see sustainable development that protects 
Tasmanian assets for the future.  Sound planning provides healthy, liveable homes that enhance the 
quality of life in the state.  It protects agricultural land to provide food security into the future.  It 
protects natural assets and wild places so that water catchments provide clean, fresh water to the 
community 

We are concerned that the SPPs fail to provide Sound strategic Planning for Tasmania.  The 
Schedule 1 Objectives of The Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA)1 provide a sound 
base from which to work. We believe the SPPs and other planning documents must prioritise these 
objectives of LUPAA:   

• The requirement for sound strategic planning by State and local government;  
• Ensuring that the effects on the environment are considered and provide for explicit 

consideration of social and economic effects when decisions are made about the use and 
development of land;  

• The requirement for land use and development planning and policy to be easily integrated 
with environmental, social, economic, conservation and resource management policies at 
State, regional and municipal levels;  

• The promotion of the health and wellbeing of all Tasmanians and visitors to Tasmania by 
ensuring a pleasant, efficient and safe environment for working, living and recreation;  

• The conservation of those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, 
architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value; and 

• The provision of a planning framework which fully considers land capability. 

The SPPs and associated Planning Policies, Codes and Regulations must give equal weight to 
environmental, social, health and economic needs of the community.  Short term economic concerns 
must be subservient to sound strategic planning for community needs into the future.   
 
Climate Change 
 
The effects of a changing climate require new thinking and planning.  The Tasmanian branch of the 
Planning Institute of Australia has developed proposals ‘to preserve areas with high biodiversity 
values and protect non-human species while creating strategic and statutory planning processes to 
improve climate-responsiveness.  These changes would both improve the livability of our urban 
centres and protect our natural environment’2 

We support the PIA proposal to ‘Establish State Policies and state planning policies that include best 
available science to inform expected climate impacts (e.g. regional downscaled projections on 
bushfire, heatwaves, flooding, landslide, coastal inundation and erosion) to provide clarity in 
assessment in both strategic and statutory planning.’3   

The SPPs and relevant codes must ensure that the planning system does not allow the building of 
homes in areas that will become uninsurable.  Planning Authorities should have to consider this at the 
Development Application stage. 

The SPPs should respond to the scientific recommendations by establishing requirements for 
bushland retention and urban vegetation cover.  Vegetation is known to reduce carbon pollution, cool 
urban areas and protect waterways.  Tasmania may not reach mainland temperatures but an 
extended period of above average temperatures would still create serious heat problems for the 
community.  

The SPPs should be altered so that Residential Zones require either private green space or in 
multiple developments or apartments provision for access to nearby off-site green spaces, if 

 
1 https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/whole/html/inforce/current/act-1993-070#JS1@HS1@EN 
2 Climate Conscious Planning Systems  https://www.planning.org.au/documents/item/11375 
3 P16 Climate Conscious Planning Systems  https://www.planning.org.au/documents/item/11375 



necessary, by providing additional green spaces. Ideally apartments or multiple developments would 
provide larger areas which could be used by all occupants i.e., common ground.  

Current SPP standards enable developers to make all ground level surfaces impervious.  The lack of 
pervious surfaces results heavy rainfall putting more pressure on the stormwater system.  The 
resultant stormwater peaks can result in flooding of the collecting property as well as other properties. 
The SPPs should regulate that any residential or industrial property must provide a certain percentage 
of impervious space. 

The SPPs removed the amenity provisions from planning.  This means that in residential zones solar 
panels on adjoining properties are not adequately protected. The SPPs should protect solar access 
not only for future solar panels but also to allow light and warmth into residences. 
 
We recommend that the SPPs 

(i) reflect the best scientific knowledge re risk 
(ii) ensure Natural Hazards are part of the Development Approval Phase 
(iii) Maintenance of vegetative cover to prevent erosion,  protect waterways and cool urban 

areas. 
(iv) Limit the percentage of impervious surface 
(v) Provide solar access for light and warmth 

We support PMAT recommendations: 
(i) The SPPs be amended to better address adaptation to climate change, by ensuring 

Tasmania’s risk mapping is based on the best available science and up to date data.  
(ii) The SPPs be amended to better embed sustainable transport, green design of buildings 

and subdivisions into planning processes, including better protection of solar panels and 
provision for future solar access.  

(iii) Strategic thinking and modelling to decide where best to allow wind farms.  The SPPs 
could include a new No Go Wind Farm Code. 

 
 
National Parks 
 
We are seriously concerned by the Expression of Interest process with regard to National Parks.  
Tasmania needs a statutory process to control development on reserved land.  The process needs to 
be open and transparent with all information including a detailed description of the proposal and the 
assessment documentation readily available.  It needs to provide for public comment and require a 
considered response to this comment.   This provides the opportunity for the planning authority to 
respond in detail to particular concerns and sometimes public comment may raise new issues that 
had not been considered.  

This is public land and if it is to remain an asset in perpetuity measures should be implemented to 
keep commercial developments out especially when claims are made that details cannot be revealed 
because they are ‘commercial in confidence’. 

The State Planning Provisions allow many land uses and developments in the Environmental 
Management Zone if they have been approved under the National Parks and Reserves Management 
Act 2002, so that the public need not even be informed of proposals for the uses or developments, let 
alone given the chance to comment on them. We recommend changing the provisions so that such 
uses and developments must be publicly notified, and local councils can decide whether to permit 
them or not. 

We strongly recommend that where the Environmental Management Zone is concerned the public be 
given a timely and meaningful right to comment and access to appeal rights - in particular by 
amending what are “permitted” and “discretionary” uses and developments in the Environmental 
Management Zone. 



The Environmental Management Zone contains land with significant ecological, scientific, cultural and 
scenic values. Those values may be reduced by uses and developments in zones adjoining or near 
the Environmental Management Zone.  

To protect those values of land within the Environmental Management Zone, use standards and 
development standards should be included in other zones so that uses and developments in those 
zones do not reduce the ecological, scientific, cultural or scenic values of land in the Environmental 
Management Zone.  

The State Planning Provisions already include development standards for some zones to ensure that 
development in those zones does not impair the continuing achievement of the purposes of an 
adjoining zone.  

It is vital that the SPPs and other planning codes and legislation protect these areas. If the 
EMZ is to satisfy the objectives of LUPAA it must 

• provide for the protection, conservation and management of areas with significant ecological, 
scientific, cultural or aesthetic vales or with a significant likelihood of risk from a natural 
hazard.  

• only allow for complementary use or development where consistent with any strategies for 
protection and management.  

• facilitate passive recreational opportunities which are consistent with the protection of natural 
values in bushland areas.  

• recognise and protect reserved natural areas as great natural assets. 

Natural Assets Code 
 
We have read the Review of the Natural Assets Code prepared by Dr Nikki den Exter, for the 
Planning Matters Alliance and strongly support its considerations and recommendations. 
  
We are concerned that the SPPs broadly and the NAC specifically treat development and the short-
term economy as the more important considerations at the expense of sustainability and biodiversity 
irrespective of the in-situ natural values in these zones.  
 
Given much of the clearing associated with development regulated by planning schemes is in the 
urban type zones, and this clearing is not restricted to subdivision but includes industrial development, 
multiple dwellings and commercial development, a priority vegetation area needs to be able to be 
applied within any zone and to all relevant development types, where the values are present not 
where they are mapped.   
 
It is vital for our future that the SPPs develop strategic planning to protect our natural assets and fulfill 
the objectives of LUPAA  

(a) to promote the sustainable development of natural and physical resources and the 
maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity; and 
(b) to provide for the fair, orderly and sustainable use and development of air, land and water; 
and 
(c) to encourage public involvement in resource management and planning.4 

The SPPs must recognize that natural assets protect and beautify our landscapes and provide 
protection as climate change effects become more prominent 
 
 
Residential Standards in the SPPs 
 
We support the TasPIN submission on issues with Residential Standards in the SPPs.   
 
All residential zones in the SPPs should be rethought to  

 
4 Part 1 Objectives LUPAA 1993 4 https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/whole/html/inforce/current/act-1993-
070#JS1@HS1@EN 



(i) Mandate quality urban design in our subdivisions, suburbs and towns,  
(ii) Improve design standards to prescribe environmentally sustainable design requirements 

including net zero carbon emissions - which is eminently achievable, now  
(iii) Provide a Zone or mechanism which allows apartment dwellings and/or targeted infill 

based on strategic planning,  
(iv) Deliver residential standards in our suburbs which maintain amenity and contribute to 

quality of life.  
(v) Subdivision standards be improved to provide mandatory requirements for provision of 

public open space for subdivisions and for multiple dwellings.  
(vi) Residential standards do not encourage home gardens which are important for food 

security, connection to nature, biodiversity, places for children to play, mental health/well-
being and beauty. 

(vii) Increased density should only be allowed as part of strategic, quality planning 

 
Heritage 
 
Heritage is an essential element of living in Tasmania. 
 
We hope to see the recommendations of the PMAT report on Heritage and the SPPs prepared by 
Danielle Gray incorporated into the SPPs.  Protecting the built heritage in the state values our past 
traditions,  supports the character of our towns and cities and provides an impetus to tourists to visit 
the state.  Height setbacks and  
 
Aboriginal Heritage is an increasingly important part of our community.  We leave it to the Aboriginal 
Community to make recommendations on this but expect the SPPs to provide transparent and honest 
protection of this heritage. 
 
The third aspect is environmental heritage and we consider it vitally important if our communities are 
to deal with a changing climate and its associated risks.  All aspects of planning should protect our 
natural heritage. 
 
 
In conclusion the SPPs should 

(i) increase public consultation and access to rights of appeal 
(ii) reinstate residential amenity/liveability standards 
(iii) improve subdivision standards including strata title 
(iv) develop standards for quality densification 
(v) improve health outcomes including mental health 
(vi) provide greater housing choice/social justice 
(vii) clarify definitions and subjective language used in TPS 

 
Austra Maddox   Rosemary Scott   Margaret Taylor 
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About EDO  

 

EDO is a community legal centre specialising in public interest environmental law. We help people 
who want to protect the environment through law. Our reputation is built on: 

 

Successful environmental outcomes using the law. With over 30 years’ experience in 
environmental law, EDO has a proven track record in achieving positive environmental outcomes 
for the community. 

 

Broad environmental expertise. EDO is the acknowledged expert when it comes to the Western 
law and how it applies to the environment. We help the community to solve environmental issues 
by providing Western legal and scientific advice, community legal education and proposals for 
better Western laws. 

 

Independent and accessible services. As a non-government and not-for-profit legal centre, our 
services are provided without fear or favour. Anyone can contact us to get free initial legal advice 
about an environmental problem, with many of our services targeted at rural and regional 
communities. 

 

Environmental Defenders Office is a legal centre dedicated to protecting the environment. 

www.edo.org.au 

Submitted to: 
 

State Planning Office 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
GPO Box 123 
nipaluna/Hobart TAS 7001 
yoursay.planning@dpac.tas.gov.au 

For further information, please contact: 

Claire Bookless 
Managing Lawyer – lutruwita/Tasmania 
Environmental Defenders Office Ltd  

    
 

 

EDO thanks Kate Johnston for her assistance with the preparation of this submission. 
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A Note on Language 

EDO acknowledges that there is a legacy of writing about First Nations peoples without seeking 
guidance about terminology. In this submission, we have chosen to use the term “First Nations” to 
refer to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples across Australia. We also acknowledge that 
where possible, specificity is more respectful. When referring to Tasmanian Aboriginal / palawa / 
pakana people in this submission we have used the term “Tasmanian Aboriginal”. We 
acknowledge that not all Aboriginal people may identify with these terms and that they may 
instead identify using other terms.  

Acknowledgement of Country 

The EDO recognises First Nations peoples as the Custodians of the land, seas, and rivers of 
Australia. We pay our respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elders past, present, and 
emerging, and aspire to learn from traditional knowledges and customs so that, together, we can 
protect our environment and cultural heritage through both Western and First Laws.  

In providing these submissions, we pay our respects to First Nations across Australia and 
recognise that their Countries were never ceded and express our remorse for the deep suffering 
that has been endured by the First Nations of this country since colonisation. 

Executive Summary 

While the Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) welcomes the opportunity to help scope the 
issues for the first five yearly review of the State Planning Provisions (SPPs review), we note the 
context of the review is important to understanding the opportunity it presents.  

The review comes at a time when: 

• the Tasmanian Planning Scheme (TPS) is still not in effect across the State 
•  there is no strategic direction for planning in the form of detailed objects in the SPPs or 

through Tasmanian Planning Policies 
• there have been numerous complex reforms to the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 

(Tas) (LUPA Act), which have had the effect of curtailing public participation in the Resource 
Management and Planning System (RMPS)  

• there has been no State of Environment report published since 2009 to provide a clear 
indication of whether lutruwita/Tasmania’s RMPS laws are achieving their objectives, 
including the maintenance of ecological processes and diversity. 

• the Sixth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has 
provided an urgent warning that time is running out to take action to halt runaway global 
heating and keep the world to the Paris Agreement target of 1.5° degrees Celsius (°C)  above 
pre-industrial levels, and that with “every additional increment of global warming, changes in 
extremes, continue to become larger”, resulting in increased bushfire weather, floods, 
droughts, sea-level rise and heatwaves1 

 
1 IPCC, 2021: Climate Change 2021: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to the Sixth Assessment 
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Cambridge University Press, at B.2.2 and C.2.4 accessed at 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/#SPM. See also the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report Regional Factsheet - Australasia: 
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/factsheets/IPCC AR6 WGI Regional Fact Sheet Australasia.pdf   
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• lutruwita/Tasmania’s Aboriginal cultural heritage protection legislation remains woefully 
inadequate and provides no role for Tasmanian Aboriginal people to determine the 
management and protection of their cultural heritage 

The SPPs review presents a real opportunity to address the urgent need to mitigate greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions across all sectors in lutruwita/Tasmania and prepare communities to 
respond to and prepare for climate change while providing for a more sustainable, equitable and 
just society; and to provide a self-determined and meaningful decision-making role for Tasmanian 
Aboriginal people concerning decisions that affect their cultural heritage. The SPPs review also 
provides an important opportunity to correct some of the most egregious problems with the SPPs 
before they have taken effect in many places.   

The SPPs Review Scoping Paper notes that many issues have been raised about the operation, 
scope, and effect of the SPPs since that they were first circulated in 2015.  EDO’s submission will 
not exhaustively address each of those issues previously raised. We understand there will be more 
detailed submissions made by other groups with respect to how the SPPs review should address 
issues such as residential zoning standards, sustainable transport and built historic heritage. 
Without detracting from the undoubted importance of those matters, in this submission, EDO 
focuses on several issues that EDO considers should be included in the current SPP review.  

In the following submission, EDO provides “high-level” comments on: 

1. The context of SPPs review – are our planning laws meeting their objectives? 
2. Those matters that ought to be included in the SPPs, but are presently not or not fully 

provided 
2.1. planning for climate change  

2.1.1.  greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions mitigation  
2.1.2. climate change adaptation 

2.2. Aboriginal cultural heritage protection and management  
2.3. Other matters such as stormwater, helicopter, and drone landing pad regulation 

3. Existing parts of the SPPs that should be prioritised for review and improvement 
3.1. The scope of SPPs and their application to coastal waters 
3.2. Exemptions from the SPPs 
3.3. Information required as part of the assessment of an application for use or development 
3.4. Environmental Management Zone 
3.5. Natural Assets Code  
3.6. Coastal Erosion Hazard Code and Coastal Inundation Hazard Code 
3.7. Landscape Conservation Zone 
3.8. Treatment of the Extractive Industry use in the Rural and Agricultural Zones 

A summary of EDO’s recommendations with respect to these issues can be found below. 

Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: The SPPs review explore how the SPPs can better provide for climate change 
mitigation, in line with the Paris Agreement goal of limiting warming to 1.5°C, and climate change 
adaptation. The measures should be based on the best available science and be in accordance 
with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and the principals of climate and 
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environmental justice. 

Recommendation 2: The SPPs review examine opportunities for land use planning regulation to 
effect reductions in GHG emissions across sectors, including through a new GHG Emissions Code 
and/or amendments to the Natural Assets and Attenuation Codes.  

Recommendation 3: The SPPs review examine how land use planning can effectively respond to 
and prepare communities for climate change impacts, including through the alleviation of, and 
adaptation to floods, bushfires, droughts, and heatwaves caused or exacerbated by human 
induced climate change. 

Recommendation 4: The SPPs review, with Tasmanian Aboriginal people, examine opportunities 
to provide for protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage and provide a self-determined and 
meaningful decision-making role for Tasmanian Aboriginal people in determining planning 
decisions that affect their cultural heritage. 

Recommendations 5: The SPPs review consider how necessary resources, as determined by 
Tasmanian Aboriginal people, can be allocated to Tasmanian Aboriginal people or groups to 
participate in the development of Codes, Zones, or PPZs, and in planning decision-making under 
these instruments. 

Recommendation 6: The SPPs review consider how the SPPs can better regulate impacts of 
helicopter and drone landing and take-off. 

Recommendation 7: The SPPs review consider the need for a separate Stormwater Code to better 
regulate the environmental and erosion impacts of development and use, or alternatively, the 
need to significantly strengthen Natural Assets Code provisions relating to stormwater. 

Recommendation 8: The SPPs review consider how the SPPs can better apply to and protect the 
natural values of lutruwita/Tasmania’s coastal waters, including through amendment of clause 
7.11.1 and/or the Natural Assets Code. 

Recommendation 9: The SPPs review consider whether the exemptions provided under Tables 
4.3 and 4.4 and in the Natural Assets Code are appropriate and consistent with the objectives of 
the LUPA Act. 

Recommendation 10: The SPPs review consider expanding the application requirements under 
clause 6.1.2 to include reports or assessments required under applicable Codes. 

Recommendation 11: The SPPs review consider the impact of deference in Environmental 
Management Zone to authorities issued under the under the National Parks and Reserved Land 
Regulations 2019 or the Crown Lands Act 1976 on public participation and good planning 
outcomes, and consider the removal of these provisions, and the strengthening of public 
participation in decisions relating to public lands.  

Recommendation 12: The SPPs review consider providing for appropriate standards for all 
developments and uses provided in the Environmental Management Zone to ensure the Zone 
purposes are achieved.  

Recommendation 13: The Natural Assets Code be reviewed in its entirety with a view to ensuring 
it fulfills the LUPA Act objectives by maintaining (through protection and preserving) ecological 
processes and diversity for current and future generations and ensuring development is 
sustainable. 

Recommendation 14: The SPPs review consider the purpose, provisions and mapping under the 
Coastal Erosion Hazard and Coastal Inundation Hazard Codes to ensure that they reflect and 
adapt to the best available science on sea-level rise, coastal inundation and estuarine flooding; 
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manage the impacts of development on coastal erosion and inundation; and provide for 
community resilience and safety.  

Recommendation 15: The SPPs review consider the extent to which land previously zoned 
Environmental Living has been transitioned to Rural Living, Rural or Landscape Conservation 
Zoning, an identify options to address any overall drop in protection of natural values as a result of 
down zoning of Environmental Living to Rural Living, Rural Zone. 

Recommendation 16: The SPPs review consider the correct classification of extractive industries 
in the Rural and Agricultural zones. 

 

1. The context of SPPs review – are our planning laws meeting their objectives? 

When it announced its plan for the TPS, the Tasmanian Government said the reforms would 
provide a “fairer, faster, cheaper and simpler” planning system for lutruwita/Tasmania. Yet after 
the TPS reforms were made 2015, there has been at least nine Acts amending the LUPA Act, many 
of which have added significant further complexity to the planning and approvals processes and 
reduced public participation rights. 

For example, despite widespread community opposition, the Tasmanian Government pushed 
through changes to the LUPA Act in 2020 to provide for a new process for the assessment and 
approval of major projects: a process which sidesteps both planning scheme requirements and 
councils as planning authorities and significantly weakens public participation rights.  

The TPS has still not come into effect across the entire State as 16 Local Provisions Schedules 
(LPSs) remain to be finalised by councils and the Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC). Yet in 
2021, the Tasmanian Government introduced complex reforms to LUPA Act allowing the Minister 
to amend the SPPs without the need for public consultation in a broad range of circumstances. It 
also brought in reforms to existing interim planning schemes to implement aspects of the SPPs, 
including wide-ranging exemptions and different standards for residential zones, in those 
municipalities where the TPS was not yet in effect. It is notable that these aspects of the SPPs were 
subject to some of the most strident criticism by both the public and councils when they were 
made, and in part, were subject to a recommendation by the TPC for further detailed review. 
These, arguably arbitrary, changes to interim planning schemes occurred in the continued 
absence of strategic of overarching strategic direction for the SPPs due to the lack of clearly stated 
objectives and Tasmanian Planning Policies.  

All these planning reforms have placed considerable pressure on under resourced local councils 
and on the TPC.  Many clients and groups and individuals EDO work with have been engaging in 
planning reform since the time of interim planning reforms, well before the first draft of the SPPs 
were released in 2016.  After nearly a decade of planning reform, the SPPs review comes at a time 
of when many in the lutruwita/Tasmanian community, including those within councils who have 
had to implement and keep abreast of the reforms, are feeling a level of fatigue and exhaustion 
with planning reform that can only be described as extreme.  

While EDO supports the continuation of community consultation and engagement about planning 
reform and the review of the SPPs, we question whether all this the reform has achieved its 
originally stated objective of a “fairer, faster, cheaper and simpler” planning system for 
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lutruwita/Tasmania.2 But over and above that question, stands a more important one: are our 
planning laws achieving the RMPS objectives, including for sustainable development and the 
maintenance of ecological processes and diversity and public participation? One of the key tools 
that can assist in answering that question, the State of the Environment report, has been in 
abeyance for more than a decade – despite a statutory requirement for it to be produced every five 
years – leaving the people of lutruwita/Tasmania largely in the dark as to how our environment is 
tracking.  

Despite this, there are indications lutruwita/Tasmania’s environment and communities under 
coming under pressure from climate change, increasing land use changes and development and 
expanding industries.  The SPPs review presents a real opportunity to tackle these emerging issues 
and arrest their impacts before it is too late. 

2. Matters to be included in the SPPs 
2.1. Planning for climate change 

Anthropogenic climate change is having significant impacts in Australia and across the globe. The 
annual global temperature in 2019 was 1.1 °C warmer than pre-industrial conditions.3 Australia’s 
average annual temperature has warmed by around 1.5°C since 1850,4 and the best available 
Western science tells us that average temperatures are projected to rise further. Australia is 
already experiencing the impacts of climate change, which include increasing temperatures, the 
warming and acidification of oceans, sea level rise, decreased rainfall in southern parts of the 
country and increased and more extreme rainfall in the north, longer dry spells, a greater number 
of extreme heat days and the long-term increase in extreme fire weather. In the future, it is 
projected lutruwita/Tasmania will experience higher average temperatures all year, with more hot 
days and warm spells and harsher fire-weather. lutruwita/Tasmania will also experience sea level 
rise, an increase in extreme rainfall events and flooding, but a decrease in rainfall in spring and 
with the possibility of less rain in autumn and summer.5  

 
2 Certainly, if comments by the then-Solicitor General about the contents of the transitional provisions 
relating to the TPS in LUPA Act are anything to go by the answer to that question would be a resounding 
“no”. In the Solicitor-General’s Annual Report 2020-21, the then Solicitor General Michael O’Farrell SC said “A 
statute should communicate the law efficiently and effectively to those who have recourse to it.  This does not 
just mean lawyers, it means citizens and institutions who must obey legal commands.  While some laws convey 
difficult legal concepts that are not capable of expression in simple language, that is not true of all laws.  The 
Parliament’s endeavour should be to make laws that ordinary people can readily understand. The complex and 
prescriptive nature of the provisions of some Tasmanian statutes do not lend themselves to this aspiration.  
For example, an ordinary person, unskilled in the law, would have great difficulty understanding Schedule 6 of 
the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993.  I have spent many many hours reading it and I still find some 
of its provisions very difficult to construe.”  
3See World Meteorological Organisation, WMO confirms 2019 as second hottest year on record, 15 January 2020, accessed 
at https://public.wmo.int/en/media/pressrelease/wmo-confirms-2019-second-hottest-year-record   
4 See CSIRO, Response to Notice to Give Information 21 April 2020 for the Royal Commission into National Natural Disaster 
Arrangements, 21 April 2020, accessed at 
https://naturaldisaster.royalcommission.gov.au/system/files/exhibit/CSI.500.001.0001.pdf  
5 CSIRO, Climate change in Australia - Projections for Australia’s NRM regions, accessed on 29 April 2021, accessed at: 
https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-projections/future-climate/regional-climate-change-
explorer/clusters/  
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While climate change will affect all Tasmanians, those impacts will not be felt equally. 6 For 
example, First Nations peoples, young people and future generations will suffer more under more 
extreme weather, sea level rise and disasters under climate change than those who have most 
contributed to the GHG emissions that have ultimately generated or exacerbated those events. For 
First Nations peoples, climate change impacts can seriously impact the ability to access Country, 
and practice cultural obligations on and for Country. 

Those who are already socially and economically disadvantaged are less able to adapt to a 
changing climate by, for example, living in housing not designed for extreme weather or in 
locations vulnerable to bushfires, flooding or droughts.7 Socially and economically disadvantaged 
people are also less likely to be insured should they lose or suffer damage from those events, are 
less likely to have the financial resources to simply move to less disaster-prone areas and they 
may lack efficient or effective means to escape in the event of emergencies.8 Older people, 
pregnant people and children are more likely to suffer adverse health impacts under extreme heat, 
or with degraded air quality due to bushfire smoke.9 People from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds, or who cannot read or write English, may lack the information or resources 
to take adaptive actions.10  

The contribution of urban development to GHG emissions and vulnerability of urban areas to 
climate change impacts is well established. As Caparros-Midwood, et al. (2019) observed:11 

… urban areas are already responsible for approximately 70% of global greenhouse gas 
emissions and new urban development must reduce greenhouse gas emissions if the Paris 
Agreement to limit global warming are to be achieved. There is an urgent need for urban 
development to reduce resource consumption and emissions, whilst also enhancing 
resilience to climatic risks such as flooding and heatwaves. (Citations omitted) 

It is therefore critical that our land use planning prescriptions effectively address these issues:12 

… it must be acknowledged that past and current urban planning activities have resulted in 
climate change impacts and path dependency. Thus, significant changes to the status quo of 

 
6 For further information on addressing environmental and climate justice issues for disproportionately impacted 
vulnerable communities, see EDO’s report ‘Implementing effective independent Environmental Protection Agencies in 
Australia’, available at https://www.edo.org.au/publication/implementing-effective-independent-environmental-
protection-agencies-in-australia/  
7 Insurance Council of Australia (2022) Building a More Resilient Australia: Policy Proposals for the Next Australian 
Government, at p 10  accessed at https://insurancecouncil.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/220222-ICA-Election-
Platform-Report.pdf. 
8 Ibid. See also Climate Council of Australia, Uninsurable Nation: Australia’s most climate-vulnerable places, at p 3. 
accessible at: https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/resources/uninsurable-nation-australias-most-climate-vulnerable-
places/  
9 See https://www.healthdirect.gov.au/bushfires-and-your-health  
10 See Hansen, A, Bi, P, Saniotis, A, Nitschke, M, Benson, J, Tan, Y, Smyth, V, Wilson, L & Han, G-S 2013, Extreme heat and 
climate change: Adaptation in culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities, National Climate Change 
Adaptation Research Facility, Gold Coast, accessible at: https://nccarf.edu.au/extreme-heat-and-climate-change-
adaptation-culturally-and-linguistically-diverse-cald/  
11 Caparros-Midwood, Dawson, Barr, “Low Carbon, Low Risk, Low Density: Resolving choices about sustainable 
development in cities”, Cities, Volume 89, 2019, Pages 252-267, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cities.2019.02.018  
12 Hurlimann, Moosavi & Browne, “Urban planning policy must do more to integrate climate change adaptation and 
mitigation actions”, Land Use Policy, Volume 101, 2021 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2020.105188    
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urban planning activities are required in many locations across the world to achieve the goal 
of limiting warming to 1.5◦C but also to avoid the risk and harm attributable to even this 
amount of warming. (Citations omitted) 

In lutruwita/Tasmania, much more can and must be done through the SPPs to both mitigate GHG 
emissions and adapt to climate change risks. This was recognised in the Premier’s Economic & 
Social Recovery Advisory Council (PESRAC) Final Report from March 2021 which recommended 
that among other things, the Government drive forward a sustainable development agenda, 
including decarbonisation of the economy including through its resource management and 
planning system.13 It appears that this proposition has been accepted by the Tasmanian 
Government, as it has indicated an intention to incorporate climate change considerations into all 
the Tasmanian Planning Policies.14 However, there’s more work to be done. There remain 
emissions intensive activities and a dependence on fossil fuels, particularly in the transport sector. 
The SPPs review should be focussed on the planning needed to transition to a fossil fuel free 
future. 

While EDO encourages moves towards a more sustainable, lower GHG emissions future in planning 
for lutruwita/Tasmania, it is critical that these changes should occur within a climate justice 
framework15 (as recognised in consistent with United Nations Sustainable Development Goals) 
ensuring that the most affected communities (from both an economic and climate change 
perspective) are themselves invested in energy transition through equitable and genuine 
transition investments in these communities. A commitment to achieving GHG emissions 
reduction targets and staying within a carbon budget that will limit warming to 1.5°C requires 
commitment to establishing clear policy drivers, incentives and legal mechanisms which are just 
and equitable. Natural disaster planning and adaptation planning should be on an environmental 
justice basis, not just an economic one. That is, ensuring that we identify at risk communities and 
target adaptation responses to those most at risk / disadvantaged by the climate change already 
locked in.16  

Recommendation 1: The SPPs review explore how the SPPs can better provide for climate change 
mitigation, in line with the Paris Agreement goal of limiting warming to 1.5°C, and climate change 
adaptation. The measures should be based on the best available science and be in accordance 
with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, and the principals of climate and 
environmental justice.  

 

 
13 Premier’s Economic & Social Recovery Advisory Council (PESRAC) (2021) Final Report at p 67, accessible at 
https://www.pesrac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/283196/Final Report WCAG2.pdf  
14 See State Planning Office, Department of Premier and Cabinet (2022) Tasmanian Planning Policies – Report on draft 
TPP Scoping Consultation, accessed at: https://www.planningreform.tas.gov.au/planning-reforms-and-
reviews/tasmanian-planning-policies   
15 PESRAC also recommended that the Tasmanian Government’s sustainability strategy be aligned with the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals: Premier’s Economic & Social Recovery Advisory Council (PESRAC) (2021) Final Report at 
p 69, accessible at https://www.pesrac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/283196/Final Report WCAG2.pdf 
16 For further information on addressing environmental and climate justice issues for disproportionately impacted 
vulnerable communities, see EDO’s report ‘Implementing effective independent Environmental Protection Agencies in 
Australia’, available at https://www.edo.org.au/publication/implementing-effective-independent-environmental-
protection-agencies-in-australia/  
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2.1.1. GHG emissions mitigation 

Based on the available data, lutruwita/Tasmania has achieved net zero GHG emissions for the past 
four reported years.17 However, we note that this achievement is almost entirely attributable to 
the carbon stored in forests. 18  Carbon stored in forests falls within the UNFCCC sector described 
as the land use, land use change and forestry sector (LULUCF).19 Reliance on the LULUCF sector 
alone to mitigate lutruwita/Tasmania’s GHG emissions is risky as it is vulnerable to rapid change, 
for example through changes to land use practices arising from policies such as the Agri-Vision 
2050 and Rural Water Use Strategy,20 and through the relaxation of planning scheme restrictions 
on vegetation clearing under the SPPs.21 Furthermore, reliance on the emissions reductions from 
the LULUCF sector masks lutruwita/Tasmania’s failure to reduce GHG emissions in other sectors 
such as agriculture, transportation and energy.  lutruwita/Tasmania’s population, and its 
associated GHG emissions in transport, stationary energy, and waste, are expected to increase by 
2050.22 Point Advisory has modelled that if lutruwita/Tasmania continued on a “business as usual” 
path, its emissions could sharply increase to 2050.23 This modelling underlines the need for the 
Tasmanian Government to take urgent action to mitigate GHG emissions across all sectors. Land 
use planning controls provide one of the best opportunities for such action to be taken.  

First and foremost, the SPPs should actively recognise and implement lutruwita/Tasmania’s 
overarching climate planning policy by explicitly recognising the soon-to-be legislated GHG 
emissions reduction target under the Climate Change (State Actions) Act 2008 (the Climate Change 
Act) and sector-based emissions reduction and resilience plans (Plans) created under that Act. 
The SPPs should do this by including measurable and concrete targets for GHG emission 
reductions. For example, this could be done by a GHG Emissions Code that requires councils to 
establish baseline GHG emissions per capita for their municipalities and commit to a target to 
reduce those per capita GHG emissions levels going forward. This Code could require the 
assessment of new development or use for consistency with the municipality target. In terms of 
sector-based targets in Plans, consideration should be given to amendments to the Attenuation 

 
17 Australian Government, State and territory greenhouse gas inventories: annual emissions, accessed on 21 October 2021, 
at: https://www.industry.gov.au/data-and-publications/national-greenhouse-accounts-2019/state-and-territory-
greenhouse-gas-inventories-annual-emissions  
18 Tasmania Climate Change Office, Tasmania’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2021 Factsheet, accessed on 29 April 2021 at 
http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0004/575392/TCCO Fact Sheet -

Tasmanias Greenhouse Gas Emissions - 2021.pdf  
19 See United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change webpage: https://unfccc.int/topics/land-
use/workstreams/land-use--land-use-change-and-forestry-lulucf/background  
20 Ibid. See also DPIPWE (2019) Tasmanian Sustainable Agri-Food Plan 2019-23, accessible at 
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/agriculture/tasmanias-agri-food-plan  
21 For example, through the provision of broad exemptions to vegetation clearing restrictions, both in clause 4 and in 
clause C7.4 of the Natural Assets Code of the SPPs, and through the relaxation of requirements for permits for vegetation 
clearing under the Natural Assets Code more generally.    
22 Jacobs, Discussion Paper on Tasmania’s Climate Change Act: Independent Review of the Climate Change (State Actions) 
Act 2008 March 2021 at p 18, accessed at: 
https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/climatechange/Climate Change Priorities/review of the climate change act  
23 Point Advisory (2021) Net Zero Emissions Pathway Options for Tasmania - Background Paper, accessed on 26 April 2021 
at http://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0011/573095/net zero emissions background Paper -

Final.pdf at under a “high business as usual” rate outlined in table 1 on p 6. 
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Code such that it also regulates GHG emissions from certain polluting activities such as landfills 
and sewage treatment plants. 

The SPPs currently do provide some incentives for GHG emissions mitigation, for example through 
the exemptions from the need for permits for certain renewable energy generation.24 However, 
SPPs could result in reductions to the GHG emissions arising from land use and development, for 
example, by providing: 

• stronger regulation of the clearing of native vegetation (including, for example, removing 
many of the exemptions from the requirement for a permit for this activity) and incentives to 
provide urban green spaces (including urban food production/farming); 

• stronger sustainable transport requirements for new developments and uses, including the 
planning settings required to incentivise and facilitate the rapid uptake of electric vehicles;  

• stronger incentives for densification of development and more affordable housing along 
public and sustainable transport corridors and services nodes, supporting walkable 
neighbourhoods and active transport;  

• sustainability standards (e.g., energy efficiency and water standards) for new development, 
and incentives for retrofitting of existing development; and 

• a clear pathway for assessment and approval of ecologically sustainable renewable energy 
projects and associated transmission infrastructure, including, for example, frameworks to 
ensure that renewable energy projects are appropriately located, sited, designed and 
operated to ensure development avoids, minimises and mitigates adverse impacts on the 
natural environment (fauna and flora), water resources, Tasmanian Aboriginal heritage, 
cultures and access to Country, and associated ecological processes. This must include clear 
mandatory requirements for free prior informed consent and extensive consultation with 
impacted Tasmanian Aboriginal communities (for more discussion on this, refer to part 2.2 of 
this submission). 

Recommendation 2: The SPPs review examine opportunities for land use planning regulation to 
effect reductions in GHG emissions across sectors, including through a new GHG Emissions Code 
and/or amendments to the Natural Assets and Attenuation Codes.  

 
2.1.2. Climate change adaptation 

lutruwita/Tasmania’s planning system has been taking steps towards planning to adapt a rapidly 
warming climate: SPPs contains codes for Coastal Erosion Hazards, Coastal Inundation Hazards, 
Flood-Prone Areas Hazards, and Bushfire-Prone Areas. However, more can and must be done to 
plan for lutruwita/Tasmania’s future and the future of climate affected communities.  

For example, the mapping for the Coastal Erosion and Coastal Inundation Codes is based on 
analysis undertaken by the CSIRO using data from the fifth IPCC report.25 Further expert analysis of 

 
24 See clause 4.0 and Table 4.5 of the SPPs. 
25 Tasmanian Climate Change Office, “Coastal Impacts” webpage accessed at 
https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/climatechange/climate change in tasmania/impacts of climate change/coas
tal impacts; and Tasmanian Planning Commission, Guideline No. 1 Local Provisions Schedule (LPS):  zone and code 
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lutruwita/Tasmania’s likely coastal erosion and inundation risks should be commissioned based 
on the sea-level rise information in the sixth IPCC report. Likewise, further investigation of the 
interaction between coastal inundation and estuarine flooding,26 and mapping of 
lutruwita/Tasmania’s flood risks in future climate scenarios is required.27  

The SPPs could be significantly strengthened to, for example, prevent vulnerable development 
and uses in high-risk bushfire prone and coastal erosion and inundation areas, and actively plan 
for managed retreat from high-risk locations. This mapping needs to be more holistic and more 
responsive to the best available science as it develops. Currently, the mapping and SPPs settings 
places local government and communities at risk and does not allow planning authorities to 
effectively manage risk, leaving this to a later date to be managed by emergency services. Recent 
experience in the Black Summer bushfires and the 2022 NSW/Qld floods have shown us the 
devastating impact of poor planning and the impact of overwhelmed emergency response 
services on peoples’ lives, livelihoods, and the economy. 

The SPPs also need to respond to Climate Action Plans (CAP) and State-wide climate risk 
assessments (CRA) prepared under the Climate Change Act, with a focus on supporting those 
communities and people who can least afford to adapt to the impacts of climate change.  The 
SPPs should provide for consideration of climate risk in the placement of critical infrastructure, 
such as hospitals, schools, aged and disability care, and social and affordable housing. 

Recommendation 3: The SPPs review examine how land use planning can effectively respond to 
and prepare communities for climate change impacts, including through the alleviation of, and 
adaptation to floods, bushfires, droughts, and heatwaves caused or exacerbated by human 
induced climate change. 

 
2.2. Aboriginal Cultural Heritage protection and management 

In making this submission, EDO acknowledges that it cannot and does not speak on behalf of First 
Nations peoples. We make the following submissions concerning the better recognition of 
Aboriginal cultural heritage into the SPPs as experts in planning and environmental Western law 
with experience in seeking to protect First Nations and Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural heritage 
through the Western law.  

Across Australia, we have worked with First Nations clients who have interacted with cultural 
heritage laws in many ways, from litigation, engaging in other State/Territory law reform 
processes, through to broader First Nations-led environmental governance of on Country projects. 
EDO lawyers have assisted First Nations clients around Australia, including in lutruwita/Tasmania, 
in their efforts to protect their cultural heritage from destruction. These submissions are based on 

 
application, June 2018 accessed at https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0006/583854/Section-8A-
Guideline-No.-1-Local-Provisions-Schedule-LPS-zone-and-code-application-version-2.pdf  
26 See discussion of this in Office of Security and Emergency Management, Coastal Hazards Package: Summary of 
Consultation, undated, accessible at https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/osem/coastal hazards in tasmania  
27 There is currently no statewide mapping of flood prone areas, see Tasmanian Planning Commission, Guideline No. 1 
Local Provisions Schedule (LPS):  zone and code application, June 2018, at p 51 accessed at 
https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0006/583854/Section-8A-Guideline-No.-1-Local-Provisions-
Schedule-LPS-zone-and-code-application-version-2.pdf 
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EDO’s experience in working alongside First Nations peoples within the Western legal framework, 
which is designed to provide some level of protection to cultural heritage 

The Tasmanian Government has committed to introducing new legislation to replace the woefully 
outdated Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (Tas). However, progress to replace that law has historically 
been slow. The following comments and recommendations are made in the absence of any clarity 
on the content and timing of a new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act. 

Currently there is no requirement under the SPPs for Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural heritage to be 
considered by planning authorities when assessing a new development or use that potentially 
impacts cultural heritage. The neglect of this issue in the SPPs only compounds the failure of the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975 (Tas) to provide any formal opportunity for Tasmanian Aboriginal 
people to provide their free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) to any development or use that 
would impact on their cultural heritage, or to determine the arrangements for the management of 
their cultural heritage. There can be no question that this situation is unacceptable and is 
inconsistent with Australia’s support of the principles outlined in the United Nations Declaration 
of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), and as adopted in the Senate Inquiry into the 
tragedy of the Juukan Gorge.   

We understand that the Tasmanian Government has committed to introducing measures to 
require early consideration of potential Aboriginal heritage impacts in the highest (State and 
regional) level of strategic planning, and in all assessments of rezoning proposals under the Land 
Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (LUPA Act) to ensure major planning decisions take full 
account of Aboriginal heritage issues.28 It is not clear how this commitment will be implemented. 
However, the recent consultation paper outlining the Government’s approach to a new Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Act proposed to provide for a “light touch” integration between the new 
legislation and the planning system, with no meaningful mechanism for Tasmanian Aboriginal 
people to have a determining role in planning decisions that affect their cultural heritage29 In 
EDO’s view, the Government’s foreshadowed approach does not provide for adequate 
involvement of Tasmanian Aboriginal people in decisions that concern their cultural heritage in 
line with the UNDRIP principles of FPIC and self-determination.  

In the absence of a comprehensive Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act that gives effect to UNDRIP 
principles, the SPPs can and must provide for the protection and management of impacts of 
development and use on Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural heritage and provide an effective 
mechanism for Tasmanian Aboriginal people to determine applications for these proposed 
developments or uses. The planning system is currently the only legislation that guarantees public 
participation and review of decisions on the merits in the TasCAT. However, to trigger these rights 
for Aboriginal people, there must be a Code or standard within the SPPs. 

 
28 Jaensch, Roger (2021) Tabling Report: Government Commitment in Response to the Review Findings, Aboriginal Heritage 
Act 1975: Review under s.23. https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Tabling%20Report%20-
%20Review%20of%20the%20Aboriginal%20Heritage%20Act.pdf   
29 Department of Natural Resources and Environment (2022) Consultation Paper: A new Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
Protection Act, accessed at: https://nre.tas.gov.au/about-the-department/aboriginal-legislative-reform/aboriginal-
heritage-act  
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The SPPs can ensure that potential use or development impacts on Tasmanian Aboriginal cultural 
heritage are avoided and/or managed through the inclusion of an Aboriginal Heritage Protection 
Code to provide assessment requirements and prescriptions that explicitly aim to conserve and 
protect Aboriginal cultural heritage.  

While the development of an Aboriginal Heritage Protection Code would have to be done in close 
consultation with Tasmanian Aboriginal people and recognise Aboriginal cultural landscapes, 
such as the Western Tasmania Aboriginal Cultural Landscape, in takayna/the Tarkine. The Code 
must require the proponents of certain proposed developments or uses to seek permission from 
Tasmanian Aboriginal people about the development or use, compile appropriate surveys and 
reports and/or prepare Aboriginal cultural heritage management plans the requirements of which 
could be enforced as conditions of the permit. 

Another way the SPPs could better recognise and provide for Aboriginal cultural heritage 
protection is by the creation of specific zoning for Aboriginal-owned land, developed in 
consultation with Tasmanian Aboriginal people. The Particular Purpose Zone (PPZ) for truwana/ 
Cape Barren Island and Outer Islands in the Flinders Local Provision Schedule provides an 
example of how this might be done, including by giving the Aboriginal Land Council of Tasmania 
the power to consent to or refuse certain proposed uses within the PPZ.30 (EDO notes that if PPZ’s 
are Tasmanian Aboriginal peoples’ preferred mechanism to provide recognition of Aboriginal 
ownership in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, then serious consideration should be given in the 
SPPs Review to amending clause 5.2.6 of the SPPs to allow for the creation of further PPZ’s for 
Tasmanian Aboriginal land that can override General, Administration and Code provisions of the 
SPPs on Aboriginal owned land as it is acquired.) 

The SPPs review should also consider how necessary resources, as determined by Tasmanian 
Aboriginal people, can be allocated to Tasmanian Aboriginal people or groups to participate in the 
development of Codes, Zones, or PPZs, and in planning decision-making under these instruments.  

Recommendation 4: The SPPs review, with Tasmanian Aboriginal people, examine opportunities 
to provide for protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage and provide a self-determined and 
meaningful decision-making role for Tasmanian Aboriginal people in determining planning 
decisions that affect their cultural heritage. 

Recommendations 5: The SPPs review consider how necessary resources, as determined by 
Aboriginal Tasmanian people, can be allocated to Tasmanian Aboriginal people or groups to 
participate in the development of Codes, Zones, or PPZs, and in planning decision-making under 
these instruments. 

 
2.3. Miscellaneous issues not currently addressed in the SPPs 

There are a range of other matters that currently are not considered or properly regulated under 
the SPPs. 

One issue that EDO receives numerous inquiries and complaints about is helicopter and drone 
overflights, particularly from people who reside near landing pads who are impacted by the noise 

 
30 See FLI-P1.0 here https://iplan.tas.gov.au/pages/plan/book.aspx?exhibit=tpsfli.  
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and disruption of these activities and loss of amenity (including privacy). There have already been 
moves in other jurisdictions towards the use of drones for delivery of goods,31 and the use of 
helicopters and drones for tourism and emergency services and management in 
lutruwita/Tasmania is growing.32 Therefore, amenity impacts from helicopters and drones are 
likely to be increasingly experienced in communities across lutruwita/Tasmania. While there is a 
“Safeguarding Airports Code” in the SPPs which aims to protect existing Commonwealth airports 
and other airports identified in LPSs from encroachment from sensitive uses and incompatible 
development, the SPPs do not explicitly or directly regulate the impacts of the use of land for 
helicopter or drone take off and landings on natural values or on surrounding land uses. While 
there are some Commonwealth regulations relating to aircraft noise and impacts while they are in 
the air, in EDO’s experience these are overwhelmingly ineffective at addressing issues relating to 
the localised impacts associated with helicopter and drone take-off and landing. We are of the 
view that many of these issues could be avoided or mitigated if they were considered at the 
planning stage by the SPPs.  

Recommendation 6: The SPPs review consider how the SPPs can better regulate impacts of 
helicopter and drone landing and take-off.  

Another issue that is not expressly regulated in the SPPs is stormwater. The State Policy on Water 
Quality Management 1997 provides for planning schemes to address stormwater inputs to ensure 
that environmental nuisance and harm is not caused by stormwater and erosion. However, the 
SPPs deal only with stormwater in relation to subdivision. Without a Stormwater Code, planning 
authorities are limited in the information they can request, the issues they can consider and the 
conditions that they can impose to manage the environmental impacts (including pollution risks) 
of run-off from development and/or uses which increase paved surfaces or redirect drainage 
channels. The principles of Water Sensitive Urban Design are not effectively implemented through 
the provisions of the SPPs. A Stormwater Code could help to remedy that, or alternatively, the 
Natural Assets Code should be significantly strengthened in respect of the regulation of 
stormwater. 

Recommendation 7: The SPPs review consider the need for a separate Stormwater Code to better 
regulate the environmental and erosion impacts of development and use, or alternatively, the 
need to significantly strengthen Natural Assets Code provisions relating to stormwater. 

 
3. Existing parts of the SPPs that should be prioritised for review and improvement 

3.1. Scope of SPPs and their application to coastal waters 

Under most Interim Planning Schemes across lutruwita/Tasmania, coastal waters from the high 
tide mark to 200m were zoned Environmental Management. It appeared that this was intended to 
be carried forward with the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, with the TPC’s Guideline No 1 Local 
Provisions Schedule (LPS): zone and code application dated June 2018 (issued under section 8A of 

 
31 See the Brisbane Times, ‘Drones deliver from roof of Queensland shopping centre in world first’, dated 6 October 2021, 
accessible at: https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/queensland/drones-deliver-from-roof-of-queensland-
shopping-centre-in-world-first-20211006-p58xuf.html  
32 See the Advocate, ‘Drone Use on the Rise in Tasmania’ dated 27 May 2018, accessible at: 
https://www.theadvocate.com.au/story/5430653/drone-use-on-rise-in-tasmania/  
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the LUPA Act) recommending councils apply the Environmental Management Zone “to land 
seaward of the high-water mark unless contrary intention applies”.33  

Regrettably and apparently in contrast to the intention outlined in its own guidelines, the TPC has 
adopted a restrictive interpretation of section 7 of the LUPA Act, which has led to the removal of 
Environmental Management Zoning for much of lutruwita/Tasmania’s precious and unique 
coastal waters under Local Provision Schedules. The overly narrow interpretation of s 7 of the Act, 
has also meant that the TPC has refused to consider Specific Area Plans or Site-Specific Provisions 
over coastal waters to, for example, protect important habitat for the critically endangered 
Spotted Handfish.34  In circumstances where the Natural Assets Code deals with terrestrial flora, 
there is no protection for marine dependent species or their habitat. 

Clause 7.11.1 of the SPPs provides: 

Use or development of a type referred to in section 7(a) to (d) of the Act that is unzoned in the zoning 
maps in the relevant Local Provisions Schedules must be considered in accordance with: 

(a) the provisions of the zone that is closest to the site; or 
(b) in the case of a use or development that extends from land that is zoned, the provisions of 

the zone from which the use or development extends. 

Simply “considering” the zoning requirements of adjacent zones for proposed developments and 
uses in coastal waters against is extremely unlikely to protect the unique natural values and 
features of those areas. This is because, not only will those adjacent zones be unlikely to have 
specific provisions relating to developments in coastal waters, even if there were some provisions 
that could be applied by councils to a development the drafting of cl 7.11.1 means that those 
provisions may simply be “considered” and then put to one side without a determinative role in 
the council’s decision.35  

Furthermore, it arguable that the Waterway and Coastal Protection Areas under the Natural Assets 
Code does not apply to coastal waters, so there are no specific provisions to protect the values of 
coastal waters in the SPPs notwithstanding their enormous cultural and economic significance to 
this state. It appears to EDO, that the lack of planning controls that specifically ensure a proposed 
development’s compatibility with natural landscapes situation is inconsistent with the State 
Coastal Policy 1996.36 

EDO therefore strongly recommends that the SPPs review consider how the SPPs can better apply 
to and protect the natural values of lutruwita/Tasmania’s coastal waters. 

Recommendation 8: The SPPs review consider how the SPPs can better apply to and protect the 
natural values of lutruwita/Tasmania’s coastal waters, including through amendment of clause 

 
33 https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/583854/Section-8A-Guideline-No.-1-Local-Provisions-
Schedule-LPS-zone-and-code-application-version-2.pdf  
34 See The TPC’s Decision on the Clarence draft Local Provisions Schedule dated 2021 from [444] but especially [448] and 
[455], accessed here: https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/626904/Decision-and-reasons-
under-s35K2a-and-s35KB-to-modify-draft-LPS-and-amend-Clarence-LPS-including-notices-1-September-2021.PDF  
35 cf with the zoning provisions being “applied” 
36 See clause 1.1.10 of the Policy which states: The design and siting of buildings, engineering works and other 
infrastructure, including access routes in the coastal zone, will be subject to planning controls to ensure compatibility 
with natural landscapes.” 
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7.11.1 and/or the Natural Assets Code. 

 

3.2. Exemptions from the SPPs 

In its previous submissions concerning the draft SPPs, EDO raised concerns about the impacts on 
the environment arising from developments or uses that are exempt from the requirement for 
planning permits and suggested some ways these developments and uses could be more 
appropriately regulated.37 Those concerns have been adequately addressed and consider that all 
the exemptions under the SPPs should be reviewed, with particular attention being paid to 
exemptions such as:  

• Table 4.3, exempt building and works; 
• Table 4.4 relating to vegetation removal; and 
• Exemptions from the Natural Assets Code. 

Recommendation 9: The SPPs review consider whether the exemptions provided under Tables 
4.3 and 4.4 and in the Natural Assets Code are appropriate and consistent with the objective of the 
LUPA Act. 

 

3.3. Information required as part of the assessment of an application for use or 
development 

In EDO’s submission to the draft SPPs, we emphasised the importance of applicants being 
required to provide sufficient information at the outset for the planning authority to assess 
potential impacts and determine which Codes may apply to a proposed use or development and 
that the onus should not be on the planning authority to request this information. For example, 
while it is not appropriate to require all applications to include a coastal hazard assessment or 
natural values assessment, applicants should be required to provide such an assessment for any 
use or development that would be subject to the Coastal Inundation Code or the Natural Assets 
Code. We recommended that any information required by an applicable Code should be included 
as a mandatory application requirement under clause 6.1.2 and that additional mandatory 
application requirements should be able to be included in Codes. 

We note that in the Commission’s Report on the draft SPPs it considered the current approach of 
not providing for Code-specific information requirements may be worthy of further consideration 
in future SPP reviews.38 We believe it would be appropriate to re-consider our recommendation 
during the current review. Further, if the SPP review proceeds in accordance with 
recommendation 4 above, consideration would need to be given as to what information needs to 

 
37 See, for example, EDO’s submission in response to the Draft State Planning Provisions dated 18 May 2016, which can 
be accessed at https://www.edo.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/160518-EDO-Tasmania-submission-on-draft-
State-Planning-Provisions.pdf  
38 Tasmanian Planning Commission, 2016, Draft State Planning Provisions Report, 
https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0005/588965/Report-on-the-draft-State-Planning-Provisions-
and-appendices,-9-December-2016.PDF  
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be provided to allow Tasmanian Aboriginal people to properly assess applications relating to 
Aboriginal cultural heritage.  

Recommendation 10: The SPPs review consider expanding the application requirements under 
clause 6.1.2 to include reports or assessments required under applicable Codes. 

 

3.4. Environmental Management Zone 

As it currently stands, many uses within the Environmental Management Zone are permitted so 
long as an authority is granted under the National Parks and Reserved Land Regulations 2019 or 
granted by the managing authority or approved by the Director General of Lands under the Crown 
Lands Act 1976. Assessment of such new uses is largely managed through the non-statutory 
Reserve Activity Assessment (RAA) process, administered by the Parks and Wildlife Service within 
the Department of Natural Resources and Environment. 

EDO has previously voiced concerns about the adequacy of the RAA process and the reliance on it 
for the purposes of planning assessments. As national parks and reserves are a public resource, 
the public has a legitimate expectation of being able to comment on proposals which may 
compromise the protection of that resource. EDO does not consider it sufficient for a proponent to 
rely on the existence of an authority (which may or may not be issued following an RAA) to avoid 
further scrutiny of a use or development on Crown land by a local council under the SPPs. This is 
because: 

• There are no clear and transparent criteria for decisions relating to the issue of authorities 
under the National Parks and Reserved Land Regulations 2019 or by the Director General of 
Lands under the Crown Lands Act 1976, and no opportunities for public comment or merits 
appeal of those decisions. 39 

• The RAA process has no statutory basis, and therefore has no clear and transparent criteria for 
decisions, nor are there guaranteed provisions allowing for meaningful public participation in 
the RAA process. There is no right of merits appeal in respect of a decision to approve an RAA 
and, if an activity is granted an authority following an RAA, and therefore subsequently 
characterised as a “permitted use” under clause 23.2 of the SPPs, there will be no public 
comment or merits appeal rights relating to that proposal.  

• There are planning issues related to proposed uses and developments in national parks, 
reserves and Crown land that are most appropriately considered by a local council, for 
example, developments in these areas can have a range of impacts both on and off the land 
that a council is better places to assess (such as traffic, sanitation, impacts on other uses in the 
vicinity including amenity impacts on sensitive uses)  

Without clear criteria for the decisions to grant authorities under the National Parks and Reserved 
Land Regulations 2019 or the Crown Lands Act 1976, there can be no guarantee that deferring to 

 
39 Given the operation of section 48(5) of the National Parks and Reserves Management Act 2002, some developments that 
are not consistent with the applicable reserved land management objectives and objectives of reserve management 
plans may be approved in national parks, State reserves, nature reserves, game reserves or historic sites. 
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these authorities within the SPPs will achieve the Environmental Management Zone purposes of 
providing for “the protection, conservation and management of land with significant ecological, 
scientific, cultural or scenic value”; and allowing “for compatible use or development where it is 
consistent with: 

(a) the protection, conservation, and management of the values of the land; and 
(b) applicable reserved land management objectives and objectives of reserve management 

plans.” 

EDO notes that the Tasmanian Government has signalled it will be replacing the RAA process with 
a statutory environmental impact and planning assessment process for “major uses and 
developments”. Without further detail, it is difficult to comment on the implications of these 
proposed reforms and whether they will effectively address the problems we outline above. 
However, given there has been no indication of when the RAA reforms will be consulted upon, let 
alone passed by Parliament, it is EDO’s strong view that all deference in Environmental 
Management Zone provisions to authorities issued under the under the National Parks and 
Reserved Land Regulations 2019 or the Crown Lands Act 1976,  such as the Table of Uses and the 
Performance Criteria for Discretionary Uses outlined in clause 23.3.1 P1 and Acceptable Solutions 
in clauses 23.4 and 23.5, should be removed and appropriate measures provided to ensure that 
the Zone objects are achieved. 

Recommendation 11: The SPPs review consider the impact of deference in Environmental 
Management Zone to authorities issued under the under the National Parks and Reserved Land 
Regulations 2019 or the Crown Lands Act 1976 on public participation and good planning 
outcomes, and consider the removal of these provisions, and the strengthening of public 
participation in decisions relating to public lands.  

 Recommendation 12: The SPPs review consider providing for appropriate standards for all 
developments and uses provided in the Environmental Management Zone to ensure the Zone 
purposes are achieved. 

 

3.5. Natural Assets Code  

In EDO’s submission, the Natural Assets Code should be reviewed in its entirety, with particular 
attention paid to the Code’s: 

• Purpose 
• Application and Exemptions 
• Drafting of the applicable provisions 
• Mapping 

When the draft SPPs were circulated for public comment in 2016, the Natural Assets Code was an 
area of considerable debate and public concern. EDO’s submission strongly recommended 
significant changes to the Code, arguing that it would result in the loss and fragmentation of 
important biodiversity and habitat, particularly where that habitat does not include threatened 
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species.40 The TPC ultimately recommended that the Code be removed from the SPPs to allow for 
proper consideration of the biodiversity implications of the Code, and for the development of 
more comprehensive mapping to support the application of the priority vegetation area overlay in 
the Code. While the Minister ultimately decided to ignore this recommendation, much concern 
about the adequacy of the Natural Assets Code remains, and EDO endorses much of our previous 
detailed submission in this respect. 

The Code’s purpose statements lack ambition and fail to acknowledge any role for the Code in 
avoiding impacts of developments and uses on natural values such as waterways and priority 
habitat, or to protect these values in the landscape for the future. The purpose statements (as with 
the rest of the Code provisions) also do not deal with the need to remedy or restore natural values 
which have been degraded or offset any impacts that are unavoidable.  This is inconsistent with 
the primary sustainable development objectives of the LUPA Act. 

There are also numerous problems with limitations of the application of the Code and the 
exemptions to it. For example, the Code does not apply to all potential habitat, only that which is 
identified as priority vegetation. Even so, these priority vegetation areas do not apply across all 
zones, and even then, for some zones the Code only applies to subdivisions but not to other 
developments.41 The definition of Priority Vegetation for the purposes of mapping has also been 
limited. As already mentioned in our submission above, the Waterway and Coastal Protection Area 
does not apply to coastal waters, and in urban zones, the extent of these areas is severely curtailed 
without any provision to ensure developments or uses do not have adverse impacts on the natural 
values of these areas, including on water quality.42 There are also many development that are 
exempted from the Code, many of which could have enormous impacts on natural values that are 
not adequately regulated under other laws.43 We also acknowledge that natural values, including 
those of rivers and vegetated areas may hold cultural values for Aboriginal people, which is 
explicitly not recognised in the Code or elsewhere in the SPPs. 

Fundamentally, the Natural Assets Code misses an opportunity to protect and preserve remnant 
native vegetation and habitat corridors. Rather than focussed on development control, this Code 
could be focussed on managing natural assets at a landscape or ecosystem level. Priority 
vegetation is currently the trigger for whether clearing is assessed at all – indicating that it can be 
removed, subject to assessment. Rather than this approach, we recommend an approach based 
on identifying and protecting biodiversity at a landscape scale, taking an approach based on 
conservation ecology.  

 
40 EDO’s submission in response to the Draft State Planning Provisions dated 18 May 2016, can be accessed at 
https://www.edo.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/160518-EDO-Tasmania-submission-on-draft-State-Planning-
Provisions.pdf 
41 Refer to clause C7.2.1 (c) of the SPPs. 
42 Refer to Table C7 (b) of the SPPs. 
43 One example of an exemption provided from the Code, where other laws do not adequately provide for consideration 
and protection of natural values is forest practices or forest operations in accordance with a forest practices plan 
certified under the Forest Practices Act 1985 – see clause C7.4.1(d) of the SPPs. 
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In addition, there is substantial evidence of the climate and ecosystem services provided by intact 
ecosystems both as carbon sinks and in water cycling etc. These benefits should be recognised in 
the mapping and controls applying to clearing of vegetation.   

Furthermore, the Code fails to regulate the ongoing impacts of uses, such as Resource 
Development and Extractive Industry, on the natural values. The SPPs review should consider 
whether it is appropriate that such impacts fall outside the scope of planning decisions. 

EDO has previously argued there needs to be to be a standalone Stormwater Code in the SPPs. 
While EDO maintains that position, in the absence of such a Code, we consider that the provisions 
of the Natural Assets Code relating to stormwater can and should be significantly strengthened to 
ensure both our waterways and communities are protected from stormwater impacts: see 
Recommendation 7. 

Recommendation 13: The Natural Assets Code be reviewed in its entirety with a view to ensuring 
it fulfills the LUPA Act objectives by maintaining (through protection and preserving) ecological 
processes and diversity for current and future generations and ensuring development is 
sustainable. 

 

3.6. Coastal Erosion Hazard Code and Coastal Inundation Hazard Code 

EDO considers that the purposes of the Coastal Erosion Hazard and Coastal Inundation Hazard 
Codes should be reviewed to reflect the need to manage and minimise not just the impacts of 
coastal erosion on development, but the impacts of development on coastal erosion and 
inundation. 

As we have already outlined in part 2.1 above, mapping for these Codes is based on analysis 
undertaken by the CSIRO using data from the fifth Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) report.44 Further expert analysis of lutruwita/Tasmania’s likely coastal erosion and 
inundation risks should be commissioned based on the sea-level rise information in the sixth IPCC 
report. Likewise, further investigation of the interaction between coastal inundation and estuarine 
flooding,45 and mapping of lutruwita/Tasmania’s flood risks in future climate scenarios is 
required.46  

The Codes should also consider the best approach to adaptation planning for community 
resilience and safety. 

 
44 Tasmanian Climate Change Office, “Coastal Impacts” webpage accessed at 
https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/climatechange/climate_change_in_tasmania/impacts_of_climate_change/coas
tal_impacts;and Tasmanian Planning Commission, Guideline No. 1 Local Provisions Schedule (LPS):  zone and code 
application, June 2018 accessed at https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/583854/Section-8A-
Guideline-No.-1-Local-Provisions-Schedule-LPS-zone-and-code-application-version-2.pdf 
45 See discussion of this in Office of Security and Emergency Management, Coastal Hazards Package: Summary of 
Consultation, undated, accessible at https://www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/osem/coastal_hazards_in_tasmania 
46 There is currently no statewide mapping of flood prone areas, Tasmanian Planning Commission, Guideline No. 1 Local 
Provisions Schedule (LPS):  zone and code application, June 2018, at p 51 accessed at 
https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/583854/Section-8A-Guideline-No.-1-Local-Provisions-
Schedule-LPS-zone-and-code-application-version-2.pdf 
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Recommendation 14: The SPPs review consider the purpose, provisions and mapping under the 
Coastal Erosion Hazard and Coastal Inundation Hazard Codes to ensure that they reflect and 
adapt to the best available science on sea-level rise, coastal inundation and estuarine flooding; 
manage the impacts of development on coastal erosion and inundation; and provide for 
community resilience and safety.  

 

3.7. Landscape Conservation Zone 

In its submission on the draft SPPs, EDO raised concerns about the risk that many Councils would 
resist zoning land that was zoned Environmental Living under the Interim Planning Scheme to 
Landscape Conservation given the likely response from landowners regarding the additional 
restrictions. The current review should investigate the extent to which land previously zoned as 
Environmental Living has been classified as Rural Living, Rural or Landscape Conservation and 
consider whether there is a need for more options to balance the need for greater protection of 
natural values with the difficulties councils have experienced in transitioning land previously 
zoned Environmental Living to Landscape Conservation.  

Recommendation 15: The SPPs review consider the extent to which land previously zoned 
Environmental Living has been transitioned to Rural Living, Rural or Landscape Conservation 
Zoning, an identify options to address any overall drop in protection of natural values as a result of 
down zoning of Environmental Living to Rural Living, Rural Zone.  

 

3.8. Treatment of the Extractive Industry use in the Rural and Agricultural Zones 

Allowing for extractive industry, whether as a Permitted Use in the Rural Zone or as a Discretionary 
Use in the Agricultural Zone, conflicts with the Purposes of both these zones to minimise 
conversion of agricultural land for non-agricultural use (see clauses 20.1.2 and 21.1.2 of the SPPs). 
The review of the SPPs should include consideration of whether Extractive Industry uses should be 
classed either as a Discretionary use for the Rural Zone, with exceptions such as quarries directly 
related to agricultural uses, or as a Prohibited use for the Agricultural Zone, with exceptions i.e., 
quarries related to agricultural production to keep in line with the over-arching objective of 
protecting land for agricultural use. 

Recommendation 16: The SPPs review consider the correct classification of extractive industries 
in the Rural and Agricultural zones. 
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Executive Summary 
 
This submission provides feedback to the Tasmanian government’s scoping of a five-year 
review into the State Planning Provisions, from the point of view of community members 
experiencing the application of these SPPs during preparation of the Huon Valley draft LPS.  
 
The community engagement process in particular has highlighted some serious natural justice 
and ethical issues. These issues can also be extended State-wide where our Association (Huon 
Valley Zoning Association or HVZA) is aware of other councils that have not adequately 
informed their rate payers of zoning changes to their property. Specific issues extends to the 
SPP areas of: 
 

● Ensure accessibility and improve education and awareness of proposed LPS zoning changes 

that may affect landholders. 

● Recognise and respect rights of landowners. 

● Refine the definition of Landscape Conservation Zone to recognise its scenic focus and 

community contribution 

● Natural assets code and inaccurate information used to inform natural values 

● Natural justice issues 

● Equity issues 

● Council approach to informing community and developing the 35F - the LCZ debacle 

● Ensuring councils have the skills and expertise to apply amendments and planning  

● Non bias third party help in strategic planning of municipalities  
● Standardised as much as possible in the approach to the process of drafting the LPS 

 

 

1. The Land Owner - the Major Stakeholder 
 

Adequate engagement process  
 
The engagement process with landowners whose property has been changed under a draft 
LPS needs to have clearer guidance and ensure it is an aligned approach across the State.  The 
SPP claims that natural justice issues are addressed but this is the first and most obvious 
natural justice issue to the current process of rezoning land in Tasmania. By definition “natural 
justice” ensues where there is perceived or actual negative impact to a person; it cannot occur 
without their knowledge or input. The lack of engagement with the landholder through the 
rezoning process and making these people aware of the zoning changes is the first key issue 
that needs reviewing and changing for the better to ensure every landholder that is impacted 
is aware of the zone change and what this means to their property.  
 
The current approach by the Huon Valley Council created the following issues: 

● a community that was not aware of the rezoning of their property (this is not 
supposition - objective evidence indicating this can be supplied) 

● Ratepayers that did find out, found out or, late in the public consultation period   
● Council encouraged people to use consultants but not everyone can afford this 
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● When ratepayers were made aware they did know how or what to do 
● a distrust for government where the ratepayer feels like the lack of engagement was 

deliberate to push the LPS through without disapproval from the ratepayer 
 
Adequate engagement process means involving all ratepayers in a community that are 
impacted, it means catering for the different ways people educate themselves and how they 
gain access to information to learn about what impacts them. Councils need a guideline on 
this. 

 

Ensuring effective landowner participation  
 
Ratepayers affected by change need to know about it. Due to the lack of guidance provided 
by the State government to council as to what effective landholder participation looks like 
through the SPP process and drafting of the LPS, many councils were able to do what we 
define as a very “hands off” approach to engaging the ratepayer in the process. Effective 
landholder participation can only be that if the landholder actually knows they can 
participate. Advertising of workshops regarding the SPPs and LPS process were done via the 
councils website and community hub but this was a too short sighted approach, assuming 
that everyone in the community actually looks at the website or visits the hub is an error.  
Letters regarding the new zoning should have been posted to all ratepayers regarding the 
changes, there should be advertising at well-frequented businesses in business centres of 
communities such as the Huon Valley like the post office, supermarket, banks and medical 
centres. Furthermore, phone calls could be made to those identified in older age groups or 
challenged groups with respect to literacy. A State that cares about its communities cares 
about ensuring adequate participation in such processes that have great impacts to peoples 
lives and livelihoods. We conclude in our review that the SPP process does not have adequate 
guidance on ensuring effective landholder participation. 
 
The following recommendations are made to address adequate stakeholder engagement: 
 

● TPC to create a guideline with instruction on how the community is to be engaged and 
insist on: 

○ initial community consultation about the LPS process and what are the 
potential impacts on title owners. 

○ 60 day period with first 15 days a notice goes out to each ratepayer who has a 
proposed change of zoning and what that zone is and include links to Section 
8a, the draft LPS and the SPP. 

○ adequate outreach to enable those with literacy issues aware of the changes 
○ Council presentation on LPS and SPP within the first two weeks of the draft LPS  

being released for comment to include education on the system 
○ accessible information at council chambers, website, local frequented 

businesses and council advice being delivered by skilled people. 
○ Councils must establish a mechanism to provide low cost and unbiased support 

to title holder who want to make submissions 
○ People should be made aware when someone is making a representation on 

their property 
○ no LCZ without landowner agreement (consistent with previous Tasmanian 

Planning Commission decisions).  
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○ recognise that not all people are able to afford a planner and make allowances 
for that and offer solutions when making a representation 

 
While some zoning changes in the transition from interim to statewide schemes are relatively 
benign and in name only, other changes have a massive impact on future land use.  The SPP 
should identify zonings that have significant impact and these should be treated with much 
greater attention to land holder opinions and future plans.  We would go so far as to say there 
should be  no change to Agriculture or Landscape Conservation zonings without landowner 
agreement. Recent  (consistent with previous Tasmanian Planning Commission) hearing 
decisions have reinforced this principle for the application of LCZ. 

 

Establishing landholders rights and state recognition 
 
The landholders rights appear to have been overlooked by the State and council. The rights 
of landholders must be at the centre of all planning decisions. We believe that an organised 
and structured land use planning system is essential in civil society. As such a Planning System 
should not be at the expense of an individual's expectation that they can reasonably enjoy 
the use of their land. The current planning process is too focused on broad principals - at the 
expense of reasonable landowner rights. 
 
Government Rules, Control, and the Rights of Landowners  
While an organised approach to land use and building in Tasmania is supported, landowners 
need to know that if they purchased land with a certain zoning there are things that they are 
allowed to use that land for and things they cannot. These rules are generally clear in the 
definitions of Zones. The State Planning Provisions (SPP) documents these land uses and we 
support a statewide approach. 
 
Zones define what land uses are permitted, discretionary or not permitted. If a land use is 
discretionary, it means that Local Planning Authorities (in most cases Councils) must assess a 
Development Application (DA) and ensure the proposal meets a range of additional 
conditions applied in the Zone. This can apply to large scale land use (eg building a factory) 
right down to the colour of the material individual landowners can build their home from. The 
Authority can reasonably refuse a DA if they believe the proposal is not consistent with the 
Zoning definition. Local Planning Authorities (LPA) must apply the zones to each land title in 
their area. When a new planning scheme is introduced with new zone definitions the LPA 
develops a Local Provisions Scheme (LPS) that defines how these zones are applied to each 
title. It is in the applications of these zones where landowner rights are either protected or 
ignored. 
 
How to Protect Landowner Rights 
No new zone should be applied to a title without the consent of the landholder. We all want 
to understand the planning expectations for our and our neighbours properties. However we 
also want to know that if we purchase a block with certain land use rights attached to it these 
rights cannot be taken away without our knowledge, approval or compensation. The current 
legislation has only very minimal consultation processes and it is NOT a requirement that 
landowners are consulted about changes to their individual titles. 
When new planning schemes are introduced there should be a clear and like for like and 
provisions table that gives land owners security that their current zonings will default to a 
new zoning. This can only be changed with landholder consent. 
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Reasonable and Gradual Change 
We understand that over time factors will influence planning rules. Climate change, for 
instance, will influence how close houses should be built to rivers or the ocean. Rooftop solar 
and battery storage are new uses landowners have embraced. As new planning schemes are 
introduced rules will be updated to take these influences into account. As a collective of 
landowners we become neighbourhoods and the preferences of neighbourhoods change 
over time. These changes should be considered, but individual landowner rights must also be 
respected. 
 
Any new rules should only be introduced with broad community consent and should be done 
with landholder consent. But they also must be done with an eye on protecting long standing 
individual landholder rights. 
 
Gradual change can allow time for people to adapt, but it can also be a form of stealth.  It 
must include engagement at each change.  There are examples of vacant land that has been 
purchased for future individual residential use that have moved from rural -> Environmental 
Living -> Landscape Conservation without the title holder knowledge.  Title holders only find 
these changes when they go to commence their building process. 
 
Compensation for Major Change and Other Equity Issues 
From time to time the State must radically change the use of land or even take land from the 
landowner. There are rules in place for when, how and why this is done. We believe that in 
the very rare cases that a changed zoning is applied and land use is significantly reduced (or 
downzoned) landholders should be reasonably compensated. This should either be through 
a compulsory sale mechanism or application of a reduced value and compensation payment. 
 
Making many more activities subject to discretionary approval will significantly increase the 
workload on Council Planners and we struggle to employ sufficient planners already. It will 
also substantially add to the red tape and endless consultant reports that ratepayers will be 
required to provide. We believe this will turn people off living on these blocks, reduce interest 
in living in the Huon and result in the loss of property value for anyone zoned LCZ. 
 
The application of the new zones such as Landscape Conservation Zone to so many titles is a 
burdensome weight on the community and Council staff. The State government has stated 
that the policy behind the drafting of the SPP is to apply regulation only to the extent 
necessary, thereby decreasing regulatory controls by ‘cutting red tape’. The purpose of doing 
this is to facilitate economic development and certainty. The SPPs have not prevented our 
Huon Valley LPS from doing neither of these things. 
 
 
 

2. Definition of LCZ  
 
The application of the Landscape Conservation Zone to the Huon Valley has provided a good 
example of where the SPP process and application has left a community terribly confused 
about the intended management of their land. This may be due to the lack of definition of 
“landscape values”  and “scenic values” under Section 8a Guideline No. 1 Local Provisions 
Schedule (LPS):  zone and code application. It needs to be recognised that Guideline 1 
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specifies a focus on scenic, visual landscape NOT a biodiversity prerequisite, with associated 
recognition of community benefit and landholder imposition. 

 
This is distinct from the LPS focus on “landscape values”, and appears to be a 

misinterpretation arising from: 

● no clear identification of “landscape values” as being scenic or visual landscape values 

in either the Zone Purpose statement or the first definitional point in the Zone 

Application Guidelines. “Landscape values” as used in the SPP system may easily be 

confused with “landscape-scale biodiversity values”, an understandable situation 

given the scarcity of visual landscape management practitioners in Tasmania. 

● The LCZ1 Application Guideline gives an instruction “should be applied to land with 

landscape values that are identified for protection and conservation”, which then 

flows into a series of examples “such as bushland areas, large areas of native 

vegetation, or areas of important scenic values”, making it easy to confuse these as 

being of primary importance in the decision-making process for LCZ application, rather 

than as illustrative examples of potential sites (as used in LCZ2). 

It would be much clearer if LCZ1 stayed focussed on defining LCZ application to areas 

with scenic/visual landscape values that are identified for protection and 

conservation”. 

The term “significant” is used in the similar zone 23 Environmental Management to note that 

the values being protected and conserved are of greater priority than relevant overlays 

provide for. The consequent impact on private owners is also recognised in EMZ1(f) “any 

private land containing significant values identified for protection or conservation and where 

the intention is to limit use and development”. 

There is no requirement for Planning Authorities to apply a scenic protection assessment 
methodology (such as that developed by Inspiring Places -  Guidelines for Scenic Assessment 
Methodology).  There is no evidence that any Scenic Assessment was applied to the over 
3,000 titles proposed for LCZ by the Huon Valley Council. 
 
Looking broadly across the State, data for Huon Valley Council’s approach to Landscape 
Conservation Zone (LCZ) shows a distinct divergence from the generally applied norm. A 
sample of three other Local Government Authorities (LGAs) shows the following 
proposed/ratified LCZ rates of application in of the list below: 
 
Huon Valley 13.4%1 

Derwent Valley 1.9%2 

Central Highlands 0%3 

Southern Midlands 0%4 * 

 

1 Data Source: Appendix 61 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation. 
2 Data Source: Appendix 29 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation. 
3 Data Source: Discovercommunities LGA’s Interactive Map. 
4 Data Source: LGA’s Zones 17 June 2021 LPS-Draft Maps. *LGA’s 35f, TPC’s 35k resolved to apply LCZ to ~8 titles 
see below * for details. 
Note: Data only accounts for LCZ zoning over the whole of a title. No split zoning. So the rate in Huon/Derwent 
may be higher. 
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●  When looking at the factors that informed Southern Midlands to apply LCZ to the ~8 

titles within their area of oversight, the LGA mostly did so at the explicit request of the 

landowner, and where a formalised Conservation Covenant exists. Instances where 

LCZ was called for over a land title where a landowner objected to the proposal, the 

LGA sided with the landholder to apply an alternative zone. These decisions were in 

general agreement with the TPC.  

● Many LGAs like Central Highlands and Southern Midlands have started with little to 

no use of LCZ and only applied it when explicitly requested for by a landowner and 

where the case has merit. 

 

The HVC’s draft LPS Supporting Report outlines that LCZ application was driven initially by 

selection of broadscale (>20ha) native vegetation areas, followed by a check for corroboration 

of perceived “natural and landscape values” by coincident coverage of Natural Assets Code 

and Scenic Landscape Code overlays.  

In a recent decision on the West Tamar LPS the Commission was very clear about the unique 
nature of LCZ - in point 275 wrote to quote “To reiterate, the purpose of the Landscape 
Conservation Zone is for the management of landscape values, not biodiversity values. The 
presence of biodiversity values is not irrelevant, however representors have not necessarily 
demonstrated the foremost requirement i.e. that each property has landscape value. In the 
event that land has biodiversity value, but no landscape value, then it is more likely that a zone 
such as the Rural Zone would need to be applied in combination with the Priority Vegetation 
Area Overlay in order to meet the requirements of Guideline No. 1. The presence of relevant 
overlays does not automatically mean LC zoning. Previous decisions of the Tasmanian 
Planning Commission make this very clear.” 
 
Guideline No. 1 directs that the “primary objective in applying a zone should be to achieve 
the zone purpose to the greatest extent possible”. The primary purpose of a 15 hectare 
paddock with a house and shed on it is not landscape conservation - it is rural living. Yet many 
such properties have been caught up in the proposed Huon Valley LCZ - refer to the later case 
study for more detail on this. 

A further aspect of zone application that appears inconsistently applied is split zoning.   

 
 

 
 

3. Priority vegetation overlay and data derivation 

The SPPs definition of ‘priority vegetation’ is reflected in Guideline No. 1 - Local Provisions 

Schedule (LPS): zone and code application, which states that “The priority vegetation overlay 

is intended for native vegetation that: 

a. forms an integral part of a threatened native vegetation community as prescribed 

under Schedule 3A of the Nature Conservation Act 2002; 

b. is a threatened flora species; 

c. forms a significant habitat for a threatened fauna species; or 
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d. has been identified as native vegetation of local importance.” 

It is worth noting that the greatest source of the most contemporary information on locations 

of the threatened species or communities referenced in points (a)-(c) are the state 

government’s Natural Values Atlas (NVA) and Tasveg mapping tools, both publicly accessible 

through TheLIST. 

Point (d) above references a process of identification at a local scale, providing for more 

tailored solutions outside conventional threatened species definitions. An example could be 

a hypothetical Geeveston community plan to protect streamside vegetation of the Kermandie 

River and its tributaries to a greater extent than provided by standard Codes, in order to 

ensure the health of the town’s iconic platypus population. It does not refer to conceptual or 

modelled habitat values at a strategic level. 

All three sources above consistently agree that the Code’s purpose relates to threatened 

flora/fauna/communities, and to identified native vegetation of local importance (key words 

highlighted in bold). 

It is clear from the SPPs and LPS guideline referenced above that the Planning Scheme system 

is intended to relate to existing systems of prioritisation, with additional locally important 

areas being added where they are identified – identifying being a decision-based scoping and 

verification process. This is not delivered by the proprietary Regional Ecosystem Model (REM) 

tool. 

The proprietary Regional Ecosystem Model (REM) does not an adequately resource a Priority 

Vegetation Area Overlay for a number of reasons: 

1. it incorporates issues beyond the intent of the SPPs by including values such as low-
occurrence, poorly-reserved and remnant patches: in some cases these might be 
“locally important” but these also may be so broad-scale or out of context for a 
particular area that they don’t justify Priority Vegetation status. 

2. modelling potential habitat reaches well beyond the SPP intent of addressing 
identified values. The role of Priority Vegetation Area Overlay is outlined as being for 
threatened species recorded presence (data from the state’s Natural Values Atlas), 
threatened native vegetation communities (TNVCs) best available mapping, and 
“identified as being of local importance based on field verification, analysis or 
mapping”. 

3. input data of varying accuracy is combined to put so many concepts together that the 
output model loses both accuracy and information to become a hexagonally gridded 
risk rating, far from the SPP goal of “identified” values and often covering beyond – or 
less than – the “native vegetation” intended. Accuracy and accessibility is lost, and the 
result may well ‘not make sense’. 

4. the model is not adaptive or regularly updated, therefore losing currency and accuracy 
and adding a bureaucratic step rather than empowering the integrated, accessible 
Natural Values Atlas system the state already has, and enabling consistent adaptation 
as species status or management recommendations change.  

These issues undermine the prioritisation process and effective management of issues. 
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System objectives set out in Part 1 Schedule 1 of the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 

1993 include “1(c) to encourage public involvement in resource management and planning”. 

To enable this public involvement the system must be simple and understandable – not just 

for the qualified town planners and consultants using it, but for the Councillors, land owners 

and broader community whose interests it protects and serves. 

This poses both a disincentive to potentially suitable development sites, and risks avoidance 

by unauthorised activities where landowners ‘drop out’ of the system due to its difficulty. It 

also potentially diverts Planning Scheme business into other systems not designed to deal 

with these issues – for example, the Forest Practices system for clearing prior to development 

or a costly compliance route for those avoiding approvals altogether. 

 
 

4. Resourcing strategic planning at Council level (how to 

maintain vs short-term goals, use of 

consultants/externals) 
 
Lack of adequate resourcing of strategic planning at the council level can have major impacts 
to the SPP process and we have seen what this can do using the Huon Valley LPS as an 
example. The lack of skills and expertise in the planning department of this council is a major 
issue we identify when reviewing the SPP process, evidence of this can be seen by council 
staffs’ allocation of LCZ using natural assets and not understanding that 8a details LCZ as a 
zone to be applied for landscape and scenic values and not biodiversity - the TPC should be 
ensuring that the SPP is adequately supported at the local government level and if not then 
provisions or guidance/guidelines should be provided on how to address the lack of 
resourcing of strategic planning in councils.  
 
One solution, which has been the approach of the HVC is to employ consultants/contractors 
for the duration of developing an LPS (35F) and interpreting the SPPs and associated 
guidelines (such as Section 8a Guideline 1). If consultants are used then they must not be 
biased (e.g. environmentalists) nor have a conflict of interest. We have heard information 
that suggests a consultancy firm has prepared representations aimed at influencing the LPS 
on behalf of a stakeholder and has simultaneously been providing services to prepare/revise 
the LPS for that local government. This would constitute a great bias and conflict of interest 
throughout the application of the SPPs to that region. In summary a review of the SPP process 
makes the following recommendations: 
 

● ensuring adequately skilled planning staff are involved in the SPPs at the Council level 
and making this policy 

● councils have enough skilled staff in the planning department 
● where consultants are used in the strategic planning of municipalities then they must 

not be biased or have a conflict of interest 
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5. A Case for Concern: A Data Driven Approach 
 
Prior to transitioning across to the state-wide Tasmanian Planning Scheme, each Municipal 
Area had installed, as their respective names would suggest, a temporary Interim Planning 
Scheme. For our particular foci, the HVZA is mostly speaking from a Huon Valley Perspective. 
That is to say HVZA has been uniquely positioned to engage with the Huon Valley Council’s 
(HVC) progressing of the move from the Huon Valley Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (IPS) to 
the Tasmanian Planning Scheme (TPS). Although the SPPs were formalised in March of 2017, 
some two years after many of the IPS formalised dates, HVC were afforded an opportunity of 
around five years to prepare and draw from other Councils’ moves from their respective IPS 
to the ‘new’ state planning scheme.  
 
Throughout this period of time HVC went through a number of revisions of their pre-proposed 
Draft Local Provisioning Scheme (LPS) before being given a directive by State to progress with 
the exhibition of their finalised Draft LPS late 2021. At this point in time over 58% of the 
municipal areas had finalised their draft LPS exhibition stages. A number of those had 
concluded their transition to the TPS.  HVC went on to exhibit their Draft LPS in early 2022 
and after a number of public encouraged extensions, Council received 466 representations. 
The below plot shows HVC’s number of representations compared to the other municipalities 
that had received representations in response to their own exhibited Draft LPS: 
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Data Source: Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC) available documentation. 
https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/assessments-and-hearings/current-assessments-and-hearings  

 
Huon Valley Council, has attracted many times more (almost four and a half times more, 
348%) than the next highest representations received by a council for their Draft LPS. 
Typically, councils who have completed their Draft LPS Exhibition stage usually receive around 
45 representations with the majority of representations received to be seen to fall within 33-
64. The distribution of representations received by councils, excluding HVC can be seen in the 
below box and whisker plot: 
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Data Source: Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC) available documentation. 
https://www.planning.tas.gov.au/assessments-and-hearings/current-assessments-and-hearings  
 
Whilst much speculation could be had around, “Why HVC received a tremendous number of 
representations?”, further analysis could reveal a number of factors that resulted in that 
figure.  
 
It could be argued that such numbers were due to Council’s self-proclaimed comprehensive 
community engagement program in regard to the zoning process. Afterall, according to 
Council’s official numbers, there were 42 attendees at the January 2022 Information Sessions 
(split across three meeting areas of Cygnet, Dover, and Huonville), and 84 attendees at a 
follow up March 2022 Information Session in Huonville. A total of 126 attendees.  Council also 
uploaded a few videos to youtube with the main presentation gaining 229 views from its first 
upload on the 24th of February 2022, until now (11th August 2022). Council, after much public 
pressure, did to their credit hold that final follow up Information Session and send official 
correspondence to each affected landowner informing them of the proposed zone changes. 
It should be noted that despite all of this is possibly, ‘going beyond the legislative 
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requirements’, elements of Council’s engagement should in fact be a standard and not done 
because of public pressure.  
 
That being said, beneath it all was a deep undercurrent of community engagement from 
public who were upset and made anxious by a zoning change that didn’t consult or explicitly 
inform landowners by way of direct correspondence until the very end of the exhibition 
period, and that a large number of landowners were being moved across from their current 
zone to something that wasn’t a ‘like for like’ transition. At the forefront of this was the over 
zealous application of the contentious zone, the Landscape Conservation Zone (LCZ), that 
some saw as the demonstrable downzoning that has been exacerbated from the Huon Valley 
Planning Scheme 1979, to the HVC IPS 2015, to that of a zone like LCZ as proposed by HVC’s 
Draft LPS.        
 
As previously mentioned, HVC positioned themselves to generously apply the contentious 
zone of LCZ to a number of titles within their municipal area. To be precise, over three 
thousand titles. By placing this figure into context with a sample of two other municipal areas 
the data shows perhaps a more robust picture coming into focus that supports the 
justification of so much community upset and anxiety.        
    
 

 
1 Data Source: Appendix 61 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (HVC). 
2 Data Source: Appendix 29 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (Derwent Valley Council). Pending Exhibition. 
3 Data Source: Discovercommunities LGA’s Interactive Map. 
4 Data Source: LGA’s Zones 17 June 2021 LPS-Draft Maps. LGA’s 35f, TPC’s 35k resolved to apply LCZ to ~8-15 titles 
see above * for details (Southern Midlands Council). 
Note: Data only accounts for LCZ zoning over the whole of a title. No split zoning. So the rate in Huon/Derwent may be higher. 

Data is only a small sample. Further analysis is to be seen in a later discussion paper.  
 
It is immediately apparent that HVC has proposed LCZ across titles under its jurisdiction 
rather, excessively. When compared to the closer neighbouring Council of Derwent Valley 
(DVC), HVC applied LCZ over 19.5 times, 1,859% more than DVC proposed. Juxtaposed with 
Southern Midlands Council (SMC), HVC has applied LCZ 201-380 times more, 20,147-37,862% 
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more than SMC. Additional analysis reveals the distribution of LCZ proposed across the 
previous IPS zones.     
 

   
 
1 Data Source: Appendix 61 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (HVC). 
2 Data Source: Appendix 29 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (Derwent Valley Council). Pending Exhibition. 
3 Data Source: Discovercommunities LGA’s Interactive Map. 
4 Data Source: LGA’s Zones 17 June 2021 LPS-Draft Maps. LGA’s 35f, TPC’s 35k resolved to apply LCZ to ~8-15 titles 
see above * for details (Southern Midlands Council). 
Note: Data only accounts for LCZ zoning over the whole of a title. No split zoning. So the rate in Huon/Derwent may be higher. 
Data is only a small sample. Further analysis is to be seen in a later discussion paper. 
 
HVC had elected to propose LCZ predominantly over Rural Resource, and Environmental 
Living Zoned titles (~1,306 and ~1,610 titles respectively). This constitutes 96% of LCZ 
proposed titles by HVC, with the remaining 4% (~120 titles) originating from a Rural Living or 
other Zone under the IPS. It should be noted that even the 4% of Rural Living and Other Zone 
categories that were proposed to be assigned LCZ represents just over 77% of the whole of 
DVC’s proposed cohort of titles (155 titles) to be zoned to LCZ.  
 
DVC has in their initial Draft LPS, not yet in the official exhibition stage, has a drastic 
divergence from HVC by quantity of titles set to go to LCZ and in terms of what IPS Zone the 
titles were originally zoned as. The vast majority of titles in DVC proposed to go to LCZ come 
from the IPS’s Rural Living Zone, 81% with only 13% of Rural Resource and 0% of 
Environmental Living Zone titles projected to be moved across to LCZ. Although, DVC has 
proposed 155 titles to be rezoned to LCZ, much lower that HZC’s proposal, it should be 
understood that even this is a higher than average application of the zone. DVC is yet to 
exhibit their LPS and hence is yet to receive formal representations by their constituents in 
regards to this.   
 
SMC, conversely initially disregarded LCZ in their Draft LPS. However, they reconsidered it in 
their 35f and were directed by the TPC to use LCZ across ~8-15 of titles under their municipal 
area of governance. SMC received only 20 representations from their Draft LPS Exhibition 
stage. Generally, LCZ was applied where the landholders were in agreement, the property 
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had prominent landforms, natural values, proximity to reserved land in the Environmental 
Management Zone. Where there was lack of written landowner consent, the TPC was less 
inclined to direct the use of LCZ. Further details can be found within sections 61-83 of the 
TPC’s Decision for SMC under their 35K, 35KB document dated 21st April 2021.       
 

IPS Zones Proposed to go to LCZ by Respective Councils 

Zone Huon 

Valley1,3 

Derwent 

Valley2,3 

Southern 

Midlands*,3,4 

Environmental Living 53% 0% 0% 

Rural Resource 43% 13% 0% 

Rural Living 3% 81% 0% 

Other 1% 6% 0% 

Total LCZ Numbers         

3,037 

                     

 155 

                                   

 ~8-15 

 

1 Data Source: Appendix 61 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (HVC). 
2 Data Source: Appendix 29 of the LGA’s LPS-Draft supporting documentation (Derwent Valley Council). Pending Exhibition. 
3 Data Source: Discovercommunities LGA’s Interactive Map. 
4 Data Source: LGA’s Zones 17 June 2021 LPS-Draft Maps. LGA’s 35f, TPC’s 35k resolved to apply LCZ to ~8-15 titles. 
Note: Data only accounts for LCZ zoning over the whole of a title. No split zoning. So the rate in Huon/Derwent may be higher. 

Data is only a small sample. Further analysis is to be seen in a later discussion paper.    
 
The above table provides for a side-by-side comparison of the two examined councils’ (HVC 
DVC) proposed use of LCZ and that of SMC’s directed and finalised use of LCZ. Problematically, 
both HVC and DVC have proposed LCZ over zones that already have a ‘like-for-like’ zone in 
the new TPS. Rural Resource could go to Rural, Rural Living could go to Rural Living, and 
Environmental Living, which ELZ is not a ‘like for like’ zone for, as mentioned in the TPC’s 
infosheet, could also go to Rural Living. Over page is diagram that demonstrates how, despite 
the zone’s name, the new Rural Living Zone could be used in instances where a title is 
currently zoned as Environmental Living.  
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Figure 6: Thematic/Concepts of ELZ, LCZ, and RLZ Purpose Statements as they Intersect. 

 
* Development solutions are further expanded on within use tables. Although RLZ is more ‘rural’ focused in its ancillary intent, it is guided by landscape and 
natural value considerations. Further development ‘like for like’/similarities can be found in the minimum lot size outcomes of from RLZ A-D, 1 ha to 10 ha 
blocks. Where ELZ 14.5.1 A1 has min. lot size solutions in ELZ A1 of 6 ha  

** Development solutions are further expanded on within use tables. Residential use is mentioned within the use table but only holds a discretionary basis unless 
over sealed site plans. This is a far reach from any explicit residential intent/expectation. Further departure for residential use is the restriction of subdivision 
possibilities. LCZ 22.5 A1 requires min. lot sizes of 50 ha [P1 20 ha] each compared with ELZ 14.5.1 A1 of 6 ha each.  
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Data Indicated Areas for Investigation 
 
From analysing elements of a small sample of Councils it is clear that the SPPs and related 
processes involved require re-assessment. Current and emerging data indicates that Councils 
are applying zones and overlays inconsistently in comparison with each other, despite having 
official guidelines, correspondence with the TPC etc. This indicates deficiencies in potential 
areas like that of the guidelines, what is communicated or understood to be communicated 
between Council and State planning correspondence/expectations/resources. Potential lack 
of planning expertise/training from within some local council planning departments. Potential 
lack of clarity within SPP definitions and guidelines. This is also exacerbated by lack of 
community/landowner engagement where written invitation to make representation should 
be sent to the affected landowner with sufficient time and a mechanism where the landowner 
can make a straightforward, in plain English, comment and recommendation to a zoning 
proposal over their land. Further improvements would be to make available historical zoning 
data on theLIST where landowners could compare and contrast historical and proposed zones 
without having to marry up multiple data sources.  
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Section Clause/Provision Issues Raised
3.0 Interpretation Table 3.1 Planning Terms and Definitions

 Sensitive Use  Definition of Sensitive use to be better defined. This 
definition is not clear especially with reference to caravan 
park. 

 Is Visitor Accommodation a sensitive use? It’s suggested 
that a caravan park is a sensitive use because it could have 
permanent residences. However, Visitor Accommodation 
that is transient is not because different people come and 
go. If this is the case, then visitor accommodation in the 
Agriculture Zone could be 5m off the boundary rather than 
200m, and which could impact adjoining agricultural uses.

 What does ‘the presence of people for extended periods 
except in the course of their employment’ mean? 

 The existing definition requires the use of punctuation.  
 Should the definition perhaps include uses that it does not 

apply to?
 

 Secondary Residence How does the definition of Secondary Residence work in 
consideration of areas that are not connected to reticulated sewer, 
water and stormwater? Is it reasonable that a secondary residence 
in zones such as Low Density Residential, Village, Rural Living, 
Rural, and Agriculture be connected to the existing on-site 
wastewater system. Could they not install a specific system to that 
residence, rather than the need to upgrade the existing system?  
Can a secondary residence be located away from the existing 
cluster/proximity of buildings on the property or is the emphasis 
on sharing services? This definition does not offer much flexibility 
for those zones that have larger site area than those in the General 
Residential Zone.
Can you have more than one secondary residence? This question 
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was asked on multiple occasions, especially in consideration of the 
incentive offered by the State Government.     
Gross floor area of 60m2 is small. Does this include, deck, 
verandah’s, carports, etc. Should it be net of the liveable area and 
therefore exclude verandah, deck etc.     

 Dwelling Should this definition include reference to a pool, like an 
outbuilding is referred to?

 Amenity This could be better defined or qualified.
 Private Open Space This should consider if areas of roofed or unroofed areas are 

considered in the definition. We are seeing many alfresco areas 
that are roofed making up the majority of the private open space 
area for multiple dwellings, and this is minimising the area of 
unroofed area that makes up the private open space.  

In terms of low density residential area, whilst there may be 
principle areas that are enjoyed by occupants, there is still the 
opportunity for the wider private open space area to be 
unreasonably overshadowed, ie garden area. Should this definition 
consider those principle areas, or does the standards in for 
example the Low Density Residential Zone and Village Zone need 
to be specified to focus on the principle areas of use as these lots 
are typically larger.    

 Intensive animal husbandry This definition has caused much discussion especially in regarding 
to chickens that are free range and shelter in caravans that are 
moved around properties. The chickens graze and received 
minimal feeding with imported feed such as grain. Can this 
definition be qualified or further considered.    

 Major sporting facility There are many venues that provide for national standard sporting 
competition with associated spectator facilities. However, they are 
minimally used for national competition. This definition could see 
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more venues called in as Major Sporting Facility purely because 
the venue is capable of providing the sport at the national 
standard. , when it is in fact really just Sport and Recreation. 

 Vehicle Crossing and Vehicular 
Access 

These are used differently in the standards, i.e. 4.2.5 refer to 
vehicle crossing; C2.6.3 – refers to number of accesses; C3.5.1 
refers to vehicle crossing.    

 Watercourse It is noted that the definition of a watercourse differs to that 
provided by the Director Determination for assessment of onsite 
Wastewater. 

 Site Coverage Should this definition include swimming pools (in ground) if they 
are not roofed?  
In the Rural Living Zone can items such as animal shelters, (pony 
shelters, goat shelters) be excluded from the site coverage 
calculation (and potentially setback requirements)? 

4.0 Exemptions Table 4.2 Exempt infrastructure use or 
development 
4.2.3 Irrigation Pipes  Does this include the intake and pump?
4.2.5 – Vehicle crossings, junctions and 
level crossings 

 Heading of the table ‘Exempt infrastructure use or 
development’

 (a) exempts the development of vehicle crossings if 
relevant consent is given by  the road authority.

 (b) exempts the use of a vehicle crossing by a road 
authority. 

 Should there be an exemption for the use of the vehicle 
crossings by property owners if consent is granted by the 
road authority

 There is confusion in the application of the above 
exemptions and then the application of Standard C3.5.1 
and also C2.6.3. If Council consents, in accordance with 
C3.5.1 A1 (b) to the development of a vehicle crossing do 
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these standards (C3.5.1 and C2.6.3) are then not applicable. 
Or do they still require assessment for the use of the 
vehicle crossing? 

 This exemption could be better explained. Is there any 
connection to the heading of the table and the provision 
with clearly states development in (a) and use in (b). 

4.0 Exemptions 4.3.10 demolition of exempt buildings  No Permit Required buildings that are to be demolished 
are not clearly dealt with here or within the General 
Provision. How are they considered for demolition? 

4.5.1 – ground mounted solar energy 
installations

Should include a larger size for in the rural living, rural or 
agriculture zone, unless a code or SAP applies and requires a 
permit for the use or development. 

This is an interesting point. As ground mounted solar energy 
installations could be considered either a Utilities or if it’s directly 
related to an agricultural use (ie a dairy) subservient to Resource 
development. The similar example could be said for if they were 
subservient to a residential use.  

4.6.3 – fences within 4.5m of a frontage Many people who want to build front fences ask if the 30% 
transparency can be applied in one portion of the fence to enable 
a solid 1.8m height for the remaining 70% of length of front fence. 

Council applies this exemption to be for that part of the entire 
fence that exceeds 1.2m in height, then from the height between 
1.2m and 1.8m the fence must have 30% transparency.   
Can the 30% be provided in one chunk? That is a fence can be 
solid to1.6m high as it provides 33% transparency (the portion 
between 1.6m and 1.8m).

4.0 Exemptions Table 4.6 Miscellaneous Exemptions 
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4.6.13 – Rain-water Tanks &
4.6.14 – Rain-water tanks in Rural Living 
Zone, Rural Zone, Agricultural Zone or 
Landscape Conservation Zone

 How are bushfire water tanks to be dealt with? These are 
often showing up in front of the building line for dwellings 
and some with a reduced setback. Should this exemption 
be broadened to include tanks for comply with BHMP, if 
compliant with setbacks as required by the scheme.     

 Can tanks be located to meet only the acceptable solution 
for setback in the Agriculture and Rural zones? Or is the 
intent to maintain streetscape by having them co-located 
with a building and not the front? Many farmers wish to 
have stand-alone tanks in paddocks to provide water to 
troughs. 

4.6.8 – Retaining Walls Should the retaining wall exemption consider if the wall is required 
for cut or fill purposes. Ie, if its retaining cut, then could the 
retaining wall be located closer to the boundary with minimal 
impact on the adjoining property? 

Retaining walls are considered a wall within the application of the 
building envelope of the General Residential Zone. As such, wall 
length comes in to play regardless of the retaining walls height 
and length.  

Assessment of an 
Application for Use 
or Development

6.2 Categorising Use or Development  6.2.2 seems to conflict with the application of Rural and 
Agriculture Zone in terms of dwellings. Planners are 
applying this differently based on their own interpretation. 
6.2.2 requires that a use or development that is directly 
associated with and a subservient part of another use on the 
same site must be categorised into the same Use Class as 
that other use. However when you consider dwellings in the 
rural or agriculture zone, dwellings tend to fall neatly under 
the Residential Use Class and not qualified in the Resource 
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Development Use Class. There are then also specific 
discretionary standards that exclude residential, and the 
applicable residential standard (ie P4 of 21.3.1) considers 
the relationship of the residential use with the resource 
development activity – specifically the ‘agricultural ‘use’.
Therefore, the use standards in the zones seems at odds 
with 6.2.2 as the standards categorically place dwellings as 
a Residential Use rather than Resource Development. 

This is further challenged when people are looking at 
developing managers residences or cottages for workers. 
Does this mean that additional dwellings demonstrated as 
required for the resource development activity are 
effectively considered multiple dwellings and applied a 
residential use?      

6.2.6 States ‘does not need to be categorised into one of the use 
classes’. This suggests that there is choice to apply a use class, 
especially for subdivisions. If a use class is applied then 7.10 of the 
scheme does not need to be considered, but if a use class is not 
applied then an assessment of 7.10 needs to be undertaken. 

Not applying a use class does cause confusion in the assessment 
of the car parking code and therefore the use standards are no 
considered. 

Table 6.2 Use Classes  Domestic Animal Breeding, Boarding or Training – Council 
received an enquiry from a person who wanted to breed 
dogs in their home. Their proposal could also meet the 
home – based business. Even though they were breeding 
domestic animals they were breeding from their pet dogs. 
This definition seems to be more at a commercial scale, 
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rather than home breeders?   

How does this interrelate with kennel licences required for 
keeping of three or more dogs on a property. This 
definition could imply that a kennel licence under the Dog 
Control Act could also require a Planning Permit for 
Domestic Animal Breeding, Boarding or Training. This use 
is prohibited in General Residential and Low Density 
Residential Zones.  

7.0 General 
Provisions

7.3 – Adjustment of a boundary  7.3.1(b) What is a ‘minor change’? Can this be qualified? 
Surveyor’s often have a different opinion as to what a 
minor change is.   

 7.3.1(c) Consider rewording to say ‘no setback from an 
existing building will be further reduced…’ Need to 
consider if the existing setback is being increased, but 
could still be below the Acceptable Solution. 

 7.3.1(d) Consider rewording to say no frontage is further 
reduced below the relevant Acceptable Solution…’ 

7.0 General 
Provisions 

7.9 Demolition  7.9.1 – this clause is confusing and not clear in its 
application. 

 How are ‘no permit required’ buildings that are to be 
demolished treated? Could these be specified in this this 
provision? Specifically in regards to the demolition of 
Residential outbuildings. 

7.0 General 
Provisions

7.12 – Sheds on Vacant Sites  What is the intent of this? It may need to be further 
explored. 

 Can you consider a shed on a vacant site as a residential 
use if there is no dwelling located on the site? If so, this 
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could enable a no permit required pathway for garages. 

Yet the General provision is providing for a permitted 
pathway, requiring compliance with setbacks, specific 
overall height and wall height and a maximum floor area. 

 What do you call sheds on vacant sites that are intended to 
be associated with a future residential use? Can it be called 
Residential or does it need to be considered as Storage?  

 
8.0 General 
Residential Zone 

 Meander Valley Council is concerned regarding the 
minimum lot size for subdivision in the General Residential 
Zone. 450m2 is not large enough to guarantee good 
development outcome. It is considered that better 
development outcomes can be generated through 
Multiple Dwelling and resulting strata tittles to achieve an 
appropriate density. 

 Subdivision provisions require some more work so that 
they are orientated to design outcomes. 

 In regards to density provisions, Meander Valley Council 
has had multiple dwelling applications resulting with a unit 
squashed into the back of a lot and the standards of the 
scheme are not considered strong enough to support a 
refusal of this type of application. The separation of 
dwellings provision is weak as the dwelling definition 
includes an outbuilding, and because outbuildings are 
generally located to the rear of the properties, this sets the 
precedent for units to be located close to rear boundaries, 
minimising the separation of dwellings. What is a 
reasonable amount of breathing space around a dwelling? 
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The need for fencing has been removed from the SPP’s, yet 
the market generally demands fencing between units, and 
therefore, units are becoming ‘boxed in’.   

 There is also concern that multiple dwellings are not being 
provided with reasonable amounts of unroofed usable 
private open space areas. A 1m walkway around the a 
dwelling is not really usable but is included in the 60m2 
calculation for the overall area of private open space. 

 The standards need to be considered to better manage 
density and bulk within multiple dwelling development. 
Multiple dwelling development is creating building bulk 
that has minimal separation and the eaves of units are 
almost touching. Windows are not receiving sunlight (or 
receiving very minimal amount of sunlight) as are the 
private open space areas. It’s considered development is 
producing a minimal standard of amenity. 

 Unless the market is forced to meet a minimum standard, it 
won’t. Currently, the standards are considered too low for 
multiple dwellings to create an appropriate standard for 
multiple dwelling living. This is resulting in a low standard 
of living, minimal access to sun, privacy concerns, and 
usable outdoor space that is not under an alfresco area. 
Some multiple dwelling developments have required 
significant cutting, and with a fence erected at the top of 
the retaining wall, significantly impacting solar access.     

 Query regarding the standard regarding the 24m2 private 
open space dimension. Some planners believe that only 
one dimension needs to be a minimum of 4m, whereas 
others enforce that all dimensions are a minimum of 4m. 
This could result in an unusable private open space area of 
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for example 12m by 2m, partially overshadowed by eaves. 

 Should private open space be provided within the frontage 
and if so, should it be required to be fenced to make it 
private? 

 Internal fencing of units is not considered in the 
overshadowing of units. And the overshadowing provisions 
for multiple dwelling development is only considered when 
a unit is to the north of another unit. This provision needs 
to be reconsidered. Perhaps there needs to be absolute 
minimal amount of sunlight received to a multiple dwelling 
on the same site and also an adjoining property. 

 Concerns raised that there is no standard requiring a 
dwelling to not unreasonably over shadow its own Private 
Open Space (POS), both in terms of a single dwelling but 
also when in multiple dwellings. The focus has been on 
dwellings not overshadowing other dwelling’s POS in a 
multiple dwelling scenario. Need to consider the risk of a 
dwelling overshadowing its own POS and how liveable this 
is. 

 Also there is a risk of privacy fence solutions between 
dwellings leading to shadowing impacts on POS. 

 The standards exclude minor protrusions, however, some 
eaves that meet this minor protrusion affects the overall 
bulk and form of the development.     

 It is recommended that there should be a provision that 
considers the amount of the site to be covered by 
impervious surface, as this impacts the amount of 
stormwater captured and directed to the stormwater 
system. This should enable the management of 
stormwater, 
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 Review Clause 8.4.2A3(b), how does this operate in regards 

to the rear boundary? (ii) refers to side boundary only. Can 
you have a setback of less than 1.5m for the rear 
boundary? Should (ii) refer to rear boundary as well? Refer 
to 8.5.1 A2(b)(ii) where it does refer to both side and rear.     

 The densification that is resulting from multiple dwellings 
and also smaller lot sizes for subdivisions, is also resulting 
in car parking issues and more car parking is proposed on-
street, especially within cul-de-sacs. Refer to Parking Code 
for further discussion.   

10.0 Low Density 
Residential 

 No ability to prevent unreasonable overshadowing to 
vacant land. 

 Concern regarding the minimum lot size of the area being 
too small at 1500m2. This lot size is changing the density 
and character of areas zoned Low Density Residential, and 
minimises separation of dwellings between lots.  

11.0 Rural Living 
Zone

 Consider amending the site coverage to be reflective of the 
zones a-d. Recommend each zone be qualified, rather that 
a one size suits all. We are seeing larger developments on 
large rural living lots being captured for site coverage. 

 By comparison development in the Low Density Residential 
Zone on a lot size of 2000m2 can have 600m2 site coverage 
(30%) while the AS for Rural Living is capped at 400m2 for 
lot sizes which are a hectare to several hectares.  

12.0 Village Zone  Use table need to be reviewed and better qualified. Some 
uses may be better suited as discretionary. 

20.0 Rural Zone  Review standards for considering dwellings, including 
replacement dwellings. 

 Review standards for subdivision. 
21.0 Agricultural  Review standards for considering dwellings, including 
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Zone replacement dwellings or relocation of dwellings on-site. 

 Review standards for subdivision. Do both lots need to be 
for an agricultural use?

 Reorganisation of titles. Performance criteria is too 
restrictive and requires compliance with the Acceptable 
Solution for setbacks.

 Consider a reasonable rearrangements for existing setback 
for flexibility for a minor relaxation. 

 The wording of the setback provision implied that if one 
setback is reduced they can all be.   

 Better consideration of Visitor Accommodation. 

2.0 Parking and 
Sustainable 
Transport Code 

C2.5.1  There are some scenarios where on-street parking should 
not be acceptable under the Performance Criteria. On-
street parking reliance should not be allowed in cul-de-
sacs or at least within a set distance of the end of the 
street. The cluster of driveways typically seen at the end of 
Cul-de-sacs prohibits the ability to successfully provide on-
street parking. 

 Reliance on on-street parking should also be prohibited 
when there are other constraints such as road width is not 
to the minimum requirement or the road verge provides 
for open stormwater drainage.

C2.6.1  Several applications have been received where the sole 
discretion triggered is P1 of clause C2.6.1 as the driveway is 
unsealed. These developments are typically in the Low 
Density Residential, and Rural Living Zones. Lot sizes here 
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are typically larger and require extended driveways. Often 
aesthetically, economically and environmentally an 
unsealed driveway is a better outcome. The list of zones to 
which a sealed driveway is required should be extended to 
include at least the Rural Living Zone and potentially the 
Low Density Residential Zone.

C2.6.3  P1 include having regard to advice from the road authority. 
C2.6.8 Siting of parking and turning areas  Acceptable solution A1 does not provide for the 

opportunity to place a garage on the site without 
encroaching the building line. Clause 4.3.7 – outbuildings 
states ‘(a) it is not between a frontage and the building 
line, or if on a lot with no buildings, the setback from the 
frontage is not less than the relevant Acceptable Solution 
requirement; and’. Perhaps wording similar to this could be 
included.  

C7.0 Natural Assets 
Code

 This code is not operating as its intended. Refer to 
Meander Valley Council 35(G) report on issues and 
recommendations raised regarding this code. The 
recommendations from the TPC need to be addressed 
again, as this hasn’t been furthered since that point in time.

 Is there a way to maintain some vegetation identified as 
priority habitat from removal to facilitate development in 
the General Residential and Low Density Residential Areas?       

Table C7.3 Spatial Extent of Waterway 
and Coastal Protection Areas

(a) The is inconsistency in application from planners regarding 
determining the width for the watercourse protection area. The 
wording needs to be amended so that it can be clearly interpreted 
as being from the top of the bank on each side outward, and 
includes the area within the banks.   

C9.0 Attenuation C9.5.2 & C9.6.1 Attenuated activities  Break attenuated activities into intensities. 
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Code  Speedway attenuation distance of 3000m is excessive when 

applied to smaller facilities used 10-15 times per year. 
Suggest major event facilities continue to have a 3000m 
distance but that others have less. 

 Under clause C9.6.1 when assessing subdivision, if there is 
suitable building area outside of extent of attenuation 
distance, acceptable solution is satisfied. However under 
clause C9.5.2, when developing on the lot, even if the 
development on the lot is outside of the attenuation 
distance it cannot satisfy the Acceptable Solution (there is 
no Acceptable Solution).  Apply the same Acceptable 
Solution to C9.5.2 as done for C9.6.1. 

 Map the attenuation distance for TasWater assets. 
C12.0 Flood Code  Exemption for Class 10a buildings. What about class 10b?

 Under the current requirements, if an in-ground swimming 
pool is installed or alfresco outdoor area is developed, if 
these were greater than 20m2 a flood report would be 
required. Questions from property owners as to why a 
flood report is required in these scenarios.  

C15.0 Landslip 
Hazard Code

C15.4 Use or Development Exempt from 
this Code 

 (d) what is meant by ‘authorisation under the Building Act 
2016’?    

Other 
Considerations

Treatment of swimming pools.  Should the SPP consider how swimming pools for private 
usage are treated?

  Are they included in the site coverage calculation?  
 Should there be a general provision or exemption for 

swimming pool? 
 Should they be treated differently if in ground or above 

ground?
 How should they be assessed in non-residential areas, such 

as Rural or Agricultural Zone? 
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 They are considered to be an extension to the Residential 

Use so therefore they could require a Permitted 
Application in these zones if for private usage.     

Land Filling This exemption is understood, but how do you consider land fill if 
it exceeds the exemption. 

General Industrial, Rural and Agricultural 
Zones

Standard provides the requirement for a Right of Way to be 
established over Crown Reserved Road. This process is very long 
and can take up to 18 months for the Right of Way to be created. 
Is it expected that the Right of Way is created prior to the 
lodgement of an application, or can an application be submitted 
with consent from Crown granting to the creation of a Right of 
Way and a subsequent permit condition for the right of way be 
formally established prior to the commencement of works/use? 

This need for the right of way is demonstrated to be prohibitive to 
development.    

Climate Change Is the ‘heat island effect’ being considered in the SPPs. Can the 
inclusion of more greenspaces be considered into the SPPs.  

Stormwater Code Council is generally supportive of the inclusion of a Stormwater 
Code. However, do not want this to be too excessive. This should 
include the ability to take a contribution for detention. It may also 
consider the ability for Council consider install stormwater 
detention as some sites are not able to provide on-site detention. 

There is a trend towards densification of existing suburbs. 
Standards need to deal with the impacts of increased stormwater 
for the systems that were initally not designed for this 
densification. 

Public Open Space Council is supportive of inclusion of a private open space code as 
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this is not dealt with in the SPP’s. Currently relies on LG(BMP)A. 
There is therefore no open transparent process or consistency 
though the different Council’s in its application. 

No clear parameters regarding this and its application. 

Former code in Northern Region Scheme was appropriate but did 
not consider how to apply it. It did stipulate the zones that were 
applicable.   

Should also consider how you deal with public open space if the 
developer provides POS and it’s well placed.   

What standard does the public open space need to be at to be 
taken over by Council. Is there some middle ground here that 
could also be factored in?  

Change of Use When considering a change of use the development standards are 
not applied. Ie an outbuilding to a house or a house to a multiple 
dwelling. Should the development standards not be considered to 
ensure levels of servicing or amenity are provided and/ or 
maintained?

Setbacks Setbacks prescribed in the Acceptable Solutions are constantly 
being reduced. Could the Performance Criteria provide an 
absolute minimum setback requirement in addition to the 
consideration of the current performance criteria standard?   



Mel O’Keefe  
  

 

12 August 2022 

 

State Planning Office 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
GPO Box 123 
Hobart TAS 7001  yoursay.planning@dpac.tas.gov.au 

 

cc: Jo Westwood  

 

Transition to Tasmanian Planning Scheme  

My understanding is that the state is being progressively transitioned to the Tasmanian Planning Scheme 

(TPS), municipality by municipality.  I understand that in addition to the TPS, each council has submitted its 

own draft Local Provisions Schedule (LPS), inclusive of proposed land zoning, with the Tasmanian Planning 

Commission who will assess the LPS to determine whether it meets the requirements of the Land Use 

Planning and Approvals Act 1993, noting it does not assess the LPS’s compliance with other legislation.  If 

assessed as meeting the LUSA Act, the LPS is then exhibited for public comment, at which time 

representations can be made for a period of 60 days.  

I see merit in having a statewide planning scheme, however the same zoning in different municipalities 

remain treated differently, some of which are manifestly advertorial and will have significant negative 

outcomes for property owners. 

I am deeply concerned about the inconsistent application of the LPS throughout the various municipalities 

and in particular, Kingborough here I reside, and the negative impacts to property owners.  Kingborough 

Council have proposed to apply LCZ zoning to almost all properties currently zoned Environmental Living, 

without assessing each property, they have not considered the current land use, they have not considered 

vegetation loadings via LiDAR, they have deviated from the Kingborough Land Use Strategy (May 2019), are 

failing to meet their obligations under Section 20 of the Local Government Act and . 

Zoning 

As per the Tasmanian Planning Scheme Information Sheet – Landscape Conservation Zone (TPS Information 

Sheet), issued by State Planning Office, Department of Premier and Cabinet (link), local councils initially 

determine the rezoning of current Environmental Living (EL) properties.  Councils have the option of 

rezoning such properties as Rural Living Zone (RLZ) or the newly introduced Landscape Conservation Zone 

(LCZ). 

• Environmental Living (EL) – current zoning 

In relation to EL, the TPS Information Sheet advises (p1) “The LCZ is not a like-for-like replacement for the 

Environmental Living Zone. The two zones differ in their main purpose.” 

In relation to EL, the TPS Information Sheet advises (p2) “The Environmental Living Zone was first 

introduced in interim planning schemes. Its primary purpose was for rural living development in areas 

characterised by native vegetation cover and other landscape values.”  I note that residential 

development was a permitted, not discretionary use.  

The TPS Information Sheet also states “The Environmental Living Zone also set up a conflict in its purpose, 

particularly when requiring vegetation management to reduce bushfire hazard.” 
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• Rural Living Zone (RLZ) – option for rezoning 

The ‘Guideline No 1, Local Provisions Schedule (LPS): Zone and code application’ issued by the Tasmanian 

Planning Commission (link ) states: 

“The purpose of the Rural Living Zone is:  

11.1.1 To provide for residential use or development in a rural setting where:  

(a) services are limited; or 

(b) existing natural and landscape values are to be retained. 

11.1.2 To provide for compatible agricultural use and development that does not adversely 

impact on residential amenity.  

11.1.3 To provide for other use or development that does not cause an unreasonable loss of 

amenity, through noise, scale, intensity, traffic generation and movement, or other off site 

impacts.  

11.1.4 To provide for Visitor Accommodation that is compatible with residential character.” 

Supporting this, the Tasmanian Planning Scheme Information Sheet advises: “The Rural Living Zone may 

contain areas of natural or landscape values subject to the Natural Assets Code or Scenic Protection Code 

in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme. However, the main purpose of the Rural Living Zone is to provide for 

rural residential use and development.” 

• Landscape Conservation Zone (LCZ) – option for rezoning 

The ‘Guideline No 1, Local Provisions Schedule (LPS): Zone and code application’ (link) states: 

“The purpose of the Landscape Conservation Zone is:  

22.1.1 To provide for the protection, conservation and management of landscape values.  

22.1.2 To provide for compatible use or development that does not adversely impact on the 

protection, conservation and management of the landscape values.” 

Further is states: 

“The Landscape Conservation Zone is not a replacement zone for the Environmental Living Zone in 

interim planning schemes. There are key policy differences between the two zones. 

The Landscape Conservation Zone is not a large lot residential zone, in areas characterised by 

native vegetation cover and other landscape values. Instead, the Landscape Conservation Zone 

provides a clear priority for the protection of landscape values and for complementary use or 

development, with residential use largely being discretionary. “ 

Current land use – 9, 11 , 12, 51, 52 and 61 Slatterys Road 

Properties situated at 9, 11, 12, 51, 52 and 61 Slatterys Road, Electrona are currently zoned Environmental 

Living under the Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme.  As zoned EL in the Interim Planning Scheme, they 

are to be rezoned either RLZ or LCZ. 
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As per the table above, these residential properties are all serviced with TasWater potable 

reticulated water, two are connected to TasWater reticulated sewerage connections, all have KC 

rubbish and recycling service - the services expected of residential properties in a rural environment.  

With the exception of #51 and #61, all properties have two building envelopes, clearly 

demonstrating the residential intent of the properties.  Properties #51 and #61 were formerly one 

lot with three building envelopes, until subdivided by Rob Wisby approximately 20 years ago.  One 

envelope remained on what is now #51, and two on #61, however this was reduced to one due to 

the expansion of the easterly most building envelope when the existing residence was built. 

The property at #12 undertakes hobby farming (potatoes crops for income), which Mrs Coad advised 

she has been doing for some 20 years. Mrs Coad informed me that her property was zoned rural 

residential when purchased, but was later rezoned without consultation nor her knowledge at the 

time.  Photos taken of 12 Slatterys Road from Channel Highway on 29 May 2022 (below) 

demonstrate the cleared nature of the property. 

  

 

Current easements, overlays, protected vegetations zones: 9, 11 , 12, 51, 52 and 61 Slatterys Road 

In summary, each of the six properties have a bushfire prone area overlay and priority vegetation 

overlay.  Five of the properties have a TasNetworks easement and four have pipeline and/or drain 

easements. 

Fire prone area - as mentioned, all properties have a bushfire prone area overlay.  As required as 

part of the DA process, I engaged Tasmanian Property Services (TPS) to prepare a ‘Bushire Hazard 

Assessment incorporating BAL rating’.  TPS’ Mark Florusse, duly accredited to report on bushfire 

hazards under Part IVA of the Fire Service Act, prepare a report in March 2017   To provide some 

context, the summary of the report states: 

This report details the risk and means of protection from Bushfires to the development 

detailed herein, and is prepared in accordance with AS 3959, the BCA Vol 2 clause 3.7.4, 

Tasmanian Building Act Amendment Bushfire Prone Areas Code 2016 March 2016, 

Tasmanian Building Act 2000 Determination 1 11  –  Requirements for Building in Bushfire 

Prone Areas in conjunction with Draft Interim Planning Directive IPD1.12.   . This report 

                                                           
1 Building Act 2000 Determination Requirements for Building in Bushfire Prone Areas Version 1 March 2016 
2 Draft Interim Planning Directive IPD1.1 - E01 Bushfire-Prone Areas Code 
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A search of the Natural Values Atlas (DPIPWE database) revealed that one threatened flora 

species have been recorded within 500m of the site. A further three threatened flora species 

have been recorded within 2 km of the site. “ 

In relation to flora, the Ecological Consultant advised: 

“Threatened fauna  

No threatened fauna species listed under Schedule 3, 4 or 5 of the Threatened Species 

Protection Act 1995 or under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999 were 

recorded during the survey.” 

In relation to the conservation of vegetation communities, the Ecological Consultant, Andrew 

Welling of Enviro-Dynamics advised: 

“Conservation status of the vegetation communities 

DAS is a threatened vegetation community and listed under Schedule 3A of the Nature 

Conservation Act 2002. As such it is considered to be of high priority biodiversity value under 

the Kingborough Interim Planning Scheme 2015 (Biodiversity Code).  

DOB is a common and well reserved community within south east Tasmania and is not listed 

under the Nature Conservation Act 2002 as threatened. It is of low priority biodiversity value 

under the KIPS.” 

As per the Natural Values Assessment, stands of Oyster Bay Pine trees (Callitris rhomboidea) are 

located the vegetation zones marked V3 and V4.  As noted in the Natural Values Report, “while this 

species is not listed as threatened, the population is considered to be significant due to its southerly 

distribution”.  The vegetations zones, in form of easement on (SP139847) provide protection.  
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Each of the six properties is protected under TPS C7.0 Natural Assets Code: 

“The purpose of the Natural Assets Code is:  

C7.1.1 To minimise impacts on water quality, natural assets including native riparian 

vegetation, river condition and the natural ecological function of watercourses, wetlands and 

lakes.  

C7.1.2 To minimise impacts on coastal and foreshore assets, native littoral vegetation, 

natural coastal processes and the natural ecological function of the coast.  

C7.1.3 To protect vulnerable coastal areas to enable natural processes to continue to occur, 

including the landward transgression of sand dunes, wetlands, saltmarshes and other 

sensitive coastal habitats due to sea-level rise.  

C7.1.4 To minimise impacts on identified priority vegetation.  

C7.1.5 To manage impacts on threatened fauna species by minimising clearance of 

significant habitat.” 

Easements - as noted in the ‘Current uses, services and easement ‘ table, four of the six properties 

are impacted by the TasNetworks easement, which can be seen in purpose in the figure above.   

The easement is periodically slashed by TN and a service/access road maintained to enable 

inspection of the high voltage power infrastructure that occupies the easement.  This easement is a 

significant size, 720m in length with the slashing a cleared area of approximately 68,643m2 (6.8ha).  

The image above clearly demonstrates the slashed vegetation of the easement, while the images 

below show length, width and area of the easement. 
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The Rural Living Zone should not be applied to land that is not 

currently within an interim planning scheme Rural Living Zone, 

unless:  

(a) consistent with the relevant regional land use strategy, or 

supported by more detailed local strategic analysis consistent with 

the relevant regional land use strategy and endorsed by the 

relevant council; or 

(b) the land is within the Environmental Living Zone in an interim 

planning scheme and the primary strategic intention is for 

residential use and development within a rural setting and a similar 

minimum allowable lot size is being applied, such as, applying the 

Rural Living Zone D where the minimum lot size is 10 ha or greater. 

 

 

(a) RLZ is consistent with the proposed zone in 

Kingborough Land Use Strategy (May 2019). 

Refer to map on page 201. 

(b) The six properties are zoned EL in the 

interim planning scheme.  Each of the 

properties was proposed to be zoned RLZ as 

per map on P201 of the Kingborough Land 

Use Strategy. 

 

The differentiation between Rural Living Zone A, Rural Living Zone 

B, Rural Living Zone C or Rural Living Zone D should be based on :  

(a) a reflection of the existing pattern and density of development 

within the rural living area; or 

(b) further strategic justification to support the chosen minimum 

lot sizes consistent with the relevant regional land use strategy, or 

supported by more detailed local strategic analysis consistent with 

the relevant regional land use strategy and endorsed by the 

relevant council. 

 

(a) similarly properties west of Margate are 

zoned RL B.  There would be opportunity for a 

mix of RL B and RL C.  See image following this 

table. 

 

 

 

The Rural Living Zone should not be applied to land that: 

(a) is suitable and targeted for future greenfield urban 

development; 

(b) contains important landscape values that are identified for 

protection and conservation, such as bushland areas, large areas of 

native vegetation, or areas of important scenic values (see 

Landscape Conservation Zone), unless the values can be 

appropriately managed through the application and operation of 

the relevant codes; or 

(c) is identified in the ‘Land Potentially Suitable for Agriculture 

Zone’ available on the LIST (see Agriculture Zone), unless the Rural 

Living Zone can be justified in accordance with the relevant 

regional land use strategy, or supported by more detailed local 

strategic analysis consistent with the relevant regional land use 

strategy and endorsed by the relevant council. 

(a) the six properties are not greenfield sites. 

(b) the six properties do not have a Scenic 

Protection Zone overlay.   

The land has significant clearing owning to 

TasNetworks easement (6.6ha).  Property 61 has 

significant clearing due to TasNetworks 

easement.   

Properties 12 is substantially cleared dating back 

to when it was zoned rural residential.  

The remaining bushland has protection via the 

many vegetation zones on the respective titles.  

All six properties have a Priority Vegetation 

overlay, which enacts protection via the Natural 

Assets Code. 

(c) This six properties do not have the ‘Land 

Potentially Suitable for Agriculture Zone’ overlay 

as per LIST. 

Landscape Conservation Zone (LCZ) 

Guideline No 1, Local Provisions Schedule (LPS): Zone and code application’ issued by the Tasmanian 

Planning Commission: 

“The purpose of the Landscape Conservation Zone is:  

22.1.1 To provide for the protection, conservation and management of landscape values.  
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no trees, the properties fail to even meet the 

smaller discretional – which I would argue is not 

applicable in this situation   

The Landscape Conservation Zone should not be applied to: 

(a) land where the priority is for residential use and development 

(see Rural Living Zone); 

or 

(b) State-reserved land (see Environmental Management Zone).  

 

(a) as clearly demonstrated, the current use is for 

residential use, with some hobby farming.  The 

intent for the land, as per the Kingborough Land 

Use Strategy is for the land to be Rural Living. 

Note: The Landscape Conservation Zone is not a replacement zone 

for the Environmental Living Zone in interim planning schemes. 

There are key policy differences between the two zones. The 

Landscape Conservation Zone is not a large lot residential zone, in 

areas characterised by native vegetation cover and other 

landscape values. Instead, the Landscape Conservation Zone 

provides a clear priority for the protection of landscape values and 

for complementary use or development, with residential use 

largely being discretionary.   

Together the Landscape Conservation Zone and the Environmental 

Management Zone, provide a suite of environmental zones to 

manage use and development in natural areas. 

The current use of the land is that of a large 

residential zone, in an area characterised by 

interrupted vegetation cover. 

 

These six properties do align with the purpose of 

LCZ. 

 

Kingborough Land Use Strategy – May 2019 

Kingborough Land Use Strategy (May 2019) provides a map showing the proposed zoning for 

Electrona, Snug and Conningham (p201).  A copy of the map is below, with the addition of an blue 

circle for easy identification of the Slatterys Road properties.  Note the six properties have been 

proposed for RLZ:  
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Inconsistent application - Leslie Vale properties (Land Use Strategy says LCZ, proposed RLZ) 

 

 

 

LiDAR survey 

It needs to be noted that the last LiDAR survey for this areas was conducted in 2013 – some nine 

years ago.  We build our home in 2019, yet the LiDAR shows there to be trees where our home and 

HMA are located.  The LiDAR very clearly shows the slashed TN easement, the minimal vegetation on 

#12 and #61, with the balance having vegetation low in height.   
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LiDAR clearly demonstrates the predominate sparse, low volume and low height vegetation on the 

Slatterys Road properties.  I note that properties at Margate and Leslie Vale which have been 

proposed to transition from Environmental Living to RLZ, have taller and greater volume of 

vegetation, however due to having been overseas for the last two weeks, and submissions due 

today, I have insufficient time to add in the relevant imagery.  I will do so with my submission in 

opposition to Kingborough Council’s LPS. 

Application of LCZ in KC’s draft LPS 

Myself and others in community have significant concern as to the appropriateness and consistency 

of KC’s application of LCZ in its draft LPS.   

The manner in which Kingborough Council propose to apply zoning does not align with the current 

use of properties, in places it deviates from its Land Use Strategy (May 2019), an almost entire 

blanket application of LCZ has been applied to Environmental Living zones properties with 

inconsistencies of application to some properties in Margate and Leslie Vale.  Properties have not 

been assessed individually as to their zone of best fit, there has been inappropriate, large scale 

transition to LCZ proposed and not only have property owners not been consulted, when people 

have tried to bring this matter to public attention via local community social media pages, the Mayor 

has advised that it is like for like rezoning - this is outright propaganda! The Kingborough Land Use 

Strategy states: 

“This will result in significant zoning changes across the municipality and some community 

unrest, in that the Environmental Living Zone was previously quite well received and 

understood.  It provided a good description of what the land was actually being used for, 

whereas the replacement options do not.” 

Please note the land sentence in the quote above, Kingborough Council acknowledge that the 

proposed zoning does not reflect what the land is actually being used for.  The zoning needs to 

reflect the current use, not a lazy blanket approach. 

As previously noted, the Tasmanian Planning Scheme Information Sheet, issued by State Planning 

Office states “the LCZ is not a like-for-like replacement for the Environmental Living Zone. The two 

zones differ in their main purpose.”, and that “the Environmental Living Zone was first introduced in 

interim planning schemes. Its primary purpose was for rural living development in areas 

characterised by native vegetation cover and other landscape values” and further “the 

Environmental Living Zone also set up a conflict in its purpose, particularly when requiring 

vegetation management to reduce bushfire hazard.”   

Impacts to landowners and community 

The State Government, in response to the housing crisis, has announced grants for the construction 

of ancillary buildings (link). The highly restrictive nature of LCZ is unlikely to permit this discretional 

use, as it would result in an increase to the hazard management area.  KC’s broad-brush application 

of LCZ does not align with State Government’s efforts to ease the housing crisis. 

Property owners seeking development or additional development of land zoned LCZ will be 

subjected to a longer, more expensive, complex approvals pathway. Kingborough risks becoming a 

less desirable area to live due to its level of bureaucracy.   
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I am aware of two landowners in Huon Municipality who have sought to use their land as security for 

a loan and had it declined by CBA.  One man (name available upon request) had paid off the 

mortgage on his vacant land, sought a new mortgage over the property only to have CBA decline 

stating that as his land has been proposed for LCZ where development is discretionary, they will not 

accept it as collateral/security.  This will create significant problems for owners of vacant LCZ land, 

not only to secure someone willing to purchase land where development is discretionary and the 

council opposed to mandated hazard management areas, but then to find a cash buyer.  Some 

people will have spent $600-700K on land, which become worthless, potentially leading to 

bankruptcy and poor mental health outcomes. I can attest to the mental anguish this is causing me. 

I do not believe broad stroke application of LCZ aligns with the Local Government Act: 

Section 20 of the Local Government Act 

20.  Functions and powers 

(1) In addition to any functions of a council in this or any other Act, a council has the 

following functions: 

(a) to provide for the health, safety and welfare of the community; 

(b) to represent and promote the interests of the community; 

(c) to provide for the peace, order and good government of the municipal area. 

(2) In performing its functions, a council is to consult, involve and be accountable to 

the community. 

I consider that the broad stroke application of LCZ will result in a reduced level of safety due to 

higher fuel loadings due to KC’s noted opposition to Hazard Management Areas, this is not in the 

best interests of the community.  The health of members of the community will be adversely 

affected by the financial strain brought about by loss of value and amenity for properties rezoned 

LCZ.  In terms of peace, order and good government, KC acknowledges in its Land Use Strategy that:  

“This will result in significant zoning changes across the municipality and some community 

unrest, in that the Environmental Living Zone was previously quite well received and 

understood.  It provided a good description of what the land was actually being used for, 

whereas the replacement options do not.” 

The current application of rezoning needs to be revisited and the zoning reflect the current use of 

the land. 

 

Your faithfully 

Melissa O’Keefe 











Section/Zone Clause Issue Possible Solution
General ‐ Codes 
in LPS

N/A The LPS should be able to include Codes. 
Currently all local overriding provisions must be applied 
spatially. Councils should have the ability to include local 
overriding provisions to uses and development. E.g. 
multiple dwelling design guidelines, energy efficiency 
targets for certain uses, special controls for caravan parks, 
car washes etc. 

Amend s.32 (3) of LUPAA to allow for an LPS to include Codes

General  ‐ 
Strategic 
guidance

N/A The SPPs are not informed by any comprehensive strategy. 
The Tasmanian Planning Policies need to be created and 
regional land use strategies implemented as a matter of 
urgency. This should be followed by a comprehensive 
review of the SPPs

As stated in issues column. 

Amend s.15 of LUPAA to include the TPPs and RLUS' as part of the SPPs 
Criteria so that the proposed planning reform framework is legislated. 

General Provisions ‐ General provision relating to 
subdivision on split‐zoned lots allowing for sub minimum 
balance in zones such as Rural Living or Landscape 
Conservation should be added.

General ‐ 
Landscaping

N/A Landscaping is only in the Industrial Zones

Landscaping is critical for a high quality built environment 
and liveable communities and needs to be a development 
standard in the SPPs for all multiple unit, commercial and 
industrial development and subdivision with new roads

Provide landscaping standards in all the zones or alternatively create a 
Landscaping Code. 

The IPS' had landscaping within the Parking & Access Code which could be 
reinstated although not ideal. 



Section/Zone Clause Issue Possible Solution

Vegetation 
exemptions

Table 
4.4

Provide greater clarity about when vegetation clearing is 
exempt. Does "landscaping and vegetation management" 
include blanket clearing of sites when a dwelling exists?

Clause 4.4.2 ‐ 'Private Garden' is defined as "means land 
adjacent to a dwelling that has been modified with 
landscaping or vegetation, including ornamental or edible 
plants, or the like". Does this include native bushland on a 
residential zoned lot that has natural values, is under 1ha 
(forest practices), but is not included in the NVA code 
mapping?

Clause 4.4.2 ‐ if significant veg clearance is proposed that 
is not mapped under the Nat Values Code then what are 
the standards that apply in the zones? No standards in any 
zone apart from landscape conservation zone. 

Further, established trees and vegetation can often form 
part of a character of an area that should be able to 
protected by an overriding provision. 

If vegetation clearing is not exempt standards must be 
provided in the SPP's.

Vegetation clearance needs more thought in the Planning system. At a 
minimum the exemption should be qualified by "unless a SAP or Code 
applies that requires vegetation to be retained." and SAP's be allowed to 
provide standards around veg removal where a bushland or garden 
character is already established or part of the desired character.

Need standards for veg clearance that isn't 'exempt', and isn't mapped 
under Scenic Code, Heritage Code, NV Code etc. 

Clearance of veg 
for safety 

Table 
4.4 

The test under (g) ‐ safety reasons where the work is 
required for the removal of dead wood, or treatment of 
disease, or required to remove an unacceptable risk to 
public or private safety, or where the vegetation is causing 
or threatening to cause damage to a substantial structure 
or building   ‐ needs a qualification when the veg is in the 
scenic, NV or heritage code area. 

Amend (g) to say that: clearance when subject to codes be based on advice 
from a suitably qualified person. 

Sheds in rural/ 
ag zone 

Table 
4.4 

Need some controls on when a shed requires removal of 
vegetation. 

retaining walls 4.6.8 What are the standards for non‐exempt works? What is 
the head of power?

Unroofed decks  4.3.7  Unroofed decks exemption – delete (a) if not attached to 
or abutting a habitable building. 

land filling  4.6.9 What are the standards for non‐exempt works? What is 
the head of power?

Disc under 6.8.2 ‐ are conditions 6.11.2 enough?



Clause Issue Possible Solution
Zone Purpose  
lacking in detail 
with respect to 
design 

The purpose does not specifically mention how the zone 
encourages quality residential development  that, for 
example: 

‐ complements and enhance the built environment/ 
existing amenity. 
‐ responds to site conditions
‐ encourages innovation and diversification in site layout/ 
building design
‐ ensure landscaping is appropriate etc.
‐ encourages active transport etc. 

Update purpose to be more aimed at good design outcomes or 'quality' and 
diverse development. 

General definition What does 'requirements of the road authority' mean to 
achieve the AS in Clause 8.6.1? Standard drawings? How do 
you 'trigger' the PC?

Clarify Clause 8.6.1 A3/P3. 

8.2 Large multiple dwelling developments (5 or more) have the 
ability to impact on neighbourhoods and should be 
discretionary. Additional design standards should apply. 

Amend Use Table as follows:

Permitted ‐ Residential "only if listed as NPR or Discretionary"
Discretionary ‐ Residential "only if 5 or more multiple dwelling unit" 

Multiple dwelling design standards also need to be improved. Could be 
resolved through having a multiple dwelling design code or Multiple dwelling 
Use standards that relate to:
o Articulation
o Diversity in built form, colours materials, bedrooms
o Landscaping
o Address street frontage
o Break up large expanses of blank wall
etc

8.4 Residential density for multiple dwellings 

P1(b) is problematic. Defining a significant social or 
community benefit is hard to define. The combination of (I) 
or (ii) should be reason enough to allow higher densities. 
However residential amenity should also be considered. 

Amend P1 (b):
Is:
(I) wholly or partly within 400m walking distance of a public transport stop 
with; or
(ii) wholly or partly within 400m walking distance of an Inner Residential 
Zone, Village Zone, Urban Mixed Use Zone, Local Business Zone, General 
Business Zone, Central Business Zone or Commercial Zone.

Add (c):
not cause an unreasonable loss of residential amenity having regard to :
a)visual impacts caused by the apparent scale, bulk or proportions of the 
building when viewed from an adjoining property; 
b) the existing character of the streetscape;
c) etc. 



8.6 Setting a 450m2 min. lot size creates homogenous 
development which lacks diversity. 

The Interim Schemes provided for some flexibility, but this 
should go further. 

The key outcomes should be promoting lot diversity in 
appropriate locations and also achieving the 15 
dwellings/ha in the RLUS.

Illogical for units to be developed at 325m2 and lots at 
450m2. 

Remove universal density and subdivision standards and allow graduated 
approach to planned density in order to preference unit development in 
proximity to activity centre, consistent with township structure plans, and to 
recognise the established character and best manage change that will occur.

Multiple unit developments should be encouraged to be subdivided where 
possible. 

Keep 8.6.1 A1 for subs involving no new roads (provide a maximum lot size), 
but allow a min. l Lots approved as part of a consolidated application with 
residential development.

Re‐instate 10.6.1 A2, A3 & A4 from Interim Schemes. 

Amend P5 from IPS to include diversity and density outcomes. For example:

Arrangement and provision of lots must satisfy all of the following;

a) Have a minimum net density of 15 dwellings/ha.
b)  provide a range of lot sizes to suit a variety of dwelling and household 
types.
 c) provide higher net density of dwellings along;
(I) public transport corridors;
(ii) adjoining or opposite public open space, except where the public open 
space presents a hazard risk such as bushfire;
(iii) within 200 m of business zones and local shops; 
etc. 

8.6 Need to Reintroduce public open space standards, 
particularly mechanism to require POS as land or cash‐in‐
lieu in accordance with council policy. 

Re‐instate 10.6.3 of IPS. 

8.6.2 The current SPP road standards don’t provide sufficient 
emphasis on providing connectivity and discouraging cul‐
de‐sacs which will result in poorly connected and less 
walkable neighbourhoods. 

Street trees should also be considered for subdivisions and 
a head of power is needed 

Re‐instate 10.6.2 of IPS and include a requirement for street trees. 

Common Open 
Space 

Need communal open space provisions for multiple 
dwellings for over a certain amount (I.e. 15).  

Introduce provisions in open space standards for communal open space 
above a certain threshold. Include requirements relating to Crime Prevention 
through Enviro Design, centrally located with opportunities for surveillance 
from habitual windows of nearby dwellings etc.  Include sufficient area to 
meet needs of residents = BBQ, shelters etc.

POS and solar 
access 

Solar access to POS, habitable rooms and solar panels 
needs to be considered.  

Northerly facing open space provision reinstated. Need a maximum gradient 
for principle POS. 

8.4.2 A3
8.5.1 A2
9.4.2 A3
9.5.1 A2

These clauses include the conjunction ‘or’ between the 
allowances in (b)(i) and (b)(ii), but it makes more sense to 
include the conjunction ‘and’ given their objective. 
Moreover, the fact that the allowance in (b)(ii) only applies 
to the side boundary (not to the rear boundary) seems 
arbitrary.

Amend as follows:

"A dwelling, excluding outbuildings with a building height of not more than 
2.4m and protrusions that extend not more than 0.9m horizontally beyond 
the building envelope, must:

 (a)be contained within a building envelope (refer to Figures 8.1, 8.2 and 
8.3) determined by:

 (i)a distance equal to the frontage setback or, for an internal lot, a distance 
of 4.5m from the rear boundary of a property with an adjoining frontage; 
and

 (ii)projec ng a line at an angle of 45 degrees from the horizontal at a height 
of 3m above existing ground level at the side and rear boundaries to a 
building height of not more than 8.5m above existing ground level; and

 (b)only have a setback of less than 1.5m from a side or rear boundary if the 
dwelling:

 (i)does not extend beyond an exis ng building built on or within 0.2m of 
the boundary of the adjoining property; and

 (ii)does not exceed a total length of 9m or one third the length of the side 
or rear boundary (whichever is the lesser)."



8.4.4 A1/P1 9.4.4 
A1/P1

The way these clauses are written gives the idea that 
overshadowing to the private open space (POS) of a 
dwelling must come from another dwelling on‐site. This is 
problematic as it may be interpreted that nothing further is 
required if the overshadowing comes from the dwelling to 
which the POS belongs.

Amend to consider the scenario previously described.

8.4.6 A2/P2 9.4.6 
A2/P2

The allowance in A2(b)(i) is, in our opinion, too relaxed to 
achieve this clause's objective. While a horizontal offset of 
1.5m from a habitable room of another dwelling may be 
sufficient to provide some privacy, this allowance does not 
seem to take into account overlooking to adjoining POSs.

Eliminate this allowance, or, at least, modify it to consider overlooking to 
POSs as well.

8.4.8 P1
9.4.8 P1

Common waste storage areas should have sufficient 
setbacks not only from dwellings on site but from any 
dwelling. Thus, literal (c) should be amended to replace 
‘separated from dwellings on the site’ for ‘separated from 
any dwelling’.

Amend as follows:

"A multiple dwelling must have storage for waste and recycling bins that is:

 (a)capable of storing the number of bins required for the site;

 (b)screened from the frontage and dwellings; and

 (c)if the storage area is a common storage area, separated from any 
dwelling to minimise impacts caused by odours and noise."

Development 
standards ‐ 
landscaping 

Need a landscaping standard with a minimum landscaped 
area in accordance with the size of the lot (i.e. not for 
single dwellings).  Landscaping should require certain 
amount of native veg.  

Landscaping standard with a definition of landscaping plan provided in SPP. 

Development 
standards ‐ 
earthworks 

Need to encourage development that responds to 
topography and respects existing topography character of 
neighbourhood etc. reduces risk of erosion etc. 

Reinstate earthworks standards. 

Development 
standards ‐ rear 
boundary 

Reinstate rear boundary setback to allow room for 
landscaping and visual articulation. 

Reinstate rear setback standards. 

Subdivision 
standards ‐ general

What does 'requirements of the road authority' mean?
Lots not meeting orientation standards having greater 
dimensions to accommodate a dwelling to achieve 
sunlight. 
Standards for internal lots? 
landscaping standards and include street tree 
requirements for subdivisions.

Re‐draft subdivision standards. 



Section/Zone Clause Issue Possible Solution

RLZ 11.5.1 Brighton has a longstanding land‐use pattern of 5000m2 
on the urban fringe, which is not provided for in the SPP's

Further, an aim of the RLUS is to increase densities in RLZ 
to 1ha.

Amend able 11.1 to allow for 5000m2 lots where reticulated water supply 
available. 

Are 10ha lots necessary??

RLZ 11.4 The RLZ development standards have been reduced to site 
coverage, height and setbacks and no design standards. 

The design standards from the IPS played an important 
role in maintain the character and minimising visual 
impact of development on these areas. A number of RLZ 
area's have a bushland character or are set on areas with 
steep topography. 

 Arguably design standards are even more important with 
larger lots added to the RLZ

Re‐instate the Design standards 13.4.3 A1, A2 & A from IPS; or

Provide the ability to provide an overlay for sites within the zone where 
skyline or native vegetation warrant consideration.

RLZ 11.4 The RLZ is often occupied by people wishing to have large 
outbuildings. The scale and siting of outbuilding is an 
important factor for outbuildings not dominating the 
landscape 

Provide a siting and scale standard for outbuildings similar to IPS

RLZ 11.3.2 Some people appear to be using this clause to get around 
the prohibition of developing multiple dwellings in Rural 
Living‐zoned land.

Regulate better visitor accommodation in the Rural Living Zone.

RLZ & FUZ 11.4.2 A4
30.4.2 A3

The allowance in (b) should be amended to clarify that it 
only applies when there is already an existing building for 
sensitive use on‐site within 200m of the Agricultural Zone 
(AZ) or Rural Zone (RZ). Otherwise, these clauses’ wording 
opens a door for a person to develop an exempted 
outbuilding near a boundary adjoining the AZ or RZ and, 
subsequently, apply for planning approval for a dwelling 
within the same distance complying with the required 
setback.

RLZ  Zone purpose 
not currently 
aligned with 
development 
standards.

 Additional zone 
purpose + 
development 
standards. 

Purpose statement 11.1.1 (b) doesn’t currently align with 
the development standards in terms of 'retaining' existing 
natural and landscape values.

 Need to add a zone purpose statement which 
acknowledges that future development respects the rural 
landscape and character of the surrounding area and is in 
harmony with the natural environment. 

Suggest that the following matters be included in the 
development standards to further the purpose/s of the 
zone. 

‐ reflectivity/ colours and materials restrictions 
‐ ridgeline/ skyline standards for buildings
‐ vegetation removal standards + new plantings to not 
include invasive species. 
‐ clustering existing buildings (i.e. on valley floor) and 
encouraging similar roof shapes/ materials as what is 
already on site. 
‐ earthworks standards (i.e. reducing visual impacts and 
encouraging development that responds to slope ‐ e.g. 
split level dwellings ).
‐ landscaping (i.e. visual buffers + natural values)
‐ Driveways following contours
‐ Fencing ‐ conventional plain wire fences
House orientation and energy conservation 

Re draft RLZ purpose statements and standards. 



RLZ  Subdivision 
standards ‐ 
objectives 

The objective of the sub standards need to acknowledge 
that the lots are: 

‐ be in harmony with landscape and natural values  
‐ ensure building envelopes are appropriately positioned 
to maximise solar access opportunities
and energy efficiency for future dwellings
‐ minimise fragmentation of land 

Re draft sub standards objectives. 

RLZ  Subdivision 
standards ‐ 
Clause 11.5.1 ‐ 
slope and 
native 
vegetation 

The AS of Clause 11.5.1 A1 ‐ could include reference to not 
having a building envelope on a slope > 10% etc. and not 
requiring the clearance of native vegetation.  

Add to clause 11.5.1 A1 (a) (I) to include 'clear of':
‐ 10% gradient; inherent site constraint(s) (e.g. flooding, geotechnical 
constraints etc) or contains significant remnant vegetation, any threatened 
flora species, endangered ecological community etc

RLZ  Subdivision 
standards ‐ 
Internal lot 

Insert standard requiring, as a PC, that internal lots be 
'reasonably required for the efficient use of land as a 
result of a restriction on the layout of lot' ‐ as per Burnie 
IPS. 

Re‐draft sub standard to make internal lots discretionary. 

RLZ Subdivision 
standards ‐ 
Clause 11.5.1 ‐ 
averaging 

Lot averaging rather than minimum lot sizes  = achieve 
landscape and native values objectives. Add Objective to 
Clause 11.5.1 = minimise the fragmentation of land etc. 

Investigate lot averaging. 

RLZ  Subdivision 
standards 
Clause 11.5.1 ‐ 
solar 
orientation  

Future dwellings can achieve northerly aspect etc.  Sub standards to require northerly aspect. 

RLZ  Subdivision 
standards 
Clause 11.5.1 
A2/P2 ‐ Access 

Insert a sub standard that Battle‐axe arrangements 
involving more than two access legs will not be accepted 
unless there are exceptional circumstances
to justify such an arrangement. If more than 2 access legs ‐ 
a road must be constructed in accordance with Standard 
drawings etc. 

Limit on battle axe (max 2) using same frontage ‐ relate back to purpose. 

RLZ  Subdivision 
standards 
Clause 11.5.1 
A3/P3 ‐ Access

Need to define what is 'in accordance with the 
requirements of the road authority'?

What does 'in accordance with the requirements of the road authority' 
actually mean?



Section/Zon
e

Clause Issue Possible Solution

CZ, LIZ & GIZ

17.4.6 
A1/P1
18.4.5 
A1/P1 
19.4.3 
A1/P1

Landscaping is only required for applications that involve developing a 
building that is set back from a road. 

It could be beneficial to extend this requirement to applications for use, 
recognising that some uses are significantly detrimental to the amenity and 
appearance of the streetscape if landscaping is not provided.

Need a more stringent landscaping standard. 



Section/Zone Clause Issue Possible Solution
Definition C2.3.1  The definition of 'floor area' in the code references 'gross floor area' which skews 

the calculation for parking for uses such as Hotel Industry/ food services where 
there may be large outdoor dining/ 'beer garden' area. 

Definition  C2.3.1  Need to define ' durable all weather pavement'. 
Lighting  C2.6.4  Need to include provisions for lighting in multiple dwelling developments 
General C2.5.1 & 

Table C2.1
The use of minimum parking standards, particularly for residential use and in urban 
areas, does not discourage private transportation and contributes to inefficient 
land use and carbon emissions

Construction of parking 
areas

C2.6.1 A1 Acceptable Solutions are objective and measurable. Therefore, including the words 
‘or equivalent material’ in literal (c) introduces a level of subjectivity that is 
uncommon for Acceptable Solutions.



Section/Zone Clause(s) Issue Possible Solution
Definition of Terms C3.5.1   Is 'written consent' from the road authority the same as road 

owners consent to lodge a DA (for works in road reserve) ? 
When would the PC actually be triggered. 

Define written consent 
from road authority. 



Section/Zone Clause Issue Possible Solution

Code Purpose  Clause 7.1.1 & 
Clause 7.1.1.2  

The wording should be to 'protect' rather than 'minimise' 
impacts. 

The natural assets code needs a comprehensive review based on best 
practice natural values planning principles.  Does not achieve any level of 
protection of natural values at the development or subdivision stage.  Needs 
to include at a minimum words such as protect, conserve, restore 
biodiversity and ecological processes and recognise recreation. 

Code Application  Clause 7.2 ‐ 
application 

The code should have a trigger that allows an RFI/ the code 
application to be 'called in' based on mapping or other info 
that Council has. (e.g. a site containing native veg but isn't 
mapped). 

The current mapping is conceptual and biodiversity values 
in Tasmania are clearly not limited to what is mapped. 

Insert in application for the Code: 

 b)use or development of land iden fied in a report, that is lodged with an 
application, or required in response to a request under section 54 of the Act, 
as having the potential to impact natural assets etc.

The code should apply to all zones. 

Redefine priority vegetation area in lieu of the above. Redefine priority 
vegetation to also include wildlife corridors etc.  

Definitions and application 
requirements 

Need to define a natural values assessment. 
What is native vegetation of local importance? 

Exemptions  Clause C7.4.1  Too broader exemption for removing priority veg in 
'gardens'. 

Remove Clause C7.4.1 (c) (ii) exemptions for clearance of native vegetation. 
Any clearance of vegetation on private land should be subject to PC. 



Clearance within a priority 
vegetation area

C7.6.2 
Clearance 
within a 
priority 
vegetation 
area

Objectives need to be focused on protecting and 
conserving natural values. 

Clause C7.6.2  P1.1 is  almost non existent in terms of it’s 
protections on natural values. 

P1.1 does not require a natural values assessment or any 
other type of study to comply with the PC. 

P1.1 (d) is not consistent with the principles of principles of 
ecologically sustainable development)  (i.e. development 
cannot only be for economic gain). 

P1.2 only refers to minimising 'adverse' impacts on priority 
veg. 

Onsite biodiversity offsets have had issue in Planning 
Appeals. Need a policy background.

Re‐draft Clause C7.6.2 based on best practice principles for land use planning 
in natural areas. 

Development Standards for 
Subdivision

C7.7.1 
Subdivision 
within a 
waterway and 
coastal 
protection 
area or a 
future coastal 
refugia area

Objectives and clauses need to be focused on protecting 
and conserving natural values. 

All subdivisions in priority veg areas not meeting (a) ‐ (d) 
must be discretionary. 

Remove 'unnecessary or unacceptable impact' and replace with preserve 
natural values etc. 

Development Standards for 
Subdivision

Subdivision 
within a 
priority 
vegetation 
area

Objectives and clauses need to be focused on protecting 
and conserving natural values. 

All subdivisions in priority veg areas not meeting (a) ‐ (d) 
must be discretionary. 

Remove 'unnecessary or unacceptable impact' and replace with preserve 
natural values etc.
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To the State Planning Office,
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into the review of the State Planning Provisions
(SPPs).
 
Circular Head Council have been operating under the Tasmanian Planning Scheme since May
2021, while Waratah-Wynyard are still in the process of having their LPS adopted. The Councils
also were a representative on the working group when the SPPs were drafted. During these
processes we have picked up on some potential improvements to be made to the SPPs. These
are addressed in the attachment to this submission.
 
We have noted that the comments guiding the submissions have identified that the SPPs need to
be relevant across the State. As regional and rural councils, we agree with this and would like it
to be a key focus in this review.  Too often in the planning reforms to date, it has felt like
decisions and changes have been made to suit most of the state, being the more populated
areas, and not been relevant or in the best interests of all of the state. We believe there are
examples where provisions may suit urban centres, but don’t work for regional and rural centres.
We acknowledge that it is a difficult balance, but the regional and rural councils shouldn’t have
to wear the same clothes of our urban cousins when they simply don’t fit.  We would instead
seek an approach where we are team mates, and the uniform comes in different sizes.
 
Our submission and comments highlight provisions that are proving difficult to implement in
assessing development applications, and hope that our suggestions will work for all councils, and
not just our corner of the state. If our suggested changes do not achieve this, we are happy to
work with the SPO to try and determine alternative solutions to the issues raised, rather than
they be set aside. This was unfortunately the experience when participating in drafting the SPPs.
 
 
Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or require any further details.
 
Thanks,
Ashley
 
Ashley Thornton
MANAGER DEVELOPMENT AND REGULATORY SERVICES
Waratah-Wynyard and Circular Head Councils
6443 8340 (Wynyard) 

 



     
 
 
Waratah-Wynyard and Circular Head Councils take our responsibility to our community
seriously.  For accurate and up-to-date information regarding the current COVID-19 Pandemic
please visit one of the following websites.
Australian Government Coronavirus website at
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert
 
Tasmanian Department of Health updates are at
https://www.dhhs.tas.gov.au/news/2020/coronavirus_update
 

Ashley Thornton
Manager Development & Regulatory Services

Waratah-Wynyard Council
21 Saunders Street (PO Box 168)
Wynyard Tasmania 7325
P: 03 6443 8340
E: athornton@warwyn.tas.gov.au

 

Confidentiality Notice and Disclaimer:
Information in this transmission is intended only for the person(s)to whom it is addressed and may contain privileged and/or confidential
information. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying or dissemination of the information is unauthorised and you should
delete/destroy all copies and notify the sender. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the information contained in this
transmission.
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We are now experiencing some residential growth within the municipality, with new dwellings on established but vacant General 
Residential zoned blocks. This code means that the applications for dwellings that would otherwise be no permit required are now 
discretionary because of the application of the code.  This is despite dozens, if not hundreds of existing residences closer to the emitting 
development. 
We would like to suggest that the Attenuation Code operates similar to the Bushfire-Prone Areas Code, and only considers new 
subdivisions in the residential zones. 
Therefore, we request that C9.2.1(b) be deleted.  
 
Please also refer to the Circular Head Council 35G report for further details.  
 

Potentially 
Contaminated 
Land Code 

C14.6 Potentially Contaminated Land Code is applicable in many instances, the net is casts it quite wide. However, the focus of the use and 
development standards is quite narrow. So whilst the code is applicable, in many instances there will be nothing relevant to consider a 
development against. The balance of the code is not right. 
C14.2 Application of the Code is supported, however, additional development standards are recommended in order to assess applicable 
developments against.  

5.0 
Exemptions 

5.6.2 Exemption for fences in Port and Marine Zone should be expanded to include industrial zones. Most industrial sites require security 
fencing.   

5.0 
Exemptions 

5.2.10 Exemption should include signage 

Development 
standards for 
subdivision 

8.6.1 P2, 
10.6.1 P1 & 
P2, 11.5.1 
P1 & P2 etc 

Performance criteria should not be prescriptive. As an example, there should not be absolute minimum lot sizes. Example below. 
 
P1 
Each lot, or a lot proposed in a plan of subdivision, excluding for public open space, a riparian or littoral reserve or Utilities, must have 
sufficient useable area and dimensions suitable for its intended use, having regard to: 
(a) the relevant requirements for development of existing buildings on the lots; 
(b) the intended location of buildings on the lots; 
(c) the topography of the site; 
(d) any natural or landscape values; 
(e) adequate provision of private open space; and 
(f) the pattern of development existing on established properties in the area, 
and must be no more than 20% smaller than the applicable lot size required by clause 11.5.1 A1. 
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Rural Living 
Zone Code 

11.4.1 A1 Site coverage in the RLZ should be increased to 500m2. The right number was debated in drafting the SPPs. The current site coverage is 
catching too many proposals, causing them to be discretionary for an outbuilding. Comparison with surrounding area always identifies 
other properties with greater floor areas.  

Zone codes 11.4.2 A3 Acceptable solution for setbacks should include option of no closer than an existing building on the site. Typically dwelling extensions in 
line with the existing building a triggered for a discretion as the existing dwelling does not meet the setbacks. 
Amend all setback clauses to the effect of  
Or 
not less than the setback of any existing building on the site 
 

Interpretation Dwelling The definition of dwelling includes an outbuilding and other works normally forming part of a dwelling. However, it is unclear if an 
outbuilding can precede the dwelling, and still be defined as a dwelling? If it does, then this can create confusion and compliance issues 
with people converting sheds into dwellings. They will have a permit for a residential Use, being an outbuilding, but then the outbuilding 
can be defined as a dwelling, so then the permit is for a dwelling.  
Suggest the outbuilding isn’t defined as a dwelling if it comes first, but amend residential zones use tables to allow an outbuilding, as 
currently would be Prohibited under the Rural Living Zone. Suggested amendment highlighted in yellow.  
11.2 Use Table 

Use Class Qualification 

No Permit Required 

 Natural and Cultural Values Management 
 

 Passive Recreation 
 

 Residential If for a single dwelling and/or 
outbuilding 

 Resource Development If for grazing. 

 Utilities If for minor utilities. 

 

Permitted 

 Residential If for a home-based business. 

 Visitor Accommodation 
 

 

Discretionary 
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 Business and Professional 
Services 

If for a veterinary centre. 

 Community Meeting and 
Entertainment 

If for a place of worship, art and craft centre or public hall. 

 Domestic Animal 
Breeding, Boarding or 
Training 

 

 Education and Occasional 
Care 

If for: 
(a) a childcare centre or primary school; or 
(b) an existing respite centre. 
 

 Emergency Services 
 

 Food Services If for a gross floor area of not more than 200m². 

 General Retail and Hire If for: 
(a) primary produce sales; 
(b) sales related to Resource Development; or 
(c) a local shop. 
 

 Manufacturing and 
Processing 

If for alterations or extensions to existing Manufacturing and 
Processing. 

 Resource Development If: 
(a) not for intensive animal husbandry or plantation 

forestry; or 
(b) not listed as No Permit Required. 
 

 Resource Processing If not for an abattoir, animal saleyards or sawmilling. 

 Sports and Recreation If for an outdoor recreation facility. 

 Utilities If not listed as No Permit Required. 

 Vehicle Fuel Sales and 
Service 

 

 

Prohibited 
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 All other uses   
 

Zone codes e.g. 11.4.2 
A4 

Development standards relating to a sensitive use are better located within Use Standards, as the focus of the clause is the sensitive use, 
not the development.  

Scenic 
Protection 
Code 

C8.0 Revise the term Scenic Protection to Scenic Management. It is more in keeping with the intent of the development standards. The term 
Protection suggests some form of constraint or prohibition, which is then expected by the community. Management is more considerate 
of tailoring a development to limit impacts upon a declared scenic value that warrants preservation.    

C.7.0 Natural 
Assets Code - 
Future Coastal 
Refugia Area: 

C7.2.1 The Future Coastal Refugia area component of C.7.0 Natural Assets Code should not apply to the Open Space zone. In most cases, public 
open space is highly managed/landscaped areas and are also zoned Open Space zone. They usually feature public facilities and in many 
cases either already contain, or have the potential to host a wider range of commercial uses which might include Food Services, Tourist 
operations, Community meeting and entertainment, and Visitor Accommodation. 
It is recommended that the Application of the Code be amended to exclude the Open Space Zone.  
Please also refer to the Circular Head Council 35G report for further details.  
 

3.0 
Interpretation 

Table 3.1 
Planning 
Terms and 
Definitions 

Sensitive 
use 

The punctuation in the definition of Sensitive Use introduces ambiguity.  Suggest amending the definition to: 

Sensitive Use means a residential use or a use involving the presence of people 
for extended periods except in the course of their employment.  
Examples include such as a caravan park, childcare centre, 
dwelling, hospital or school. 

This will add certainty that uses like Visitor Accommodation are sensitive uses. 

4.0 
Exemptions 

4.2.4 road 
works 

The exemption should include building new roads by or on behalf of the road authority. 

The Local Government (Highways) Act 1982 requires suitable standards to be met. 

The exclusion of new roads from the exemptions unnecessarily restricts road authorities by requiring, in some circumstances, a 
discretionary application for infrastructure they are responsible for building and maintaining. 

Agriculture 
Zone 

21.5.1 
P1(b)(iii) 

Being rural councils, we consider many subdivision applications to reconfigure boundaries of farming properties that have multiple 
titles. While the subdivision provisions under clause 21.5.1 P1(b) address boundary reorganisation, it requires sensitive uses to achieve a 
200m setback, or no less than the existing setback.  However if you were to apply for a new sensitive use you can reduce the 200m 
setback through 21.4.2, P2. Reorganisation quite often means putting any dwellings on smaller titles to provide larger lots for the 
useable agricultural land. This often requires reducing the setbacks to the dwellings for a better outcome for the agricultural use.  

A modification to clause 21.5.1, P1(b)(iii) to replicate P1(c)(iii) is requested. 
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8.0 General 
Residential 
Zone 

8.4.8 
Waste 
storage for 
multiple 
dwellings 

With an increase in infill development, there is often not capacity for standard kerbside waste collection when multiple dwellings are 
developed. That is, there is not sufficient space on the footpath to place bins for collection. 

Similar to the role of a road authority in providing advice about access to a road, it is recommended that an additional acceptable 
solution and performance criteria be added, for example: 

A2 

Where the local authority advises that it is 
impractical to provide a standard kerbside 
waste collection, a waste collection area is 
to be provided on site that is serviced by an 
independent waste services provider where 
the waste collection vehicle can enter and 
exit the site in a forward direction. 

P2 

Waste management is safe, convenient 
and efficient having regard to: 

(a) Access to the bin storage and 
collection areas; 

(b) Acoustic, odour or visual impacts on 
the development, surrounding 
properties and the streetscape; 

(c) Practical and efficient supply and 
servicing of bins; 

(d) Safety of road users; and 

(e) Topography of the site. 

  

20.0 Rural 
Zone 

20.3.1 
Discretion
ary use 

Single dwellings are discretionary in the Rural Zone. 

There are many existing vacant lots in the Rural Zone.  Having a residence on the property is known to improve land management 
outcomes relating to weed management and bushfire mitigation. 

An assessment category of discretionary is considered to unnecessarily regulate the use of the land for a single dwelling.  Inclusion in the 
Rural Zone rather than the Agriculture Zone is an acknowledgement that non-agricultural uses are appropriate.  Single dwellings on 
existing lots are appropriate for a rural location. 

It is recommended that a single dwelling be no permit required or permitted in the Rural Zone. 

20.0 Rural 
Zone 

20.3 Use 
Standards 

The Rural Zone and Agriculture Zone provisions do not include standards that address potential environmental impacts from proposed 
activities. 
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20.1 
Agriculture 
Zone 

21.3 Use 
Standards 

There is a wide range of permitted and discretionary uses in the zones that should appropriately be located in these areas because of 
their size, impacts or association with rural activities. However, the potential environmental impacts cannot be fully considered under 
the zone provisions. 

For example, unless works are within a waterway and coastal protection area, there are no clear provisions to address potentially 
contaminated run off or how waste from the use will be managed.  This could include effluent or hard waste. 

The Attenuation Code addresses impacts on sensitive uses, but not impacts on the land or receiving water.  The Attenuation Code is also 
restricted to impacts from activities listed in tables C9.1 and C9.2 which does not anticipate all potential activities. 

Permitted and Discretionary uses can result in environmental impacts that are not addressed through the Attenuation Code and are 
more appropriately managed through a Planning Permit than through an Environment Protection Notice. 

It is recommended that an additional use standard that would apply to permitted and discretionary uses be included that addresses 
impacts on the environment.  The draft provisions below are included as an example of how this matter could be addressed. 

20.3.2 and 21.3.2  Impacts on the environment 

Objective: The location, scale and intensity of uses avoids or mitigates harm to the 
natural environment and adjacent sensitive land uses. 

Acceptable Solutions Performance Criteria 

A5 

Uses, excluding Residential or Resource 
Development (where not  intensive animal 
husbandry): 

(a) occupy a maximum site area of 50%; 

(b) do not include a new discharge point 
or increase the volume of discharge 
into a watercourse, wetland, lake or 
dam; and 

(c) waste, including effluent, is removed 
from site or managed on site through 
an appropriate wastewater 

P5 

Uses: 

(a) do not cause environmental harm to 
any surface water, groundwater or 
waterways; and  

(b) do not cause significant impact on soil 
resources;  

(c) Minimise impacts on sensitive uses 
such as noise, dust and lighting; and  

(d) are located on lots of sufficient size to 
provide necessary infrastructure to 
service the use. 
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treatment and disposal system. 

  

 



State Planning Office 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
GPO Box 123 
Hobart TAS 7001 
By email: yoursay.planning@dpac.tas.gov.au 

12 August 2022 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

RE: State Planning Provisions (SPPs) Review - Scoping Issues 

Phase 2 of the State Government’s planning reform is underway and includes a review of the State 
Planning Provisions (SPPs), introduction of the Tasmanian Planning Policies, the creation of a 
regional land use planning framework, and a review of the three Regional Land Use Strategies. 

The SPPs also require review for consistency with State Policies and the Tasmanian Planning Policies 
once they are finalised. 

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on the review of the SPPs, noting that ALL SPPs are 
up for review. We also welcome the opportunity to recommend new provisions i.e. new codes and/ 
zones.  

Our family has a long history spanning 6 generations of pioneering, living, working and 
fishing in the Derwent Valley and Central Highlands of Tasmania.  We are now retired, 
having respectively held senior management positions in agriculture and education in the 
Derwent Valley for over forty years.  Our principal residence is in Ouse and we have a shack 
at Penstock Lagoon, both are in the Central Highlands Municipality.  We are passionate 
about the area and are concerned there is no effective planning tool to manage and protect 
the unique characteristics that make our region so special. 
 
The deficit in planning provisions has come to our attention with the current transition 
process from the Central Highlands Interim Planning Scheme to the Local Provisions 
Schedule under the Tasmanian Planning Scheme.  We have become acutely aware, with the 
plethora of developments being proposed recently and into the future that the scenic 
beauty and landscape values and the amenity of residents in many places have no 
protection under the current State Provisions, Zones and Codes. 
 

For example, the proposed St Patricks Plains Wind Farm includes 10,000ha of land with giant 
turbines lining a large section (on both sides) of the Highland Lakes Road between Bothwell 
and Miena would have a transformational effect on the landscape and heritage values of 
iconic locations.  The St Patricks Plains Wind Farm would destroy the visual and noise 
amenity of hundreds of residents who seek the tranquility and natural beauty of the area.  
This is not an appropriate location for a wind farm for many reasons, however, in the 
absence of specific planning guidelines opportunistic developers have been able to choose a 
site based primarily on fiscal and convenience criteria. 



The Central Highlands is the largest municipality in Tasmania most of which is included in 
the Government’s Midlands Renewable Energy Zone for Tasmania.  There is a strong 
possibility that up to thirty more wind farms could be proposed and developers can 
currently choose the locations that best suit them - regardless of visual aspects; turbine 
heights; shadow flicker; distances of turbines from roads, dwellings, reserves, or heritage 
sites; neighbour disturbance etc. 

The current SPS Agriculture and Rural Zones do not consider landscape and skyline issues. 
There needs to be a requirement for wind farm developers to address a Code which has 
landscape and skyline issues  
 
The Tasmanian Highlands has a world-wide reputation for the quality and scenic beauty of 
its many lakes and tarns that contain magnificent brown and rainbow trout.  The range of 
opportunities is endless from the huge yingina/Great Lake to the land of the Thousand Lakes 
in the western part of the plateau to the spectacular fly-fishing lakes such as Little Pine and 
Penstock Lagoon which hosted the World Fly Fishing Championships in 2019 with 23 
countries competing.  The international teams were captivated by the Highland Lakes’ 
beauty and challenging conditions.  A huge part of the fishing experience and attraction of 
the Highlands is in the enjoyment of the natural landscapes and the skyline with each lake 
having its own special environmental features. 

The Government’s 200% renewables target needs to have a proper planning base for wind 
farm locations and transmission lines.  Renewable energy installations and infrastructure 
represent the biggest change to land use in Tasmania and it is crucial that Wind Farm Zoning 
and a Wind Farm Code are adopted in the Tasmanian Planning Scheme.  Developers need 
clear guidelines to invest with confidence in sites that complement the Tasmanian brand.  
Communities need assurance that our assets and iconic places will be protected rather than 
plundered.   

We also endorse the Planning Matters Alliance Tasmania’s (PMAT) submission to the review 
of the State Planning Provisions including which includes detailed submissions compiled by 
expert planners regarding three key areas: the Natural Assets Code, the Local Historic 
Heritage Code and the residential standards.  Each of the three detailed submissions, have 
also been reviewed by a dedicated PMAT review subcommittee involving a total of 15 
expert planners, environmental consultants and community advocates with relevant 
expertise.  

We note that the State Planning Provisions Review Scoping Paper states that the State 
Planning Office will establish reference and consultative groups to assist with detailed 
projects and amendments associated with the SPPs.  We request in the strongest possible 
terms that we be included in these reference/consultative groups because of our 
background and interest in preserving the unique character of the Central Highlands.  It is 
vital to have a community voice in these processes.  



Overall we are calling for the SPPs to be values-based, fair and equitable, informed by 
PMAT’s Platform Principles, and for the SPPs to deliver the objectives of the Land Use 
Planning and Approvals Act 1993.  

Planning affects every inch of Tasmania, on both private and public land, and our well-being: 
our homes, our neighbour’s house, our local shops, work opportunities, schools, parks and 
transport corridors. Planning shapes our cities, towns and rural landscapes. Well thought 
through strategic planning can build strong, thriving, healthy and sustainable communities. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Victoria Onslow    William Phipps Onslow 
    

    
 
CC: michael.ferguson@dpac.tas.gov.au 

We acknowledge and pay respect to the Tasmanian Aboriginal people as the traditional and 
original owners of the land on which we live and work. We acknowledge the Tasmanian 
Aboriginal community as the continuing custodians of lutruwita (Tasmania) and honour 
Aboriginal Elders past and present. lutruwita milaythina Pakana - Tasmania is Aboriginal 
land. 



From: Mary McNeill
To: State Planning Office Your Say
Subject: State Planning Provisions review
Date: Friday, 12 August 2022 11:56:09 PM

I share with you my concern that the State Planing Provisions have created a depleted planning
system and that the standards cannot deliver outcomes for which they have supposedly been
created.  If the objectives of the system as set out in the LUPAA 1993 are, amongst other things, to
be fair and orderly, the process of planning reform has taken us backwards.  

In general, it could be considered that the SPP's are a backward step in development control at a
time where communities are more likely to be at risk from impacts of climate change including more
severe and frequent bushfires, flooding, coastal erosion events, etc.  Environmental protections
should be strengthened across all zones.  A set of rules that offers few protections for natural values
cannot be seen as promoting sustainability or maintaining ecological processes.  There is no rational
reason to remove protections for natural values in any zone.  Genetic diversity and ecological
processes do not just occur in areas of identified priority vegetation or known habitat for threatened
fauna species.  There is no rational reason not to have a requirement for pervious surfaces in
residential developments.  There is no rational reason not to require windows to habitable rooms with
a northern orientation in residential developments - it is not just about energy efficiency.  It is about
quality of life. 

There is no logical reason that residential use should be excluded from the Bushfire-Prone Areas
Hazard Code.  If the code seeks to "reduce risks to human life and property", surely residential use is
high on the list of priorities. Similarly, with the Landslip Hazard Code, any report required should be
done at Planning stage to save time and money for applicants.  Otherwise, there is a risk that they
may not have a valid Planning Permit, and another application may then be necessary.

A number of useful additions to the Provisions could be considered such as a broadening of
residential development models that the Provisions consider, allowing for a greater diversity of
dwelling types and better utilisation of land and infrastructure.  

If the SPP's have been drafted by professionals with a high level of planning experience and
expertise, the intent of the SPP's may be considered questionable,  as they do not appear fit for
purpose to deliver a sustainable, orderly, or fair planning system.
I suggest that the Minister may wish to consider whom the State Planning Provisions serve. as they
do not appear to serve the community of Tasmania, now, or into the future.

Yours,
Mary McNeill 



From: Robyn Bishop
To: State Planning Office Shared Mailbox
Subject: State planning scheme
Date: Saturday, 13 August 2022 9:29:21 PM

The new planning scheme overall has a lot of merit. Having a scheme that works across
every municipality benefits land owners and real estate sales greatly. 
However, the application of zones is  done in an inequitable and unethical manner,  totally
overlooking the rights of land owners and without any consultation with them. 
For many property owners in Tasmania, the new zoning was finalized without them even
being aware of the changes. This applies to many  different zones but particularly difficult
is the new Landscape Conservation zone. 

Landscape Conservation zoning  restrictions on property owners is having a huge impact
financially and has greatly restricted their rights to use their land for the purpose they
intended.
Landscape Conservation zoning should only be applied with the written consent of the
property owner and should not have a discretionary use for building. 

At a time when housing has become critical in our state, one would hope our government
would be implementing plans to make things easier for construction, the new Landscape
Conservation zone, not only restricts land use but puts extra council charges on top of an
already outrageously expensive approval process.
I 

I hope you will take these issues into consideration in your review process.

Yours truly
Christina Bishop
Nicholls Rivulet 



From: Dom Fowler
To: State Planning Office Your Say
Subject: State Planning Provision
Date: Sunday, 14 August 2022 8:59:52 PM

Hi State Government, 

I refer to Section 8A Guideline No 1 - Local Provision Schedule (LPS) zone and code

application guidelines 
[1]

provided by the Tasmania Planning Commission (TPC) which
states under the zone application guidelines on page 20:

"The Landscape Conservation Zone is not a replacement zone for the Environmental
Living Zone in interim planning schemes. There are key policy differences between the
two zones. The Landscape Conservation Zone is not a large lot residential zone, in areas
characterised by native vegetation cover and other landscape values. Instead, the
Landscape Conservation Zone provides a clear priority for the protection of landscape
values and for complementary use or development, with residential use largely being
discretionary."

Landscape Conservation Zone (LCZ) is an optional zoning under State Government
guidelines. The way that LCZ has been applied by Kingborough Council to thousands of
properties in the Kingborough region in the draft LPS is clearly NOT a part of the
Government process.  This discretionary application of LCZ by council is expected to
cause a high level of harm and distress to a large proportion of Kingborough residents
(many of whom are blissfully unaware due to the lack of communication) in terms of
property devaluations, potential financing/refinancing issues, new restrictions, and
national parks style zoning applied to private land - to name a few.  It is not like for like
rezoning – it’s not even close.
 
With the above in mind – I have two questions/requests.
 

1.       As a matter of priority, I’m asking the Tasmanian State Planning Office to
immediately withdraw the application of LCZ to privately owned land – unless the
landholder has specifically requested it be applied. Councils have taken an
inconsistent scattergun approach in recommending LCZ with blatant disregard
for the devastating impacts it will have on landowners.  The Tasmanian State
Planning Office has an obligation to rectify this wrong.

 
2.      If the State Government is not prepared to take the proactive action of
withdrawing and correcting the inappropriate and detrimental application of LCZ
in the LPS whilst it’s in a draft state, I’d like to hear the reasons WHY.   Does the
State Government think it’s fair and appropriate to allow the incorrect draft to
run its course with the TPC therefore placing the onerous task of protecting our
fundamental property rights back on to individual residents during the public
consultation process?  If the answer is yes, you are expecting residents to spend
hours of their own time on research and submissions, plus wear the potential
costs associated with engaging planners, engineers etc to support submissions to
defend our properties.  This expectation is nothing short of outrageous and could





Department of Communities Tasmania 
 

GPO Box 65, HOBART TAS 7001 Australia 
Ph: 1300 135 513 
Web:  www.communities.tas.gov.au  
 

Contact:  
Phone:  
E-mail:   
 
 
The Hon. Deputy Premier Ferguson MP 
Minister for Planning 
 
Michael.Ferguson@parliament.tas.gov.au 
 

Dear Deputy Premier Premier 

Subject: State Planning Provisions Review Scoping Paper – Response   

I refer to your letter dated the 25 May 2022 regarding the Scoping the State Planning Provisions 
Review – Have Your Say.  

The Department of Communities Tasmania welcomes the opportunity to participate in the review 
of the State Planning Provisions and notes the work program commenced to date by the State 
Planning Office, including the Review of Tasmania’s Residential Development Standards Issues 
Paper (May 2022).  

Tasmania’s Affordable Housing Strategy 2015-2025 identifies the need to provide affordable 
housing for low to moderate income Tasmanians. Increasing the supply of housing options for 
those on the Housing Register is a key element of the Affordable Housing Action Plan 2 (AHAP2). 

The Department, on behalf of the Director of Housing, has identified key themes for review:  

• Reducing the car parking requirements for social and affordable housing developments; 
• Changing the use category for visitor accommodation in residential zones from permitted 

to discretionary;  
• Updated mapping to inform the application of the priority vegetation overlay; 
• Accurate flood risk mapping included as an overlay for ease of accessibility; 
• Prioritisation of social and affordable housing in residential zones by considering increased 

densities and heights for these developments; 
• Future work to consider the inclusion of performance criteria to allow the piping of 

waterways minimising adverse impacts on natural assets where there is social benefit 
provided. 



The Department would also like to note that numerous changes from the Interim Planning 
Schemes have supported the work of the Director of Housing including lower minimum site area 
per dwelling where a social benefit is provided in the General Residential Zone, and the inclusion 
of assisted housing in the Residential Use Class.   

Should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact , 
, within Communities Tasmania.  

Yours sincerely 

 

Michael Pervan  
Secretary 
12 August 2022 
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Community Zones 

• It is important to acknowledge that in accordance with RSNL and its ONRSR approved Rail Safety Accreditation to operate, TasRail is required to 

identify and control risk.  This includes assessment of risks associated with the development and/or use of adjoining land. 

 

• TasRail supports the provision of community and recreational zones and open space zones but is seeking to ensure that such developments consider 

potential risks associated with these zones and spaces being located next to State Rail Network land.  TasRail encourages parties responsible for such 

developments engage with the railway as early as possible to enable joint risk assessment and identification of appropriate controls which may be as 

simple as boundary fencing to separate incompatible activities.     

 

• Additionally, the risk assessment process needs to consider access arrangements as part of the design and development approvals phase to minimise 

potential for unlawful (and unsafe) crossings over the rail tracks are not created.  ONRSR Policy upholds that no new level crossings should be 

constructed. The Policy states that if it is unavoidable that road and railway lines must cross, then grade separation is the most effective 

option for minimising risks to safety.  RSNL requires the RIM and the road owner to undertake ALCAM assessment to identify and control 

risk that may be triggered by any proposed, actual or planned change in conditions at a level crossing (including private crossings and 

pedestrian rail crossings).   

 

• With regards the Open Space Zoning which is almost exclusively applied to land in public ownership and used for passive recreation, TasRail is seeking 

to ensure that through the Tasmanian Planning Scheme, and particularly the SPPs, State Rail Network land is excluded from the definition of public land.  

This will minimise potential for conflict of the type that has been experienced in recent years as Councils and other organisations and authorities seek 

to expand networks of recreational pathways and open space areas.  
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CULTURAL HERITAGE PRACTITIONERS TASMANIA 
PO Box 123, New Town, Tas 7008.  Email chptas@yahoo.com.au  

Website:  http://www.chptas.org.au 
______________________________________________________ 

 

15th August 2022 

State Planning Office 
Department of Premier and Cabinet 
Hobart, Tasmania. 
 

Email - stateplanning@dpac.tas.gov.au 
 
 
TASMANIAN STATE PLANNING PROVISIONS REVIEW 
(SCOPING PAPER STAGE) - SUBMISSION 

Dear Madam/Sir, 

We thank you for the opportunity to make comment on the Tasmanian Planning Scheme 
State Planning Provisions Review as provided for through the May 2022 Tasmanian State 
Planning Provisions Review Scoping Paper. This correspondence constitutes Cultural 
Heritage Practitioners Tasmania’s submission on this matter. 

Cultural Heritage Practitioners Tasmania is a non-profit group comprising heritage 
practitioners from a range of disciplines. Formed in 1995, Cultural Heritage Practitioners 
Tasmania has an expert and long-term perspective on historic heritage management in 
Tasmania, and an interest in the long-term protection of significant cultural heritage in 
Tasmania.  

Cultural Heritage Practitioners Tasmania (CHPT) has a strong interest in the protection of 
heritage through legislation and other statutory protections including through the Land Use 
and Planning Approvals Act 1993 and related policy and instruments. We made a major 
submission in 2016 on the then Draft State Planning Provisions.   

In making this submission CHPT has largely restricted itself to matters of cultural 
heritage, which is the organisation’s key expertise. In making comment we have used as 
the key basis: 

• The objectives of the Land Use and Planning Approvals Act 1993, in particular 
the objectives of Schedule 1, part 2 (g) which indicates the objective and intent of 
planning schemes in Tasmania in relation to cultural heritage. 1 

• The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural 
Significance (The Burra Charter) (Australia ICOMOS 2013), widely regarded as 
the standard for heritage practice in Australia.  

Having considered the development and operation of the State Planning Provisions, in 
tandem with the Local Planning Provisions, in relation to cultural heritage, CHPT is of 
the opinion that the current provisions continue to fail to adequately provide for cultural 
heritage protection at the local government level in Tasmania. Significant amendment of 

 
1 The objective of the Land Use and Planning Approvals Act 1993 in relation to historic heritage is "to 
conserve those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical 
interest, or otherwise of special cultural value" (Schedule 1, part 2 (g)). We understand this objective has 
been retained in the recently amended LUPAA. 
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the State Planning Provisions will be required to provide for this. The protections for 
cultural heritage, in particular historic heritage, are inadequate and, taken in the context of 
the complexity of provisions in the planning scheme generally, are often ambiguous 
and/or difficult to interpret. The lack of obligation to understand, and take account, of the 
heritage values of an area subject to a planning matter, is a particular problem for cultural 
heritage protection. The linkage to Local Provision Schedules, including Particular 
Purpose Zones and Specific Area Plans, and linkages with various state legislation also 
require revising to avoid unacceptable impacts to Tasmania’s extremely significant and 
valuable Aboriginal and historic cultural heritage.  

In considering statutory planning and heritage protection, it is also important to recognise, 
as noted in the Australian 2021State of the Environment report, that strong protections at 
the local level are essential to protect historic heritage from the widespread 
redevelopment that is occurring in urban, rural and regional areas of Australia. Also, that 
a key issue in this regard is the general approach of local government planning schemes 
as a development control aimed at allowing development and new use, rather than 
environmental and heritage conservation control (McConnell 2021, 83)2. This means that 
providing heritage protection via local government level planning, such as the Tasmanian 
State Planning Provisions, requires both carefully thought-out planning provisions that 
can ensure cultural heritage values are identified and are adequately protected in a 
development context, and also strategic level planning approaches. The increasing 
impacts from climate change on the natural and cultural heritage, and issues of 
sustainability, also demand that local government level strategic planning and planning 
provisions consider these and contain appropriately responsive heritage protective 
approaches. 

CHPT’s specific comment on the State Planning Provisions and cultural heritage are 
provided below. Given that there are a number of cultural heritage issues of concern that 
were not addressed in finalising the Draft State Planning Provisions, we also refer the 
State Planning Office to our 2016 submission on the Draft State Planning Provisions. 

 
1 STATE PLANNING PROVISIONS - GENERAL  

Protection of heritage, although a clear objective under the Land Use Planning and 
Approvals Act 1993, through Part 2 of Schedule 1, is relatively invisible in the State 
Planning Provisions, except through the Local Historic Heritage Code (C6). To ensure 
adequate heritage protections, it is important that cultural heritage, and heritage generally, 
is more broadly considered. Recommended general amendments to the State Planning 
Provisions to achieve this include the following: 

1. General Application: Historic heritage (i.e., historic heritage values) should be 
treated as an overlay that must be considered in all zones in all new uses and 
development applications and approvals, including for actions undertaken by the 
local government authority, regardless of whether they are allowed or 
discretionary (note – this has implications for Sections 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 of the State 
Planning Provisions). The same treatment should also apply to Aboriginal 

 
2 McConnell, A., Janke, T., Cumpston, Z. & Cresswell, I., 2021, Heritage, a chapter of the Australia 2021 
State of the Environment Report, Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment, Canberra, ACT 
(release date July 2022). 
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Heritage, Geoheritage and Landscape Character – see recommendations below for 
additional Codes for these values. 

2. Purpose (2.0): Amend 2.1.1 (b) to “making provisions for the use, development, 
protection and conservation of land and heritage”. 

3. Planning Terms & Definitions (3.1): 1. Add a definition for heritage or 
definitions for Aboriginal, historic and geo- heritage. 2. Amend the definition of 
‘environmental harm’ to include harm to heritage, or add a new term and 
definition for ‘harm to heritage’, and apply it as appropriate (i.e., in similar, 
relevant contexts to ‘environmental harm’). 3. Add a definition of ‘landscape’. 
This term, which is ambiguous, is used widely, but not defined. In CHPT’s view 
the term should apply to landscape and landscape values broadly. 

4. Exemptions (4.0): There should be no use, development or other works 
exemptions in relation to Aboriginal or historic heritage as many of the exempted 
activities have the potential to cause harm to this heritage. A new 4.0.4 should be 
added that, similarly to 4.0.3, provides for no development listed in Tables 4.1 - 
4.6 to be exempt from the planning scheme if it is to be undertaken in an area of 
cultural heritage identified in the planning scheme or on a State heritage register, 
with any development in an area of identified cultural heritage to meet the 
requirements of the Local Historic Heritage Code and the Aboriginal Heritage 
Code (if adopted). 

5. Application requirements (6.1): In relation to 6.1.3 (b), historic (and Aboriginal) 
heritage values should be included as a new class of information that the planning 
authority can require in order to enable it to consider an application. 

6. Categorising Use or Development (6.2):  
1. In Table 6.2 in relation to the Use Class ‘Natural and Cultural Values 
Management’, to ensure that the use is genuinely for natural and cultural values 
management, the Description should be amended to “Use of land to protect, 
conserve or manage ecological systems, habitat, species, cultural sites or 
landscapes. This may include track work and maintenance, park management 
outbuildings and offices, park entry signs, visitor information signs, information 
and interpretation booths where this does not lead to harm to the natural and 
cultural values”.  
2. CHPT queries the inclusion of a ‘Passive Recreation’ use class, but the lack of 
an ‘Active Recreation’ use class in Table 6.2. Since pedestrian and bicycle tracks 
and other active recreational infrastructure can cause harm to cultural heritage, 
CHPT recommends that ‘active recreation’ be included as an additional use class 
or the ‘passive recreation’ use class be revised to a ‘recreation’ use class that 
includes both passive and active recreation. 

7. Change of use of a listed heritage place (7.4):  
1. In clause 7.4.3, to ensure that other heritage that might be potentially impacted 
is considered, a requirement that the planning authority must have regard to the 
likely impact of the proposed use on the heritage values of adjacent listed historic 
heritage should be included. 
2. Also in relation to clause 7.4.3, to improve heritage outcomes and to give 
planning authorities confidence in the assessments that they must have regard to, 
in relation to items (a) to (d), the wording should qualify that the documents being 
considered are competent, by inserting ‘competent’ after ‘any’. 
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8. Zoning (7.4): This submission does not consider the zones and zone provisions in 
detail. CHPT however recommends:  
1. That all ‘zone purposes’ for all zones be reviewed and a cultural heritage and/or 
landscape character conservation purpose be added as relevant and appropriate if 
it is not already present. This particularly applies to the General, Inner and Low 
Density Residential, Rural Living, Village, Rural, Landscape Conservation, Major 
Tourism, Community Purpose, Recreation, Open Space and Future Urban zones. 
This recommendation is aimed at making cultural heritage and landscape 
character more evident in the planning scheme. Currently natural and/or general 
landscape values are included in various purposes, but there is little inclusion of 
cultural heritage and landscape character. 
2. In relation to the Environmental Management Zone, the Zone Purpose 23.1.2 be 
amended to include conservation management plans and heritage management 
plans as well as reserve management plans, as the bulk of recognised cultural 
heritage is not managed within the state protected area system. The Use Table 
(23.2) and Standards also need to be amended to reflect this. 
3. In relation to the Environmental Management Zone, the Use Table (23.2) needs 
to be amended to remove extractive industry, resource development and resource 
processing from being discretionary, and explicitly add these to the prohibited 
category, as these functions are inconsistent with the purposes of the zone. 
4. In relation to the Landscape Conservation Zone it is critical that 1. Landscape 
be defined (see above), and that the cultural landscape values be considered as 
part of landscape conservation, and this be made explicit.  

9. Local Historic Heritage Code (C6): See comment in next Section below. 
10. Scenic Landscape Code (C8): 1. C8.2.2 - As changed uses can have a significant 

impact on scenic landscape values, the Code needs to apply to use. 2. C8.4.1 – All 
current exemptions require removal as all these actions can negatively impact on 
scenic landscape value, hence are inappropriate. 

11. Addition of an Aboriginal Heritage Code: Currently there is no explicit linkage 
between Aboriginal heritage protection through the state legislation (i.e., via the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1975) and local government statutory planning, yet 
significant damage and destruction of Aboriginal heritage occurs, and can occur, 
through use and development approved at the local government level. Although 
many local planning authorities request Aboriginal heritage impact evaluations 
before deciding on a development application, this is rarely a statutory 
requirement. This often leads to Aboriginal heritage assessments being carried out 
at the last minute, where there is little opportunity to modify developments to 
protect Aboriginal heritage, and to a significant financial input being made by the 
developer by this stage. Adding an Aboriginal Heritage Code will ensure that 
appropriate and more timely consideration of Aboriginal heritage can be given. It 
is recommended that the Code be simple, in essence requiring as part of a 
development application that any land use development applicant 1. carry out an 
Aboriginal heritage impact assessment as per the requirements of the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1975; 2. consult with the relevant Aboriginal representatives to 
ensure all Aboriginal heritage values are identified and significant values will be 
protected; and 3. that building and works will not cause an illegal or unacceptable 
impact on Aboriginal heritage values.  
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12. Addition of a Geoheritage Code: Currently in Tasmania there is no explicit 
statutory protection for geoheritage (except for some limited industry protection 
such as through the Forest Practices system), although Tasmania has a wealth of 
geoheritage (see for example the Tasmanian Geoconservation Database) and 
much of this heritage is at risk from development and use that is subject to local 
government level planning approvals. Geoheritage is largely invisible and not 
considered when considering natural heritage, nor is it part of cultural heritage. It 
therefore needs to be recognised separately where planning protections are 
needed. Adding a Geoheritage Code will ensure that appropriate consideration of 
geoheritage is given, thereby allowing the protection of all types of heritage at the 
same level (i.e., via Codes). CHPT does not offer comment on what the content of 
a Geoheritage Code might be, but notes that it will need to include lists of 
geoheritage sites and landscapes, which will need to be populated. 

13. Addition of a Landscape Character Code: Landscape character is a socially 
held value of place and its preservation contributes to wellbeing. It also influences 
the choices people make about where they live. Landscape character does not 
equate to ‘amenity’, rather it results from a combination of characteristics of the 
local landscape including topography, the built environment, the natural elements 
of an area, and the patterning of these. Although historic attributes can contribute 
to landscape character, landscape character is not a heritage value. Specific 
provisions for ‘landscape character’ to be recognised and preserved where valued 
therefore need to be included in the State Planning Provisions. Such provisions 
should not be included in the Heritage Code, or confused with provisions for 
scenic landscape. A new Landscape Character Code is therefore seen as the most 
appropriate approach.   

14. LP1.0 Local Provisions Schedule Requirements (LP1.8 Code Lists in Tables): 
The way in which Local Historic Heritage is treated in relation to its inclusion in 
Local Provisions Schedules is variable. Given that these schedules are the only 
place in which Local Historic Heritage is listed or spatially represented, then all 
identified local historic heritage (i.e., local heritage places, local heritage 
precincts, local heritage landscape precincts, and places or precincts of 
archaeological potential) must be documented in the Local Provisions Schedules. 
To have this as optional is highly inappropriate. This also applies to LP1.8.1. For 
the same reason, it is inappropriate to have as optional the inclusion of local 
heritage places, local heritage precincts, local heritage landscape precincts, and/or 
places or precincts of archaeological potential in the Local Provisions Schedules. 
The inclusion of these heritage aspects must be mandatory (see also – ‘State 
Planning Provisions - Other Historic Heritage Considerations’. Below). 

15. State Planning Provisions - Applied, Adopted or Incorporated Documents: 
CHPT notes with disappointment that The Australia ICOMOS Charter for the 
Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance (The Burra Charter) (Australia 
ICOMOS, 2013) has not been incorporated into the State Planning Provisions as a 
guiding document, despite CHPT’s recommendation for its incorporation in 2016. 
To ensure that heritage protection occurs and is to an adequate standard, it is 
highly desirable that the Australia ICOMOS (2013) Burra Charter be included in 
the State Planning Provisions as a standard for heritage identification, assessment 
and impact assessments. This will also assist in terminological clarity. This should 
be an explicitly required standard of practice in the Local Historic Heritage Code. 
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2 LOCAL HISTORIC HERITAGE CODE  

The following highlights key general issues with the Local Historic Heritage Code (C6.0) 
(the Code). It is not an exhaustive review of the Code as, in CHPT’s view, there are a 
large number of issues with this Code, and in our view the key framework issues need to 
be addressed before the details of the Code Standards can be properly addressed. Many of 
these issues were noted in CHPT’s 2016 submission on the Draft State Planning 
Provisions, but were not addressed. This document should be referred to for detail.  

1. General approach: The Code suffers from a general lack of pertinent definitions, 
and lack of use of standard heritage definitions, practice and approach. This 
results in ambiguity and a lack of clarity, which can only lead to inadequate 
heritage protection, and a failure to meet the relevant objectives of LUPAA. All 
definitions in the Code need to reflect standard, accepted heritage practice, and 
use the definitions in the Australia ICOMOS (2013) Burra Charter where 
available, in particular in relation to C6.3. The definitions of ‘local historic 
heritage significance’ and ‘local heritage place’ are of particular concern. Also of 
concern is that the only living elements routinely recognised in the Standards as 
having heritage significance are trees, whereas the appropriate terminology is 
‘plantings’ in order to recognise the range of introduced or modified natural 
elements.  

2. Re C6.1.1: As noted in the CHPT 2016 submission, the inclusion of ‘recognising’ 
heritage in the purpose is extremely important, but the Code fails to address how 
this will be done. This needs addressing (see also State Planning Provisions - 
Other Historic Heritage Considerations, below). 

3. Re C6.1.1: 1. As noted in the CHPT 2016 submission, the inclusion of ‘significant 
trees’ in the Local Historic Heritage Code is a poor fit and causes additional 
confusion, and makes the Code less workable. Plantings that have historic heritage 
significance can, and should, be included as local heritage places. However, a 
‘significant trees’ as defined in the Code are not historic heritage. Significant trees 
as currently defined in the Code (as noted in 2016 and still required) need to be 
given their own separate Code (as has been the case in earlier planning schemes). 
Also, as noted in 2016 and still required, ‘local heritage places’ also needs to be 
modified to provide for the inclusion of archaeological structures (built and 
landscape) with local heritage significance. 

4. Re C6.2.1: The heritage category ‘place or precinct of archaeological potential’ 
currently only provides for subsurface archaeological remains, and does not 
include landscape modifications or surface structures, all of which in standard 
practice are regarded as archaeological remains (we note that there is a definition 
for ‘archaeological evidence which is comprehensive, but this does not appear to 
apply to any category of heritage in the Code). The category needs to be amended 
to include the full range of archaeological heritage, and the provisions for this 
category modified to reflect this; or the currently unrecognised archaeological 
aspects recognised and provided for as ‘local heritage places’ (see also above). 

5. Re C6.2.2: This clause should be removed. If a place is included in a heritage 
precinct (or heritage landscape precinct) it is included because its relationship to 
other heritage is important and/or its setting is important in relation to its 
significance. This must be respected. However, the current clause does not allow 
for this. The Code overall gives little consideration to the setting of heritage places 
and this needs addressing. 
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6. Re C6.2.3: This clause should be removed. As noted in State Planning Provisions 
- Other Historic Heritage Considerations, below, a heritage place or precinct or 
area of archaeological potential can have both local and state level significance, 
which may be different, and local level significance is not able to be protected 
under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995.   

7. Re C6.2.4: The inclusion of this clause is extremely concerning and the clause 
should be removed, as 1. changed use can adversely impact on the heritage 
significance of local historic heritage; and 2. particular uses can be part of the 
heritage significance of local historic heritage. 

8. Re C6.4: There should be no development exemptions in the Code. The 
circumstances under which historic heritage may be adversely impacted are highly 
variable and heritage significance is unique to each heritage place or precinct. It is 
therefore not possible to identify classes of development (work) that will not 
adversely impact historic heritage. Almost all exempted development in Table 
6.4.1 can result in harm to local historic heritage in particular situations. 

9. Re C6.5: Use standards are required in the Code – see item 7, above). 
10. Re C6.6: Although these standards are an improvement on those that were 

contained in the Draft State Planning Provisions, the standards remain complex, 
especially the performance-based criteria, and are inadequate for realising the 
purpose of the Code, hence the objective for cultural heritage protection under 
LUPAA, Schedule 1, part 2 (g). Further review of the standards is required to 
ensure they provide for heritage protection for the range of heritage types 
recognised under the Heritage Code. To the extent possible these should be 
revised and minimised to provide effective, and simple and easily understood, 
tests.  

11. Standards: As part of the review of the Standards, including the development of 
Use standards, the critical importance of use, setting, views and related places 
(recognised in the Australia ICOMOS (2013) Burra Charter as critical elements 
of heritage places and/or cultural significance) must be given greater 
consideration, and significant such aspects must be protected. 

 
3 STATE PLANNING PROVISIONS - OTHER HISTORIC HERITAGE 

CONSIDERATIONS  

1. Specific Area Plans and cultural heritage: The recent approval process for 
the Cambria Specific Area Plan, an area with extensive cultural heritage 
values, has shown that the identification and adequate protection of cultural 
heritage values where a Specific Area Plan is developed for purposes other 
than natural and cultural values protection is poor. Changes to the Land Use 
and Planning Approvals Act 1993 (LUPAA) are required to ensure that 
Specific Area Plans recognise the need for cultural heritage protection, and 
changes are required to the State Planning Provisions to ensure that cultural 
heritage protection can be met, and the needs and approaches to this are 
explicit. This is complex and requires expert consideration.  

2. The treatment of cultural heritage within Local Planning Schedules: It is 
essential that all types of heritage recognised in the State Planning Provisions 
Local Historic Heritage Code (i.e., local heritage places, local heritage 
precincts, local heritage landscape precincts, and places or precincts of 
archaeological potential) are included in Local Planning Schedules where such 
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heritage has been identified. There should be no allowance for planning 
authorities to choose to not consider any of the recognised types of heritage. 
Not including all types of recognised heritage enables local planning 
authorities to ignore local historic heritage values, which means they cannot be 
protected. In a system where cultural heritage protection is based on 
identifying and listing recognised types of heritage, it is inconceivable to 
CHPT that identified heritage can be voluntarily omitted from planning 
scheme lists.  

3. Identification of Local Historic Heritage: Related to the above, the ability of 
the State Planning Provisions to meet the LUPAA objectives in relation to 
historic heritage is entirely dependent on local historic heritage being 
identified. There must therefore be an inbuilt obligation in either LUPAA or 
the State Planning Provisions for planning authorities to undertake 
identification of local historic heritage and include identified heritage in the 
planning scheme (presumably in the current system via the Local Planning 
Schedules) in a timely manner and ensure this is regularly reviewed. If a direct 
obligation is not able to be built in, then an explicit requirement for proponents 
to assess the historic heritage values of their application area where there has 
been no previous comprehensive heritage assessment is an alternative 
approach, but is less suitable than local area or regional studies as it is difficult 
to assess the heritage in context where small area assessments are used. 

4. Inclusion of all historic heritage with local heritage values: As noted in 
CHPT’s 2016 submission on the Draft State Planning Provisions, it is 
extremely important to include all historic heritage with local heritage 
significance, even where it is listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. This 
is because heritage places, precincts and cultural landscapes frequently have 
both local and state level significance; the local and state level values may be 
quite different, yet the Tasmanian heritage Council is unable to consider local 
level significance and protect it under the Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995. 

 
4 STATE PLANNING PROVISIONS – REVIEW PROCESS  

1. CHPT understands from the May 2022 Scoping Paper that the State Planning 
Provisions Review scoping process will include the establishment of reference groups 
and consultative groups to work through aspects that require more detailed 
consideration. CHPT endorses this approach and suggests that reviewing the cultural 
heritage provisions will require this approach. In fact, in our 2016 submission on the 
Draft State Planning Provisions, we recommended that the government review the 
approach to, and provisions for, heritage prior to finalising the State Planning 
Provisions using a working group with acknowledged broad based heritage expertise, 
including long term experience working in local government and a practitioner with 
planning expertise and experience in heritage matters. This would still seem to be 
desirable. 
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August 2022 

By email to yoursay.planning@dpac.tas.gov.au   

About Shelter Tas 

Shelter Tas is Tasmania’s peak body for housing and homelessness services. We are an 

independent not-for-profit organisation representing the interests of low to moderate 

income housing consumers, community housing providers and Specialist Homelessness 

Services across Tasmania. We provide an independent voice on housing rights and a link 

between governments and the community through consultation, research and policy advice. 

We work towards a fairer and more just housing system. Our vision is affordable, 

appropriate, safe and secure housing for all Tasmanians, and an end to homelessness. As a 

member of the Ministerial Housing Reference Group, Shelter Tas is highly aware of the 

important connections between the development of the Tasmanian Housing Strategy and 

reforms to Tasmania’s planning system.  

Our submission  

Shelter Tas welcomes the opportunity to respond to the State Planning Provisions Review 

scoping paper. This is an opportunity to make an important difference to Tasmania’s 

planning rules. Good planning is essential to ensure that all Tasmanians can find the homes 

they need, including facilitating an adequate supply of social and affordable homes. With 

the current twenty-year Tasmanian Housing Strategy (2022-2042) now under development, 

it is essential to include supporting the construction of social and affordable housing as an 

urgent priority. 

Our Submission recommends that a thorough review of the residential standards is 

undertaken to ensure that the Tasmanian Planning System can address Tasmania’s chronic 

shortage of social and affordable rental housing in the future. 

In Tasmania, as in other parts of Australia, there is a chronic shortage of affordable rental 

options for people on low and moderate incomes. Tasmania has seen unprecedented 

growth in both purchase prices and rental prices. Hobart has been Australia’s least 

affordable capital city since 2018, on the standard measure that compares income to rental 

cost.1 Hobart has, indeed, been in the top two capitals for unaffordable rentals since the 

National Rental Affordability Index began in 2015. This chronic lack of affordable rental 

housing leads to increasing numbers of people experiencing housing stress and 

                                                           
1 https://www.sgsep.com.au/projects/rental-affordability-index 
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homelessness across the state. Our planning system needs to play its part in reversing this 

trend.  

Tasmania’s housing crisis is not being solved by the current planning approach. The latest 

report on housing market trends from the University of Tasmania’s Housing and Community 

Research Unit (HACRU) shows that Tasmania’s housing market continues to be under 

extreme pressure.2 House prices and rents remain high, while the private rental vacancy 

rate remains very low. Increasing the supply of affordable and social rental housing is 

essential to meet the housing needs of all Tasmanians, as well as the State Government’s 

economic and social objectives. The planning system needs to clearly identify social and 

affordable housing and provide a pathway for planners, decision-makers and developers to 

build more of this type of housing in all suburbs and towns across Tasmania. The residential 

standards can be updated to encourage and facilitate the construction of social and 

affordable housing, and to encourage a constructive approach to higher density and 

inclusionary zoning to meet the community’s increasing need for homes.    

Tasmania continues to face a critical shortage of affordable rental accommodation. The 

waiting list for social housing in Tasmania is growing, reflecting increasing demand. In June 

2022, over 4 453 Tasmanian households are on the waiting list for social housing. 

Residential planning standards need to be fit for purpose to alleviate this chronic shortage 

of safe, secure and affordable homes.  

Areas where the State Planning Provisions can better facilitate the delivery of social and 

affordable housing include:  

• Reducing car parking requirements for social/affordable housing developments 

• Changing the use category for visitor accommodation in residential zones from 
permitted to discretionary (enabling local planners to maintain levels of residential 
housing stock)  

• Prioritisation of social/affordable housing in residential zones by considering 
increased densities and heights for these developments. 

As Shelter Tas stated in our submission to the Premier’s Economic and Social Recovery 

Advisory Council (2020) process: 

 The planning system has long needed to adapt to facilitate the timely development of 

affordable housing. Planning the road to recovery will need to ensure a consistent pipeline of 

employment and housing supply to keep the economy moving, support our communities and 

                                                           
2 https://www.utas.edu.au/ data/assets/pdf file/0005/1475465/UOTBR210619-Tasmanian-Housing-

Update vFinal.pdf 
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keep people in jobs. We need to respond quickly by reforming the planning system to ensure 

continued productivity, investment and community wellbeing. 

At present the planning system needs to be modernised to recognise the importance of social 

housing and treat it as an urgent priority. Recent case studies (which we can supply) show 

developments have been recommended by local government planning professionals but 

blocked by elected Councillors. This impedes and slows the building pipeline for much needed 

social housing, in an environment where housing everyone needs to be a priority for public 

health as well as people’s rights to a safe home.  

There are multiple recent cases where local resistance (nimbyism) to the building of new 

affordable housing and homelessness initiatives presents a significant barrier to new 

developments. This creates delays, meaning that people are waiting longer for the homes 

they need, and establishes a ‘stop-start’ flow of employment for the construction industry. At 

worst, the backlash means that a proposal is abandoned, and a process of finding another 

appropriately located site has to start again.  Better planning, where expert 

recommendations are followed rather than overturned by local councillors will enable 

consistent employment.  

As Shelter Tas has long argued in our submissions to the state budget process, the planning 

system needs to be updated to encourage construction of the social and affordable housing 

that is greatly needed across Tasmania. In short, there is a need to cut red tape and fast-

track assessment processes to boost the construction pipeline and accelerate new affordable 

social housing projects. This will create and support construction jobs and allow work to 

continue wherever possible while avoiding constraints and delays that could undermine 

government investment in much-needed social and affordable housing. 

We note that Queensland has a system for approval of public housing developments that 

does not require development approval from local government.3 Shelter Tas would be happy 

to see reforms to the Tasmanian planning system include such a measure for public housing 

and for social housing, delivered by registered Tier One Community Housing Providers when 

funded by the Department of Communities.4  

                                                           
3 Public housing in Queensland is considered ‘accepted development’ under the Queensland Planning Act and 

Planning Regulation. As long as the development is in accordance with the planning scheme it does not require 
development approval from local government. (See Schedule 6 Part 5 of the Planning Act, proposals for public 
housing are required to be considered against the relevant local government planning scheme at 
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/pdf/inforce/current/sl-2017-0078)  
The Director-General, Department of Housing and Public Works, makes a determination about the level of 
compliance with the relevant planning scheme. When a public housing development proposal is considered 
‘substantially inconsistent with the relevant planning scheme’, DHPW will publish notification online and in 
relevant newspapers, and notify adjoining landowners. Following the end of the public notification, the 
Director-General will have regard to any submissions received when deciding whether or not to proceed with 
the proposed development. (see  
https://www.yoursayhpw.engagementhq.com/public-housing-developments) 
 Information sourced from Queensland Shelter.     
4 https://sheltertas.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Shelter-Tas-Response-to-
PESRAC June2020 FINAL.pdf 
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Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the consultation on the State Planning 

Provisions Review. Planning for social and affordable housing within the residential 

standards is essential for good housing outcomes for all Tasmanians.   

Please note our 2021 submission to the Tasmanian Planning Policies is available at 

https://sheltertas.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/ShelterTasSub TPP-scoping-

paperF.docx.pdf.  

For any further information on this submission, please contact: 

Pattie Chugg 
Chief Executive Officer, Shelter Tas 
ceo@sheltertas.org.au 
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